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Abstract

Humor and laughter are present in most of human interaction. Interactions in

healthcare settings are no exception. Research indicates that, despite variability in care

settings and methodologies, humor consistently functions as a means of enabling

communication, fostering relationships, easing tension, and managing emotions. Humor,

while generally positive, is, however, context specific. ln some circumstances it may be

experienced as insensitive. Chief among such circumstances in health care are those

involving crisis, serious discussion, and high anxiety.

Among healthcare settings, palliative care is unique in that terminal illness is the

noÍn. Circumstances of crisis, serious discussion, and heightened anxiety are

commonplace. Although several studies (Fox, 1959; Emerson, I973;Langley-Evans, &

Payne, 1997) indicate that patients in diverse circumstances used humor to introduce their

concerns about death, there is a paucity of research which specifically examines humor in

the context of death and dying. This research was designed to address that gap.

The purpose of the research was to develop an extensive description of when and

how humor and laughter are present in palliative care; to determine what firnctions are

served by humor and laughter; and to identiff circumstances where humor and laughter

may be observed or experienced by patients, families, or staff as inappropriate or

offensive.

The research method was clinical ethnography, intended for examination of the

human experience of illness or of caregiving in an interpersonal context (Kleinman,

1992). Clinical ethnography was chosen because of its emphasis on the subjective
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experience and the realm of communication and interaction for both patients and

caregivers. Symbolic interactionism provided a conceptual framework for the research.

Data were collected through participant observation, informal interviews with

patients and families, and semi-structured interviews with members of the healthcare

team. Fieldwork involved over 200 hours spent accompanylng six nurses for all of their

daily activities on a 30 bed inpatient palliative care unit. lnformal interviews occurred in

the context of interactions with patients and families over the course of the fieldwork.

Detailed fieldnotes were developed with the help of cryptic pocket notes following each

observational period. Interviews with representatives from nursing, medicine, social

work, and physiotherapy (n:15) were conducted outside of the research setting in the

latter weeks of the study.

Data analysis revealed that humor and laughter were pervasive and important in

the research setting. An overall attitude of good humor pervaded the environment. Within

that atmosphere, humor took varied expressions, ranging in form and intensity. Gentle

humor in the form of understated subtleties was pervasive. Witticisms and wordplay were

coÍrmon among the staff, as were playfulness, teasing, and jokes. Uproarious hilarity

sometimes erupted in response to unexpected and spontaneous events or the high jinks of

staff. Occasionally there was dark humor which poked fun at death and serious situations.

Sometimes there was the more biting humor of sarcasm and putdowns.

Humor served a variety of functions which were identified in three overarching

themes; building relationships, contending with circumstances, and expressing sensibility.

Humor between patients, families, and staff most commonly served to build therapeutic



relationships, relieve tension, and protect dignity and a sense of worth. Amongst staff,

humor was particularly significant in maintaining collegial relationships, dealing with

stressful situations, and maintaining a sense of perspective.

Several factors influenced whether or not humor arose. Humor was affected by

individual differences in personality characteristics and experience, differing

circumstances, ethnicity, gender, and degree of stress. Participants expressed difficulty in

identiflring strategies for when and how to introduce humor. Many indicated that they

were not sure how it was that they discerned whether or not to use humor but felt that it

was an intuitive knowing or a felt sense of what was appropriate. Further probing

uncovered techniques for assessment including identification of cues and indications of

receptivity. Findings established the significance of humor and laughter as therapeutic

phenomena in care of the ding.
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CHAPTER 1

This inhoductory chapter begins with an overview of historical and philosophical

perspectives on humor and laughter. Following that, the multidimensional characteristics

of humor are explored. The research pu{pose is introduced, together with explication of

the context for the study. The significance for the study is established, followed by

discussion of the conceptual framework.

Humor is a common thread interwoven throughout the fabric of human

interaction. Often accompanied by laughter, it is an ubiquitous phenomenon, multi-

dimensional; a composite of opposites. It maybe individual or collective, spontaneous or

contrived, cruel or kind, elegantly witty or debased and crude. Variable in nature, humor

is expressed across arcîge of intensity. Its complexity and elusive nature have made it a

target of fascination since early historic times.

His torical P erspectives

Historically, there is evidence that humor and laughter have long been important.

The Greek gods in Homer's the lliad and the Odyssey are reported to have engaged in

playful activity and unquenchable laughter. Their laughter appears two fold, both

laughing with unconcern at human weaknesses and also with amusement at themselves

(Kuschel, 1994).

Among the Greek philosophers, Socrates is reported to have demonstrated jesting

wit, and to have drunk the hemlock of his death with a ready smile (Screech, 1997). Plato,

a pupil of Socrates, condemned unbridled laughter and argued that excess should be

avoided in both joy and pain (Kuschel, 1994).In contrast, Aristotle attributed some



limited but useful and legitimate functions to laughter, perceiving it as a defining

characteristic which distinguished humans from the animal species. Aristotle viewed

laughter as a means of refreshment, relaxation and attraction. It was a legitimate way of

combating opponents in court. It was to be used with caution, while striving for balance

between no sense of humor and buffoonery. ln addition, Aristotle was supportive of

dramatic comedy, pronouncing it laughter's o'ffn art form (Kuschel, lg94).

EarIy Christian and medieval scholars largely espoused a negative view of

laughter (P. Berger, 1997). Unique among scholars of this period, a Christian monk,

Erasmus (1509) takes a favorable view of the comic. In his book, In Praise of Folly,

Erasmus personifies Folly as a divine creature who plays a key role in all of life's good

things. Now considered a comic masterpiece,In Praise of Folly continues its popularity

and appeal four centuries later (P. Berger, 1997).

ln the sixteenth century, philosopher Immanuel Kant appraised laughter largely as

a responso to situations of incongruity. Kant described laughter as arising from the

kansformation of a strained expectation into nothing. Similarly, in the seventeenth

century, Spencer considered laughter a natural response, arising in circumstances where

the conscious was una\ilare of a sudden shift of attention from great things to small.

Humor and laughter have been cited across history as positive influences on

health. h Old Testament writings, a well known proverb proclaimed "A glad heart is

excellent medicine" (Proverbs 17:22, New Jerusalem Bibte). Goldstein (1978) cites

Mulcaster, a l6'h century physician, as likening laughter to health-giving physical

exercise. Kant is reported to have considered laughter useful for restoring equilibrium and



for having a favorable influence on health. This theme is echoed in 18ù century medical

literature by Spencer who viewed laughter as a mechanism for releasing excess tension,

thus performing a restorative function.

The contribution of Sigmund Freud to the understanding of humor in the 20th

century is widely cited (Apte, 1985; P. Berger, 1997;McGhee,1979). While identified as

highly influential, Freud's original work has been labeled ponderous for those not

grounded in Freudian theory (Keith-Spiegel,1972). As such, it has been restated,

reworked, and modified by subsequent scholars. Keith-Spiegel summarizes Freud's

contention that humor represents a saving in the expenditure of psychic energy. Release

of energy from the psyche is inhibited by the action of the super-ego. Energy accumulated

from infantile sexual and aggressive behaviors which have been repressed is released in

laughter. Laughter allows for pleasurable discharge of the accumulated energy in a

socially acceptable manner without destroying the dominant social structure. While

contemporary scholars continue to cite Freud's work as particularly salient in

understanding humor, the caveat of the possibility of oversimplifoing the depth of his

understandings remains.

Origins

Contemporary understandings of the word humor originate in a Latin word of the

same spelling, which denotes fluid or moisture. McGhee (1979) identifies physiological

understandings from ancient, medieval, and Renaissance times in which the body is

believed to contain four basic bodily humors: blood; phlegm; choler, or yellow bile; and

black bile, or melancholy. Balance of the four humors was considered important for an
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even disposition, and a "good" sense of humor. An excess of blood was said to create a

sanguine mood which caused an individual to be cheerful, confident, and hopeful. An

excess of phelgm resulted in sluggishness and apathy. Individuals with higher levels of

choler were said to be irascible, and prone to anger or upset. Overabundance of black bile

was said to create gloominess, sadness, or depression. Based upon these understandings,

humor evolved as a term which referred to one's mood or specific disposition. The idea

of an individual sense of humor came into usage as a reference to one's sensitivity to, or

appreciation of, comical, incongruous, and ludicrous events.

C h aract eri s ti c s of Humor

Humor has a multiplicity of defining characteristics. Its complexity becomes

apparent through the pervasive, yet frequently contradictory, nature of these

characteristics.

Humor is omnipresent. An "anthropological constant" (P. Berger, 1997,p.w),no

culture has been found without it. It "pervades all aspects of human behavior, thinking,

and sociocultural reality, occurs in an infinite variety of forms and uses varied modalities"

(Apte, 1988, p.7). Despite being universal, humor remains elusive. It resists scientific

examination, is difficult to examine and to isolate (Lefcourt & Martin, 1986). It is said to

be destroyed by scrutiny, particularly when studied rather than experienced (Kuhlman,

1984). Taken out of context, it often loses its power to amuse. Anecdotes of humorous

events often fall flat in the retelling. The sense that one needs to "be there" to appreciate

the humor of a situation is common.

Humor appreciation is apparent at both individual and collective or cultural levels.
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Each individual has a unique sense of humor (Zív, 1984). Some prefer the witticisms of

cognitive humor, some enjoy joke telling, others are pranksters who enjoy practical jokes

and fooiery. Some have little obvious appreciation for the comic in any form. One

example of an attempt to understand individual differences in humor appreciation is a

typology by humor scholar and psychologist Avner Ziv Q98$. Ziv idenfifies the social

dimension of personality on a continuum with extroversion þreferring social interaction)

at one pole and introversion þreferring time alone) at the other pole. It is assumed that

extroverted personalities derive greater pleasure from social interaction than do

introverted types. Since spontaneous humor is more likely to arise in group settings, it

follows that exkoverts enjoy humor more than introverts. Humor is known to strengthen

group cohesiveness. Pleasure in shared humor is a means of satisfaction and

reinforcement that meets the social needs of the extrovert. When extroverts have higher

levels of emotionalism, they are less appreciative of humor because of interference from

negative emotions such as fear or anxiety. Extroverts with low emotionalism have gteater

humor appreciation. Effects of the cognitive dimension are not as obvious. While more

intelligent extroverts are able to appreciate a greater number and variety of humorous

messages, the less intelligent extrovert is more likely to appreciate lower cognitive levels

of humor such as practical joking. As Ziv's typology illustrates, there is considerable

individual variation in humor appreciation.

While humor appreciation differs among individuals, variation is also reported at

the collective or cultural level. ln order for humor to be understood and possess meaning,

it must be related to the customs, synrbols, and experience of the people within which it
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arises (Boskin, 1997).It has been said that the collective humor of a race reveals it most

secret qualities (Bradley, 1997). Cultural variations in humor are illustrated in Bradley's

observations on differences between British and American humor, cultures which share a

predominant Anglo-Saxon heritage. Inspired by Anglo-Saxon moralify, both British and

American humor tends to be corrective. However, American humor has evolved to

become ironic, rejoicing in the downfall of dignity, delighting in jokes on the unwary

such as exploding cigars. British humor is more likely to be satiric, "the sudden brilliance

of wit under fire" (Bradley,1997,p.47) .

"Spontaneity is the essence of all effective humor" (Kuhlman, t984, p.6). In its

most common form, humor arises unexpectedly. It may appear as a gentle

acknowledgment of human weakness or selÊdisparagement, as the result of something

incongruous that happens, or in something witty that punctuates a conversation. This is

the kind of humor that is also elusive, difficult to re-create or describe. Often it loses its

impact in retelling.

Humor may also be deliberate or contrived as in the case of professional

humorists such as clowns, cartoonists, and comedians. Humor creation such as this relies

upon a different set of cognitive skills and personalíty characteristics than does humor

appreciation. Unlike the hierarchy of personality dimensions involved in humor

appreciation (social, emotion, and cognitive), the dimensions are reversed in humor

creativity. Professional humorists tend to be highly intellectual, ffiffiy are reported to be

serious people who do not, themselves, laugh much (Ziv, 1984). Socially, they tend to be

introverted.



Aside from the entertainment field, deliberate humor may take place in a

therapeutic context. There has been an ever-growing interest in humor as a therapeutic

modality since the landmark work of Norman Cousins (1979) advocating the power of

humor to heal and to relieve pain. Therapeutic clowning, humor rooms for patients and

families, and humor carts with amusing reading and playthings have become common in

health care settings. Advocates of humor as therapy are quick to indicate that humor is

intended as a distraction or a complement to healing and not as a panacea which replaces

more conventional treatment (Provine, 2000).

Humor can be cruel, a kind of weapon designed to inflict hurt upon another.

Directed at another, laughter, sarcasm, and satire serve to belittle, humiliate, or debunk

their target (P. Berger, 1997). Directed at institutions or oppressors, theybecome a means

of expressing power among the powerless (Ziv, 1984).

While humor may be cruel, it is often also kind. Humor can be a means of

connection between individuals, away of enhancing solidarity within a group, a way of

breaking down barriers between individuals and across hierarchies. ln the short-term,

tension is released as laughter is shared. ln the long-term, humor helps to shape, define,

and change the relationship of the participants (Kuhlman, i984).

Humor can be both highly intellectual or basic and crude. V/itticisms and puns can

be sophisticated and, in their most erudite form, require higher level cognitive

functioning. For example, to appreciate the humor of irony and satire, it may be necessary

for an individual to have an intellectual grasp of vocabulary or literature or politics or

whatever institution maybe under verbal attack.In comparison with highly cognitive wit,
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humor may also be crude, as in scatological or sexual jokes. It may be simplistic as in

children's "knock-knock" jokes, or slipping on a banana peel.

Humor varies not only in form, but also in intensity. At one end of the range,

humor is subtle, gentle humor which is quietly shared between two persons. This

commonly engenders scarcely more than a smile and a momentary sense of pleasure.

Moving along the continuum, humor becomes increasingly overt. At the far end of the

scale is the contagion of shared laughter. When shared in a group, laughter may grow in a

kind of chain reaction, creating a crescendo ofjocularity, high jinks, antics, and frivolity

(Provine,2000).

There are innumerable synonyms which are commonly substituted for the word

humor. Examples are terms such as furury, amusing, mirthful, comic, jocularity, joking,

and fun. A common issue that arises among humor scholars is the distinction between

humor and laughter. While laughter commonly accompanies humor, they are not the

same. Laughter is essentially a behavior, a physical response to a cognitive experience

(Morreal, 1983). Despite the distinction between laughter and humor, many learned

writers use the terms interchangably.

Contemporary Interest

As in the past, present day scholars interested in humor represent diverse

disciplinary orientations (Apte, 1985). Scholars in the classics, literature, medicine,

philosoph¡ religious studies, psychology, sociology, and anthropology have all taken an

interest in varying aspects of the study of humor (Veatch, 1993). Particularly notable in

the second half of the last century has been an outpouring of interest in humor in the
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social sciences. The literature review in Chapter 2 wlll present this research at greater

iength. Earliest scholars in this trend were from the field of psychology. Psychological

research has focused primarily on individual variables such as sense of humor and human

responses in particular situations. Sociologists interested in humor research largely come

from a structural-functionalist orientation and concentrate on social functions of humor.

Despite the recognition that cultural systems significantly influence the use and

perception of humor, Apte (1988) notes that there has been little anthropological research

directed specifically at the phenomenon. Rather than a specific focus, ethnographers have

included humor as one of many aspects of individual societies. Cross-cultural

comparisons of humor are particularly lacking.

Humor in Health Care

In recent years, there has been considerable interest in the field of healthcare about

the possibility that humor may have therapeutic value (Cousins,1979;Dvnn,I993;

Herth,1990; Hunt, 1993; Kil1een,1991; Robinson,l99l). Drawing upon findings from the

social sciences and upon anecdotal evidence, proponents of humor advocate its benefits

for physiological and immune function, as well as its benefits for communication, and

psychological well-being.

Chief among the proponents of the healing properties of laughter is Norman

Cousins. Cousins (1979) reports that laughter generated by watching humorous films

played a significant role in dealing with ankylosing spondylosis. In a subsequent book,

Cousins (1983) further developed the theme and stated his intention that humor be seen,

not as a discrete intervention, but as a metaphor for arcrrge of positive emotions, including
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faith, love, will to live, cheerfulness, confidence, and great expectations. While Cousins's

work has enjoyed widespread popular appeal, critics have responded with scepticism,

suggesting that his work is laden with "simplistic suggestions and grand theories related to

cause and cure"(Elgee, 1 990, p I 588).

Misgivings. While there is a growing body of literature that encourages

including humor in the therapeutic relationship (Pasquali,1990; Parfitt,1990; Showalter

and Skobel,1996) caveats are also offered. Cautions that the use of humor may create

misunderstanding and jeopardizethe caregiving relationship frequently appear. Early

among those with misgivings were those who identified the pitfalls of humor in

psychotherapy (Kubie, 1 97 1 ). Subsequent authors (Herth, 1 990; Leiber, 1 986;

Pasquali,1990; Thornton and White,l999) have identified circumstances regarding serious

illness and, in particular, death and dying, as instances where particular sensitivity is

required.

Cautions regarding the use of humor in healthcare are supported by what is known

about cultural understandings and appreciation of humor. Apte (1935) writes that

disagreement regarding the cultural appropriateness of humor and incongruity can occur

between individuals, groups, and even societies. Health care in general, and care of the

dyrng, in particular, are subsets of the larger society where cultural factors como to the

forefront. At the individual level, each person who is involved in healthcare, either as

recipient or care provider, brings an individual perspective and history. Healthcare

settings themselves reflect unique subcultures of particular types of behavior. The

subculture of healthcare is overlaid with the cultural orientations of the diversity of
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individuals involved both as clients and care providers. Within the greater healthcare

culture, care of the dyrng represents a unique subculture where values, attitudes, and

behavior are particulanzed. The uniqueness of the setting will be discussed in greater

detail in a subsequent section. To add even more variability, there is the reality that humor

appreciation varies from moment to moment and from individual to individual.

Researclt Purpose

The purpose of the research was to examine the phenomenon of humor and

laughter in the context of palliative care. The study had three objectives: 1) to develop an

extensive description of circumstances where humor and laughter occur in palliative care;

2) to determine functions served by humor and laughter; and 3) to identi$r circumstances

where humor and

laughter may be experienced or observed as inappropriate or offensive.

Definitions

Humor is multidimensional, difÍicult to capture in a concise definition. The intent

of this research was to explore humor in all of its dimensions. Consequently, the definition

adopted identifies four distinct components of the humor spectrum; creation, perception,

expression, and communication. Humor is a comic quality causing amusement; the faculty

of perceiving what is amusing or comical; the faculty of expressing the amusing or

comical; and comical writing or talk in general (Webster's Dictionary, 1994).

Humor and laughter commonly, but not exclusively, occur together. Laughter is the

strongest and most evident physical response to humor (Leiber, 1986). Morreal (1983)

distinguishes between humor and laughter, identiffing laughter as a behavior while humor
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is a more esthetic or cognitive experience. Humor and laughter are interconnected with

such intricacy that examination of one without the other is both unlikely and incomplete.

The research encompassed both humor and laughter.

Palliative care is "the combination of active and compassionate therapies intended

to comfort and support individuals and families who are living with, or dyrng from, a

progressive life-threatening illness, or who are bereaved" (Canadian Palliative Care

Association, 1995). Palliative care services are unique within health care with the focus

placed on comfort rather than cure, quality of life rather than prolongation of life, and an

wholistic view of the person þhysical, emotional, and spiritual). Support for family

members is considered equally important. The emphasis is skilled, compassionate,

holistic care for the terminally ill. The goal is comfort, as opposed to cure. Dylng persons

and their families are encouraged to participate in life as fully as possible throughout their

remaining time together.

Palliative care, both as a philosophy and a setting, is unique within healthcare.

Physically, patients are experiencing the often dramatic deterioration that marks the last

weeks and/or days of life. Emotionally, they are facing the reality of death, the loss of

roles, family, füends, of life itself. Terminal illness is often a time of spiritual distress as

the individual wrestles with existential concerns of meaning and uncertainty. Equally

significant is the distress of family members who are likewise being confronted with the

reality of imminent loss (Lev & McCorkle, 1998). For many, grieving begins well before

the actual death as they witness the steady progression of their loved one's illness. The

burden of caregiving frequently leaves family members physically exhausted and
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emotionally spent.

Palliative care staffrepeatedly witness the reality of death. They are simultaneously

confronted with patients and families at varying points in the dyrng trajectory. Palliative

care is both an art and a science. Staff must be knowiedgeable in symptom management

and capable of swift and skilled response in times of crisis. At the same time, they require

well developed communication skills and sensitivity to the emotional needs of their clients

and families.

Humor and Palliative Care

Palliative care is serious business. One might expect some ambivalence regarding

the appropriateness of humor and laughter in the context. However, the period of receiving

palliative care is also a time of unique emphasis on living life to the fullest. Human

relationship often becomes particularly significant in the final weeks of life. An important

aspect of wholistic care is acknowledgment of shared humanity. It follows that sharing

one's humanity will include, for many, a gentle, spontaneous sharing of humor. Research

studies of nurses' work with critically ill patients in oncology (Bottoroff, Gogag, and

Engelberg-Lotzka41995) intensive care (Thornton and White, 1999) and coronary care

(Wallis, 1998) each revealed that quiet, gentle humor was a commonly used expression of

support.

Research with staff in health care reports the prevalence of humor as a coping

strategy for caregivers (Astedt-Kurki & Liukonen, 1994; Kuhlman, 1993; Sumners, 1990;

Thornton & White, 1999). None of these studies were done specifically with palliative

care staff. Anecdotal descriptions by Killeen (1991), Klein (1997) and Showalter and
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Skobel (1996) suggest that humor is likewise a frequently seen phenomenon among staff

who care for the dyrng. For some individuals, the sharing of humor may be a more overt

coping strategy used, consciously or unconsciously, to establish a sense of mastery or

denial of feelings of fear or loss.

Sígnificance

"Experience and a small amount of research-based evidence suggest that some

experienced nurses have developed skilled use of humor individually or collectively but,

like much other lcnowledge embedded in practice, this has not been consciously analyzed

and articulated in suclt a way that it can be taughf' (Ashworth, L999, p.3).

This research is significant in addressing this need and helps to fill a gap in

healthcare research. It establishes a descriptive basis for developing an understanding of

how humor and laughter unfold in the context of palliative care. It provides the

groundwork for an understanding of when and how healthcare personnel may

appropriately and sensitively introduce humor in their work with the terminally ill. It has

been suggested that health care providers must rely on sensitivity and intuition to know

when humor may or may not be appropriate (Astedt-Kurki & Liukkonen,lgg4).

Understanding of the use of sensitivity and intuition will be enriched and enlightened by

the expanded knowledge base this research provides.

OnIy one study is known, to date, which has addressed this topic. Herth (1990)

interviewed i4 persons with a terminal illness while administering a questionnaire

regarding their attitudes toward humor. Findings indicated that while humor was

considered important to most of the participants, they experienced little or none in their
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present circumstances. Herth concludes that humor is "as essential if not even more

essential, during the terminai phase of a disease than at other times during illness and

health" (p39). If this claim is indeed tnre, it merits greater investigation and substantiation.

This research provides such an investigation.

Conceptual Orientatíon

The theoretical guide for this research is Symbolic Interactionism, as developed by

sociologist Herbert Blumer (1969). Building upon earlier works by George Herbert Mead

and other sociologists with philosophically pragmatic ideas, Blumer emphasizes the role

of meaning in the formation of behavior. Social interaction is viewed as a process that

forms human conduct.

Charon (1989) outlines four central ideas within symbolic interactionism which

explicate Blumer's position. The focus is interaction which occurs between individuals

within a social setting. lnteractions are dynamic processes, within which individuals

undergo a continual active process. Change is ongoing as actors take each other into

account before acting, perceive, interpret, and act again. Each interaction occurs in the

present. While perceptions and recollections fromthe past aÍe present in the interaction,

they are recalled and applied in the now of the present situation. The interaction is not

soleiy what is happening between people in a situation, it is also what is happeningwithin

the individual. Each individual acts in response to the definition of the situation which is

derived from within. In light of this idea, the individual may be considered unpredictable

and active as s/he responds within the context of their personal perception of the situation.

Within s¡imbolic interactionism, symbols are social objects used to represent
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whatever people agree they should represent (Charon, 1939). Symbols are social,

meaningful, and significant. They may be verbal or nonverbal but become meaningful only

when interpreted. Language is the basic human symbol which provides for communication

of interpretation, conceptual ization, and experience.

Symbolic interactionism was chosen as particularly appropriate for this research.

Reasoning for this includes the traditional underpinning of symbolic interactionism in

ethnographic research conducted in social settings (Lal,1995). Blumer (1969) states that

the concepts and propositions of symbolic interactionism were devised so as to allow for

direct examination of the empirical social world. Symbolic interactionism allows for

uniqueness in responses for individuals in similar situations.

Given the potential for emotional and physical distress in a palliative care setting,

some might assume that humor would be unlikely. Symbolic interactionism allows for the

possibility that interactions between individuals may, despite the circumstances, be

interpreted or experienced as humorous and may result in laughter. The response arises not

from the setting, but from the interaction. Consideration of humor in the context of

interaction allows for expansion of humor to take on greater meaning beyond the specific

words that are spoken (Fine, 1984). This reasoning is supported by Flaherly (1990) who

notes the particular applicability of social interactionism in an ethnographic study of

jocularity in everyday life. In keeping with Blumer's ideas, jocularity was found to arise,

not as a result of the social structure or situation, but as a result of the social processes

ongoing within interaction.

Humor is ubiquitous. Historically and philosophically, perceptions and
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appreciation of its rvorth and function differ. In the chapter that foliows, there is a

presentation of the literature which provided background and informed the research.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

A review of the literature regarding humor and iaughter is a daunting task due to

both the diversity and the volume of what has been written. This chapter begins with a

review of theoretical thinking regarding humor. Following that is a discussion of humor

research focusing on studies related to health care.

Theories of Humor

Since ancient times, philosophers and intellectuals with a diversity of orientations

have developed theoretical perspectives on humor. Despite generation of what are now

hundreds of theories, none have yet been deemed to solely encompass the complete truth

(Veatch, 1998). The following section reviews traditional theoretical thinking, including

classical and contemporary approaches. Broad themes of arousal, incongruency, and

superiority categonze theoretical approaches.

Arousal theories. The central premise of arousal theories of humor is that

humor serves a physiological function in promoting the release of pent-up tension or

energy. In the 1860's, Herbert Spencer proposed a physiologic theory in which humor and

laughter provided a means of escape for energy active within the neural system. Nervous

responses related to feelings overflow as laughter expressed through the mouth and speech

apparatus, sometimes including the respiratory system. Should this muscle activitybe

inadequate to discharge the energy, it overflows into the general muscular system and

results in convulsions of laughter (Piddington, 1963).

Freud is foremost among scholars who considered humor a form of release. Freud
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considered that all forms of mirthfui experience represented a savings or economizingof

psychic energy which, when not required for normal purposes, are released in the form of

laughter (Lefcourt & Martin, 1986). Three distinct forms of psychic energy were

identified. Inhibitory energy associated with repression of sexual and aggressive impulses

finds expression through jokes and wit. Mental or ideational energy is dissipated by

laughter in response to the comic, or nonverbal sources of mirth such as slapstick comedy,

miming clowns, or pompous individuals slipping on banana peels. When the observer

activates mental energy in anticipation of an expected outcome which is altered by a comic

event, the energy escapes as laughter. Emotional or affective energy is released in laughter

when negative emotions such as worry or sadness are diverted by an altered perspective

which perceives humorous elements in the situation. In this regard, humor functions as a

defense mechanism which allows the individual to face a difficult situation without being

overcome by negative emotion. Freud is reported to have considered this the highest of the

defense mechanisms. "One refuses to undergo suffering, asseverates the invincibility of

one's ego against the real world and victoriously upholds the pleasure principle, all

without quitting the ground of mental saniff'(Freud, 1928, cited in Lefcourt & Martin,

1986, p.6).

A more modem arousal theory was developed by Berlyne in the 1960's. [n contrast

to Spencer and Freud who were concemed with the release of excess energy or tension,

Berlyne considers laughter an expression ofpleasure related to changes in arousal

(Lefcourt & Martin, 1986). 
'When 

one hears a joke, arousal is boosted by the collective

properties of the joke. When the arousal boost rises above the pleasurable level as the
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complexify of the joke increases, it is released in an arousal jag as the punch line is

delivered, then returns to the pleasurabie level.

One final example of arousal theory is Apter's theory of psychological reversals

(V/yer & Collins, 1992). According to this theory, humor and laughter have a positive

effect, not by reducing arousal and tension, but through changing the experience of arousal

such that it may be experienced in a more positive way.

Incongntity theories. A second major category of humor theory involves

incongruence. This is cognitive or intellectual humor where two or more normally

disparate concepts or events are brought together in an unanticipated or surprising manner

(Lefcourt & Martin, 1986). Eighteenth centuryphilosopher Immanuel Kant is considered

the father of incongruity theories (Monro, 1951). Kant described laughter as "an affection

arising from the sudden transformation of a strained expectation into nothing" (cited in

Monro, I95I,p.43). The individual awaits an expected event in a state of tension, whether

physical or intellectual. With the comic relief of a pleasant but surprising outcome (eg. the

pompous official slips on abananapeel), tension is dissipated and replaced with the

pleasant sensation that characteristically follows laughter. While Kant appears to have

chiefly intended incongruity laughter to be an intellectual event related to surprise, others

have applied his ideas to physiological responses. The surprise of the incongruous event

may result in a physical release of tension, similar to that described in arousal theories.

In the 20th century, Arthur Koestler introduced the concept of bisociation to refer to

the juxtaposition of two normally incongruous frames of reference (Lefcourt & Martin,

1986). Koestler proposed that understanding the bisociation of humor was also the best
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way to comprehend artistic creativity and scientific discovery. The reason why the

incongruity of humor elicits laughter while that of creativity and science does not is related

to the emotional context in which each occurs. The overt linkage between humor and

creativity in Koestler's thinking makes this theory attractive to humor scholars (Ziv,

1984).

Superiority theories. Superiority theories of humor are derived from the

principle that humor results from a sense of superiority derived from disparagement of

another person or of seif (Ziv, 1984). Superiority theories have a long history dating as far

back as the ancient Greek philosophers.

Earliest among those subscribing to superiority views of humor was Aristotle (384-

3228.C.) who considered humor to be largely derisive and something to be avoided. V/it

was dubbed educated insolence and too much laughter was seen as incompatible with

living a good life. While laughter was useful as a social corrective to bring others in line, it

ought not to be overdone. Rather than totally condemning laughter, Aristotle advocated

moderation because those who refused to say anything furury or to laugh with others were

considered boorish and dull. The threat was that laughter easily led to mockery which was

to be foregone.

Plato (427-348 B.C.) was said to have considered humor evil and folly the proper

objects for laughter. Self-ignorance of one's own state made another laughable (Morreal,

1983). Laughing at persons who considered themselves wealthier, wiser or better dressed

than they actually were was a form of malice towards them. Since malice was a harmful

thing, laughter had a negative quality. It ought not to be cultivated as it led to loss of
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rational control and resulted in becoming less than fullyhuman. In keeping with this view,

it was recommended that literature be edited to delete mention of gods or heroes being

overcome with laughter (Provine, 2000).

The best known superiority theory of humor originated with Thomas Hobbes

(1588-1679).In Leviathan, Hobbes takes the position that humanity is a collection of

individuals engaged in a constant struggle to gain power over one another. Provine (2000)

observes that, given this orientation to life, it is hardly surprising that Hobbes awards

laughter to the victor. ln an oft-quoted statement in humor literature, Hobbes is said to

have referred to laughter as "a sudden glory arising from some sudden conception of some

eminency in ourselves, by comparison with the infirmity of others, or with our own

formerly'' (Hobbes, 1651, quoted by Moneal,1983, p.5). In this sudden glory view,

laughter is triumphant, a form of self-congratulation at finding one's self better offthan

another in the struggle of all against all. Hobbes maintained that to indulge in such

laughter at the expense of others was harmful to a person's character, the purpose being to

boost selÊesteem at the expense of the less fortunate (P. Berger,1997).

ln an evolutionary appraisal of humor, Ludovici (1933, cited in Morreal,1983) built

upon Hobbes' theory. According to Ludovici, laughter was an expression of an

individual's feeling of superior adaptation to some situation or to the environment in

general. The physical baring of teeth associated with laughter harkens back to more

primitive animal behavior. Animals such as dogs communicate aggression and domination

through snarling and baring of teeth. As humans evolved, the claim to superior adaptation

expressed through laughter expanded to encompass mental agility and wealth as well as
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physical prowess. Ludovici claims that this evolution is reflected in the development of

children, where early laughter is directed at the physical maladaptations of others.

The three general categories (arousal, incongruence, and superiority) are an

effective framework for presenting the bulk of classical approaches. They are, however,

incomplete and, in themselves, not adequate to fully describe the phenomenon. Some of

the theories described are self-contradictory on one or several points. Consequently,

modem day scholars continue the quest for a comprehensive theory which encompasses all

aspects of the phenomenon.

Comprehensive theories. Comprehensive theories of humor attempt to enfold

all aspects of humor development from classical understandings within a framework that

makes sense of contemporary interactions. One example is Ziv's Theoretical Model for

Understanding Humor (Ziv,1984). Five specific functions are denoted (Ziv, 1899). The

aggressive function of humor involves victímization of individuals, groups, or institutions

through ridicule or disparagement and creates a sense of superiority in the perpetrator.

Sexual humor functions to express and reduce sexual tension in a socially acceptable

manner. Social functions of humor strengthen group relations, while expressing satire

when addressed at society at large. Defensive humor functions to momentarily reduce fear

by directed laughter at frightening topics such as illness and death. Based on word play

and absurdities, intellectual humor provides temporary freedom from strict rules and

rationality.

A second contemporary attempt at a comprehensive theory is Morreal's

Comprehensive Theory of Laughter (1983). Morreal's theory is similar to Ziv's in that
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both attempt to encompass all aspects of humor. For Morreal, the emphasis is on

psychological change rather than function. Morreal combines the traditional approaches

of superiority, incongruity and release (akin to arousal). Laughter involves a change in the

psychological state of the individual in response to the humorous stimulus. According to

Morreal, the psychoiogical change may be affective, as in superiority and relief theories

where there is a boost in positive feelings, a diminishing of negative feelings such as fear

(as in dark humor) or a release of suppressed feelings (as in humor as relief). In order for

there to be a psychological shift, the change must be sudden and it must be pleasant.

Veatch (1998) is another contemporary humor theorist. According to Veatch,

humor is both a cognitive and an affective occuffence which arises when an individual

views a situation simultaneously as being normal and as constituting a violation of the

subjective moral order. There are three necessary and jointly sufficient conditions for the

perception of humor: 1) the perceiver has in mind a view of the sifuation as being normal

yet somehow not right (a violation of the subjective moral order); 2) the perceiver has in

mind a predominating view of the situation as normal: 3) the views of the situation as both

normal and violation of the nonn occur simultaneously. The only example that Veatch

offers to illustrate his theory is the childish game of peek-a-boo. Babies have a sfrong

attachment to the principle fhat a situation is normal when the mother is readily visible in

front of them. When the mother's face momentarily disappears behind her hands, the

baby's subjective moral order is violated. With reappearance of the mother's face, the

child laughs, perceiving that she was not gone from them after all. Arousal and relief

theorists use the same example, indicating that laughter is a release of anxiety or fear
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associated with the momentary disappearance.

Three traditional views of humor and laughter have been described here, as well as

three attempts at comprehensive theories of humor. While many aspects of humor have

been addressed, there remains the discomfort that they may be incomplete. Humor occurs

in varying degrees of magnitude and intensity, ranging from high-spirited hilarity to quiet,

understated subtleties. Humor theories generally do not draw such distinctions. In

particular, the gentle humor which commonly punctuates personal interaction may not be

included. The meaning of the humor may be unspoken or unknown between the players,

and yet transform the personal experience of the situation.

Humor Research

Humor scholarship is multidisciplinary, attracting scholars from varied fields

including philosophy, literature, history, sociology, anthropology, psychology, theology,

linguistics, physiology, and health care. The large body of literature representing these

varied approaches represents a'þlethora of issues, methodologies, perspectives, and

theories" (Apte, 1988, p8).-In light of this enormity, the review which follows will focus

primarily on literature which informs research on humor and laughter in palliative care.

Emphasis will be placed on background from the social sciences and healthcare.

B ehavioral and Phys iolo gical Res earclt

Research of infant and child development has led to contemporary acceptance of

humor as a genetic, biologic characteristic of the human race (Fry 1994). The biologic

response to perceiving and enjoying humor involves total body participation. The

stimulation of laughter is accompanied by increased cardiovascular activity, increased
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pulmonary ventilation, brain activity, and muscle activity. Following the period of

stimulation, a relaxation period results in decreased heart rate, respiratory rate, and muscle

activity. Greater social and psychological animation frequently persist beyond the

refractory period. Recognition of biologic responses to humor and laughter has resulted in

a proliferation of research on the physiologic and behavioral benefits of humor and

laughter.

In a study of the effects of mirthful laughter on blood pressure, 15 male subjects

listened to audiorecordings of humorous skits while undergoing continuous blood pressure

monitoring (Fry and Savin, 1988). Laughter responses were categonzed in intensity

ranging from chuckling to atotal mirthful response with consummate laughter. Findings

showed evidence of increased systolic and diastolic blood pressure in response to laughter.

Increases were followed by a gradual decrease to levels lower than prelaughter baselines.

Early evidence of beneficial effects on the immune system following laughter was

demonstrated by Dillon, Minchoff, and Baker (1985) in research with university students.

In a replication and extension of this research, Lefcourt, Davidson-Katz and Kueneman

(1990) measured Immune Globulin A (S-IgA) levels in the saliva of university students in

three studies on the effects of humorous audio or video tapes. Findings supported Dillon et

al.'s findings. S-IgA levels increased after the humorous intervention. Scores from scales

measuring personal use and appreciation of humor indicated that those with greater

appreciation of humor experienced greater immune responses than those with lower

humor appreciation.

The relationship between humor and pain tolerance was tested in a study by Nevo,
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O., Keinan, and Teshimovsky-Arditi (1993). Subjects (r=72) kept one of their hands in

cold water while one third saw a humorous fîlm, another third watched a documentary,

and the final third served as a control group. Results indicated that those who perceived

the film as funny tolerated more pain. As well, there was evidence that those with higher

scores regarding personal sense of humor estimated the effectiveness of the film as greater.

Behavioral researchers in psychology have conducted extensive studies on

behavioral responses to humor and laughter. One such study (Provine, 1992) tested the

contagious power of laughter. Undergraduate students (n:128) who participated heard a

10 second segment of taped laughter followed by 42 seconds of silence. While most

participants laughed in response to hearing the first sound track, repetitions of the sound

led to less response. By the 10th hial, subjects were reporting the laughter as obnoxious.

The simple conclusion is that laughter itself produces laughter. Provine suggests that the

contagion may be "evidence of a unique and ancient mode of prelinguistic auditory

communication" (p1) that is now carried on in speech and language.

Numerous studies have investigated the significance of sense of humor. Sense of

humor is defined as the flexible ability to shift perspective that allows an individual to

distance his/herself from the immediate threat of a problem (Martin & Lefcourt, 1983).

Others (Craik, Lampert, & Nelson, 1996) consider sense of humor a social construction

which is manifested in interpersonal contexts.

Martin and Lefcourt (1983) administered six humor measures to 62 university

students with measures of recent stressful events. Results indicated that among persons

who had experienced recent negative life events, those with higher humor scores
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experienced lower levels of mood disturbance that did those with lower humor scores.

This was considered initial evidence for the role of humor as a buffer in moderating stress.

In a replication study of Martin and Lefcourt's work, Porterfield (1987) extended

the sàmple to 220 university students. He did not find support for humor as a

stress-buffering variable. lnstead, findings suggest that sense of humor mitigates

depression directly, rather than serving as abuffer.

In a subsequent study, Overholser (1992) found support for humor as a buffering

moderator of stress. Findings indicated that the effects of humor varied with the degree of

life stress, the frequency with which humor was used, and the emotional reaction under

consideration. Humor was reported as an adaptive personality trait which had positive

effects in dealing with depression, loneliness and self esteem. Subjects also indicated that

for humor to be effective, it needed to be used judiciously, avoiding overuse. Persons who

overused humor were regarded as having less coping power and social atfractiveness,

suggestive of avoidance and denial.

Findings from similar research by A.M. Nezu, C.M. Nezu, and Blissett (1988)

demonstrated support for the sfress-moderating effects for humor on depressed moods. In

this study, however, responses indicated that humor did not have the same effect for those

with anxious moods. The authors speculate that this is related to depression occurring after

a negative experience such as a loss, while anxiety occurs in anticipation of possible

adverse experiences.

Research typified by studies such as these and more has spawned great popularity

in the notion of humor as a therapeutic modality, useful for promoting health and coping
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with illness. A recent review of 41 studies examining the efFects of humor and laughter on

physical health (Martin, 2001) casts doubt on the reliability of findings to date, in light of

multiple methodological problems. Martin (2001) observes that while experimental

studies identiSiing enhanced immune function related to humorous stimuli appeaf

suggestive, more research is needed with better controls and larger sample sizes to draw

firm conclusions. Suggestions of stress-moderating effects related to humor have failed to

address possible mediating mechanisms such as positive emotions and social support.

Evidence for analgesic effects is stronger but requires clarification as it fails to indicate

whether effects can be attributed specifically to humorous stimuli or more generally to

emotional arousal. Martin concludes that "attempts to promote the therapeutic use of

humor for purposes of improving physical health are premature and unwa:ranted by the

current research evidence" (Martin, 200I, p516).

Humor Research in Health Care

Landmark studíes. Two landmark studies by sociologists (Fox, 1959, Coser,

1959) identified the significance of humor in the health care domain as a serendipitous

finding. Fox's participant observation study of patients and physicians in a Metabolic

Research Group sought to examine the shared difficulties of physicians and patients and

the socially patterned ways of meeting these difficulties. One of the most significant

strategies for managing the uncertainty associated with clinical research and serious

diagnoses was the use of humor. Physicians tended to handle the stress associated with

powerlessness over disease by making defiant and morbid jokes. Fox considered this to be

a reflection of the ongoing strain of uncertainty, limitation, and conflict. Similarly, patients
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made jokes about death and engaged in horseplay and humorous writing as a diversion and

a means of relieving tension. Their joking banter was an inner emotional language which

helped in expression of their deepest concems. The most impious and defiant jokes of all

were those that directly dealt with death. These early themes of emotion management and

irreverent defiant humor appear repeatedly in subsequent healthcare research.

Another landmark study from the 1950's is that of sociologist Rose Laub Coser

(1959). Through participant observation, Coser developed an extensive description of

social structure in a hospital ward. An outstanding feature of social structure was the

ongoing presence of laughter in the setting. Humor was a means for patients to deal with

anxiety and with the necessity for placing oneself under the authority and routines of the

hospital structure. It allowed for mutual reinterpretation of experience and provided

reassurance. Individual experiences of hospitalizationwere transformed into collective

experiences which strengthened the social structure of the group. Humor was clearly a

social construction with multiple social functions. In a second paper, Coser (1960)

described her observations of staff interactions in the same setting. Among staff, humor

was released downward in the hierarchy, tending to originate from those with higher

status. Like Fox's themes of humor as emotion management and defiance, Coser's

identification of social functions and hierarchical influences are echoed throughout the

humor research which followed.

Similar themes were apparent in Emerson's observations of spontaneous

wisecracks and pleasantries in a general hospital (1973). Both staffand patients used

joking as a means of communication for taboo topics such as death, staff competence, and
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indignities to patients. Emerson observed that staff had the upper hand in controlling

communication and refused to acknowledge joking comments regarding taboo topics. By

refusing to acknowledge such comments, staffwere able to avoid the human, emotional

side of patient care. The boundary between patient and staff was maintained. Humor, once

again, served social functions including emotion management, death defiance, and

maintenance of hierarchical boundaries. What follows is a review of an ever-growing body

of humor research in multiple health care settings. Possible applications for palliative care

will be identified throughout.

Humor in Nursing

The first known nursing study of humor was doctoral work by Robinson (1977).

Robinson produced a popular, easy-to-read book which promoted the therapeutic functions

of humor. In keeping with the state of nursing scholarship at the time, Robinson included

few details about the research setting or methodology, but focused on practical application.

Humor's effectiveness in enhancing communication between and among patient and

health care providers is emphasized. Practical guidelines and suggestions for

implementation occupy the bulk of the chapters.

Nurses' attitudes concerning humor were explored by Sumners (1990). Two

hundred and five participants completed a questionnaire in which they ranked attitudes

towards humor in their personal life setting and in their professional work setting.

Findings indicated that nurses' attitudes towards humor are positive in both settings, but

less in the professional setting than in personal life. While the study provides important

preliminary information, it stops short of implications for when and how to use humor, nor
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does it generate identifiable themes which could be correlated with other studies.

A qualitative study by Finnish nurses AstedrKurki and Liukkonen (1994)

investigated the role of humor in nursing. Thirty-two participants responded to a set of

open-ended questions with short written answers. The questions involved descriptions of

nursing interactions where humor played a role, and the meaning of humor to the patient,

nurse, and community. Results emphasizedthathumor was an individual and personal

matter. lnformants indicated that the atmosphere of the health care seffing was a context-

bound phenomenon, significantly influenced by the nurse's own well being and mood. The

importance of cultivating sensitivity and intuition as to when and how to introduce humor

in nursing is emphasized. This is an amplification of what has previouslybeen reported.

Understanding the influence of individuality and the importance of context leads closer to

an understanding of the particularities which could inform guidelines for applying research

findings.

Subsequent to this study, the lead author and others conducted further research that

extends the work. ln an investigation of humor between nurse and patient through analysis

of nurses' diaries (n:16) they discovered that humor with patients helped both to cope

with unpleasant procedures, manage difñcult situations, and led to an improvement in the

working climate (Astedt-Kurki & Isola,200l). A third study investigated the influence of

humor from the clients' view with interviews and letters from 13 clients with chronic

illness. Participants indicated that humor helped them to cope with difficult situations

through offering respite and a new perspective on their situation, helped them to express

emotions, to preserve personal digruty, and provided a defense mechanism. Humor
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provided motivation for rehabilitation and became more prominent in the client-nurse

relationship as recovery progressed.

Beck (1997) conducted a phenomenological analysis of the detailed descriptions

written by 2I pafücipants nurses regarding humor in their nursing care. Analysis identified

five themes in which humor was reported to help nurses deal effectively with difficult

situations. Humor created a sense of cohesiveness with patients and with co-workers and

functioned as an asset to therapeutic communication in situations where anxiety,

depression, and embarassment were present. Humor could be planned and routine or

spontaneous and unexpected. Lasting effects were created for both patients and nurses

long after the incident had occurred. The theme of function and emotion management is

reinforced and amplified with new detail.

Boman (1996) examined the narratives of 5 nurses known for 'making humor

happen' in the clinical practice. The original intent of the research was to have the

participants explain how they used humor in practice and then to observe them in the

practice setting. Encountering difficulties with the critical incident approach to

interviewing and obstacles to institutional access for observation, the approach was

modified. The emphasis shifted from discovering what the nurses did to discovering what

they were or had been like at various points in their life. Findings suggest that it is neither

the focus or the form of humor which is important in clinical practice, but the spirit of

being part of a with-equal-other social human bond that makes it an effective experience.

This reinforces the importance of individuality and context in humor appreciation

identified previously by Astedt-Kurki and Liukkonen ( I 994).
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A Swedish study (Olsson, Koch, Backe, & Sorenson, 2000) involved 802

participants (220 patients, 279health care employees, and 304 persons with no connection

to health care or nursing). Participants completed a questionnaire indicating what they

viewed as humor as well as their feelings regarding the appropriateness of using humor in

health service and nursing. Six categories of humor were identified;jokes, laughter,

macabre humor, situation comedy, puns, and unexpected situations. The majority felt that

humor had a place in healthcare but only 4o/o of men and 15% of women thought this was

the case. These findings are in contrast to many studies conducted in North America,

Britain, and AustraliaÀ{ew Zealand which identifu the prevalence of humor in healthcare.

The question of cultural influences on humor arises. Interesting, the same authors (Ollson

et a1.,2001) published a second paper describing findings from a qualitative study using

the same question (what does humor mean to you?) with 20 nurses studying in Sweden

who were not from the Nordic culture. Participants identified humor as a type of weapon

or protection, possibly indicative that the majority had experienced life under some kind of

occupation,wat, or political instability. Humor was felt to be an art associated with

cultural origins and creativity, imagination, ability and talent. There was no mention of

humor as puns or wordplay, possibly indicative of limitations associated with varied

languages. This study is unique in specifically addressing the little-investigated influence

of culture on humor in healthcare.

Mallett and A'Hern (1996) videotaped nurse-patient interactions with four kidney

failure patients learning hemodialysis and conducted conversation analysis to describe the

frequency, distribution, and use of humor. Humor and laughter were frequent and
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identified as integral to the sessions. Humor chiefly took the form of quiet spontaneous

asides. Humorous anecdotes and hearry laughter were unusual. The contextual nature of

humor was affirmed, with humor helping to avoid conflict while highlighting anxieties

and difficulties. In comparing their findings with ethnographic studies relying on field

notes, Mallett and A'Hern conjecture that the use of videorecordings allowed for greater

exposure and observation of even more humorous interactions than written field notes

might allow. Once again, humor is identified as contextual, individual, and useful for

emotion management.

Serendipitous findings. Like earlier sociological research (Fox, 1959, Coser,

1959), nursing research focused more broadly has identified humor as an important but

serendipitous finding. ln a study designed to identi$i and describe the comforting work of

nurses, Bottorff Gogag, and Engelberg-Lotzkar (1995) videotaped nurse-patient

interactions on an oncology inpatient unit. Gentle humor was identified as one of the eight

categories of comforting behaviors observed. Nurses used humor as a means of helping

patients to relax, to endure distressing procedures, and to heighten their spirits. Humor was

expressed through exaggerations, gentle teasing, slang or colloquial expressions, and

highlighting incongruities. ln contrast to the hospital inpatient facilities of the 1950's

through the 70's where early research was conducted, modern inpatient oncology units are

different. Hospitalizations tend to be shorter, involving only the most acutely ill patients.

There is much greater use of technology. Although nursing care maybe more intense and

involve greater reliance on technology, humor remains significant.

One other example of humor as serendipity is found in an ethnographic study
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focused on nurse-patient interaction (Savage, 1995). ln an extended period ofobservations

in two British hospitals, Savage observed that humor was an integral part of interactions

between patients and nurses. Nurses used humorous banter as a means of allowing their

personalities to become apparent and "to counter the effects of the uniform"þ.79). Humor

was effective for helping both patients and nurses in relieving stress, for lifting patients'

spirits, and for raising staffmorale. The importance of humor in communication and

relationships repeats itself.

One of the notable features of these studies is the regularity with which the same

themes appear. Humor in commonly referred to as contextual, modified by individual

differences in appreciation. Humor enhances communication and helps with management

of uncomfortable emotions. Aside from general studies of humor and nursing, there are a

considerable number of studies examining humor in specific areas of specialty which

enhance the general themes of communication and emotion management with greater

particularity.

Humor with the elderly. Some researchers have focused on the role of humor

with the elderly. Nursing theorist Rosemary Parse conducted a phenomenological

investigation of the experience of laughter with 30 elderly persons with the purpose of

developing a structural definition of the experience (1993). Participants wrote detailed

descriptions of a situation in which they experienced "laughing their hearts out". Findings

resulted in a definition of laughter as a "buoyant immersion in the presence of

unanticipated glimpsing, prompting harmonious integrity which surfaces anew in

contemplative visioning" (p.4I).This definition was found to be in accordance with
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Parse's human becoming theory. In a subsequent phenomenological study Parse (1994)

followed up on the possibility of relationship between humor and health. Twenty elderly

participants engaged in an audio taped interview in which they reflected upon their

experience of laughing and health. Findings confirmed humor's life-giving properties and

usefulness in maintaining a sense of harmony associated with Parse's view of health.

Another study (Herth, 1993) investigated the influence of place of residence, age,

gender, functional ability, and perceived health status on older adults' views of humor.

Sixty older adults were interviewed. Each of the variables influenced receptivity except

gender. Categories of humor function included connectedness, relaxation, restoration,

freedom, jo¡ and perspective. Participants who were living independently indicated that

their receptivity to humor was greatest during periods of wellness or convalescence. In

contrast, participants residing in long-term care facilities and with lower levels of health

and functional ability indicated greater receptiveness to humor at times of acute illness.

This finding challenges the assumption that humor is not appropriate at times of serious

illness and could have significance for humor in working with the terminally i11.

Humor ín Psychiatry

Numerous researchers have investigated humor in the area of psychiatry. This is

not surprising, considering the importance of communication and social relations in

psychotherapy. There is disagreement about whether or not humor is appropriate in

psychiatric settings. While research by psychologists has identified the stress-moderating

effects of humor on depressed moods (Lefcourt & Martin, 1986), there is also evidence

that humor is less appropriate for those with anxious moods (Neru, 4.M., Nezu,C.M. &
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Blissett, 1988). ln a frequently cited paper, Kubie (197I) warns of the potentially negative

effects of using humor in psychotherapy. "Humor has a high potential destructiveness, the

mere fact that it amuses and entertains the therapist and gives him a pleasant feeling is not

evidence that it is a valuable experience for the patient or that it exerts on the patient an

influence toward healing changes" (p.37). Kubie's stance appears to be largely based on

personal opinion and is not substantiated by research. Levine (1977) refuted Kubie's

position, suggesting that therapists who would use humor for personal entertainment and

not in the interest of the patient are incompetent. lnstead, he identifies shared humor as an

ego-enhancement which fosters a sense of mastery, and facilitates the acknowledgment of

painful insights with reduced anxiety.

Research by psychologists in Israel (Gelkopf, Kreitler, & Sigal, 1993) explored the

potential therapeutic effects of humor on persons hospitalized with a diagnosis of

schizophrenia. Residents on one inpatient unit were exposed to humorous movies 4 times

daily for 3 months, while other movies were played for a comparable control group on

another unit. Measures of general health symptoms and of health perceptions showed no

differences after the humorous intervention. Measures of social support indicated no

changes in support from families or acquaintances and from others elsewhere within the

hospital. However, patients on the unit exposed to humor had the perception that social

support from the staff increased. This change is perception may reflect the effect of humor

on staffbehavior towards the patients. The authors conclude with the suggestion that the

possible impact on the staff may be the most significant finding and bears firrther

investigation.
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Other research with persons with schizophrenia (Rosenheim, Tecucianu, &

Dimitrovsþ 1989) looked at the value of humor in psychotherapy. Drawing upon

parallels between schizophrenic thought and humor, the researchers hypothesized that

persons with schizophrenia would view humorous therapeutic interventions more

favorably than nonhumorous interventions. Twenty-five participants listened to brief tapes

of humorous and nonhumorous approaches. Rankings indicated a definite preference for

nonhumorous interventions, with the therapist who remained serious perceived as more

empathetic, understanding, and helpful. This highlights the importance of individual

differences in humor appreciation and the contextual nature of humor. The researchers

suggest there may be support for Kubie's (I971) objection to humor in psychotherapy.

Dunn (1993), a psychiatric nurse, focused on the views ofpsychiatric nurses

(n=10) regarding humor in their practice. Participants were asked to think in advance

about instances where they had used, or seen others use, humor when working with

patients. Humor was identified as useful for reducing anxiety, and for diffrrsing or averting

aggression. Based upon interview data, a four element model for therapeutic humor was

developed. Elements required to promote therapeutic humor included knowledge of the

patients' history illness, and present situation, intuition, synchronicity, and caring. Caring

was identified as the single most important variable. For humor to be most therapeutic, all

four elements should be involved. While this is an interesting and potentially useful model

for guiding when to use humor, the author stresses the importance of larger studies with

greater scientific rigor in order to ascertain its applicability.

Disappointingly, a later study, also in the U.K., of psychiatric nurses'use of humor
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during client interactions (Struthers , Iggg) cites Dunn's work but seemingly dismisses it

as not applicable in a community mental health setting as opposed to an inpatient setting.

Struthers (1999) used a descriptive qualitative approach. The seven participants

emphasized that the benefits from humor hinged more on the relationship with the client

than specific therapeutic interventions. Parallels with Dunn's model are not noted. Like

the findings of earlier research, social and relational functions are highlighted.

Two studies in the psychiatric realm focused not on psychotherapeutics but on staff

relationships within the professional hierarchy (Goldb erg, 1997 ; Griffiths, I 998). In an

observational study with a mental health team (Goldb erg, 1997) found joking to be

primarily related to decision-making within the multidisciplinary team. Joking served as

an informal mechanism for negotiating hierarchy and avoidance of conflict. The Griffiths'

study involved analysis of tape-recorded transcripts from team meetings. Team members'

challenges of psychiatrists' interpretations were often delivered in the form of humorous

comments. Humor was particularly effective for challenging medical interpretations

because it served to neutralize claims to superior expertise. Should there be resistance to

the challenge, humor allowed the team member to withdraw without loss of face. While

providing a means for professional challenges in an unequal power base, humor also

served affiliate functions among team members. Psychiatrists who reciprocated with

humor in response to humorous challenges demonstrated both respect and acceptance of

other team members. Recurrent themes of humor's social function and usefulness in

hierarchical tensions appear.

Findings regarding humor in psychiatric settings find ready applicability across
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health care. Individuals confronted with illness are often anxious, sometimes agitated, and

occasionally depressed. Therapeutic relationships with caregivers are vital. Extemal

pressures and hierarchical team relationships offer additional stress. In palliative care, all

of these factors are operative. There is much that could be applicable from humor

research in psychiatric settings.

Humor in Education

Several researchers have investigated the role of humor in education in the health

care field. In a phenomenological study of nursing students' lived experience of humor as

used by their clinical teachers in Australia, Nahas (1998) found that the majority of

nursing students preferred to be with a teacher who used humor in the clinical setting.

Humor served to lessen students' anxiety, to strengthen teacher-student relationships, and

to facilitate leaming. However, 12 of the 48 participating students perceived humor as

unprofessional and felt that the teachers who used humor were making fun of them. Each

of the 12 students who had this perception were of Asian background, while the other 36

students were of Anglo-Celtic background. While highlighting the positive attributes of

humor in clinical learning, there is also the need for cultural sensitivity. Like the Ollson et

a1.(2001) study, this study is notable for specifically identifuing cultural differences in

humor perception and appreciation. The importance of cultural influences reaches far

beyond the confines of clinical education and Norway. With the increasing ethnic

heterogeneity of the western world, this is an important but neglected area.

An ethnographic study with medical students over a two year period identified

humor as one of five strategies for managing the feelings that arise in clinical contact with
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the human body (Smith & Kleinman, i989). Medical students were socializedto employ a

series of unspoken practices and resources for dealing with unwanted emotions. Teachers

modeled backstage humor which was confined to private professional interactions which

helped students to relax, set ideals aside, and provide a safe means for acknowledging

personal difficulties. Smith & Kleinman raise the concern that, while effective in

prevention of personal vulnerability, the strategies may actually serve as desensitization

which may dull emotional responses too generally while perpetuating a biomedical climate

of scientific objectivity and rationality. This is the humor that supports boundaries

between patient and physician, not the warmth of humor that forges bonds and

connectedness.

Similar practices are found within the well-established kadition of skit nights in

medical schools. In a fifteen year study of these occasions, Burson-Tolpin (1993)

conceptualizedthe skits as a form of symbolic inversion which mock the established

social order. Content typically revolved around in-group folklore, including politically

incorrect humor, jargon-based puns, and imitations of patients and fellow staff members.

Burson-Tolpin comments on the timelessness of the skits over the years of her research

and observes that similar themes continue to be reproduced. While the humor is likely to

be effective is dealing with the emotional impact of continual exposure to illness and loss,

there is an element of depersonalizationwhich may impact upon physician-client

relationship.

These studies highiight the significance of anxiety and emotional distress for

healthcare students. Behaviors learned early tend to follow throughout one's career. While
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humor may be an effective means of managing emotions, the pitfalls of creating

misunderstandings, emotional distancing, and depersonalizafíoncannot be overlooked. In

the context of death and dying, humor may both complement and compromise effective

caregiving.

Preoperative Humor

The period of waiting prior to surgery is often filled with tension and anxiety, yet is

also a time for teaching patients what to expect in the postoperative period. Two studies

(Parfitt, 1990; Gaberson, 1991) explored the usefulness of humor in reducing the anxiety

of preoperative patients. Parfitt used a pretestþosttest design with24 preoperative patients

divided into treatment and control groups. The treatment group received teaching using

patient-related, overtly furury cartoons while the control group received routine teaching.

Subjects in the treatment group demonstrated greater recall of information than those who

had routine teaching. Gaberson (1991) compared the effectiveness of humorous audiotapes

and tranquil music with no intervention in patients during the preoperative waiting period.

The humor group had lower anxiety levels, although the results were not statistically

significant.

In palliative care, anxiety and education are both salient. One important aspect of

care is to teach patients and families about symptom management and about what to

expect as death approaches. Anxiety is often high enough to preclude hearing what is said.

Skillful and sensitive use of humor may help to diminish anxiety and increase

understanding.
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Humor in Serious lllness

The volume of research literature on humor in health care clearly indicates that

there is considerable interest in the topic. The studies reviewed thus far, however, have not

focussed on areas of health care which routinely deal with more critical life-threatening

situations. This section reviews research from health care areas which affend to serious

illness and critical care and where death is an ever-present possibility.

Adolescent oncology is an area where the disease is frequently life-threatening,

paficularly in decades prior to the most recent. A qualitative study with 58 adolescent

oncology patients by Hinds, Martin, and Vogel (19S7) explored patients' perceptions of

the shategies that nurses used which promoted hope. Humor was unique in its direct

impact on hopefulness. When nurses initiated or responded to teasing or other playful

interaction, they were perceived as lighthearted and fostered a sense of hope. Nursing

humor was seen to allow a temporary escape from the burdens of cancer. Participants

reported that humor did not distort the reality of the illness but emphasized the nurses'

belief in their ability to cope with the illness.

Akin to this study is an exploration of humor and its influences on spirituality and

coping in breast cancer survivors (Johnson, 2002). Participants (n:9) in qualitative

interviews identified humor as evolutionary, scarcely present at the time of diagnosis, but

increasing in importance as treatment progressed. Humor was related to spirituality in its'

capacity to enhance a sense of purpose and reasons for remaining alive. Participants

identified that nurses who used humor developed a deeper relationship with their patients,

appearing more human, trustworthy, and sensitive.
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Emergency personnel are continuously confronted with the unexpected. Combined

with the urgency of dealing with critical situations is the ongoing challenge of relating

with family members under extreme stress. ln a qualitative investigation of the use of

humor by emergency paramedics, Rosenberg (1991) interviewed new paramedics prior to

beginning paramedic training and after completion, as well as paramedics with one year's

experience. The experienced group identified a distinct paramedic humor subculture into

which new personnel were informally socialized. Findings indicated that the use of sick or

morbid humor increased after paramedic training and was most prominent in experienced

workers. Participants indicated that humor served to deflect stress and emotional impact of

the job and could be molded to fit the sifuation. It was significant that humor arose

spontaneously, was situation specific, and was often morbid. Negative circumstances for

humor use were when humor was used without regard for the situation, timing, or

individuals present, when it became annoying or tiresome, when humor interfered with job

performance, and an over-reliance on humor for stress release, to the exclusion of other

coping strategies.

Coronary care is another area where patients are often critically ill. kr a

phenomenological study of nurses' caring responses in coronary care, Wallis (1998)

identified humor as a central feature in the caring relationship. Patients indicated that

nurses used humor to establish and develop relationships and that, as those relationships

became more personal, the use of humor increased. Patients also noted that nurses were

cautious not to use humor when they were "really sick" þ.39) but used it to a greater

extent as they approached recovery. Once again, humor is a serendipitous finding and,
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once again, it functions to ease relationships.

A focussed ethnography of humor among nurses in a critical care unit was

conducted by Major (1998). Data gathered through participant observation and interviews

with ICU nurses revealed that nurses use humor as a means of maintaining a balance

between the demands of patient care and their own selÊcare needs. Nurses reported that

they assessed when it was appropriate to use humor in patient interactions through

knowing the patient, using intuition, sensing receptivity, and watching for significant cues.

Humor was helpful in communication, as a means of coping, and also as a nursing

intervention. Nurses tended to use it most with longer-stay patients and patients with

decreased acuity. They indicated that they were less likely to use it at times of crisis, at

least partly related to the necessity of concentrating on responding to the crisis.

A phenomenological study with intensive care nurses (Thornton & White, 1999)

used interview data from nine participants to explore the essence of humor. Findings

indicated that each of the nurses used humor intuitively without conscious planning,

suggesting that it was integral to nursing care. Humor exchanges among team members

were seen as vital to team building and chiefly took the form of bantering and dark humor.

Humor was helpful for managing stress not only for staff, but also for patients and

families. Some individuals were more open to humor than others and the importance of

timing and sensitivity was emphasized.

Only one study has been found, to date, which directly confronts the topic of

humor with hospice or palliative care patients who know they are dealing with a terminal

illness. Herth (1990) interviewed 14 hospice patients in their homes concerning their
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attitudes and experiences with humor. Humor was identified as a significant part of life by

57%o of the patients prior to the illness. While the majority of participants (85%) indicated

that humor would be helpful in their present circumstances, only L4%o indicated that there

actually was any humor in their iives at that time. Humor was identified as beneficial in

developing a sense of belonging, or connectedness with others. It assisted with

maintenance of a sense of perspective in a difficult situation, and helped to engender a

sense of hope. It provided for joy and relaxation. Herth concludes that humor is " as

essential, if not more essential, during the terminal phases of an illness than at other times

during illness and health" (p.39). The need for definitive and rigorous investigation of the

role of humor during the terminal phase of an illness is emphasized.

Langley-Evans and Payne (1997) reported on light-hearted talk in a palliative day

care unit as one aspect of a larger ethnographic study which explored communication

among patients with a terminal illness. Patients talked among themselves about their

illnesses and issues concemed with death in a light-hearted manner punctuated with

joking, smiles, and humor. The researchers suggest that treating such emotionally laden

topics in this way allowed patients to psychologically distance themselves from their own

deaths while simultaneously acknowledging their own vulnerability. Implications stress

the importance of an appropriate social environment for patients to talk among themselves

without professional input.

A phenomenological study of patients' experiences with inpatient palliative care in

New Zealand (McKinlay, 2001) identified 11 themes centered upon recognition of patient

identity. Humor was identified early in the research process as an essential element of the
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experience. lnterviews were interspersed with laughter and jokes together with sadness

and tears. Palliative care was described as "a mix offrivolity and seriousness, fun and

serious worll' @27).

DarkHumor

Dark or gallows humor arises in connection with a precarious or dangerous

situation. It is considered an altemative cognitive set for coping with chronic stress; a

broad philosophical attitude which violates usual principles associated with human

meanings and values (Kuhlman, 1993). Dark humor is named as significant in much of the

research on humor in health care. While the frequency with which it is mentioned leaves

little doubt about its prevalence, there is little explanation about the origins or theoretical

understandings of dark humor.

One early work on the subject is that of Obrdlik (1942) who explores dark or

gallows humor as it occurred at the time of Nazi occupation in Czechoslovakia. Obrdlik

identifies the essential social nature of humor and stresses that it can only be understood in

terms of its social origin and from the viewpoint of its social function. The early days

following Hitler's invasion of Munich, were marked by a short period without humor as

the Czechs strived for survival. Early in the aftermath, humor appeared in the form of

biting irony directed against Czech traitors who co-operated with the Nazis as well as

against the Nazis themselves. Obrdlik labels such humor " an index of shength or morale

on the part of oppressed peoples and a means of effective social control" (1942,p709).

Freud is said to have considered the production and/or appreciation of gallows

humor a hallmark of maturity (O'Connell, 1968). A person who indulged in gallows
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humor was believed not to repress or deny the thought of his own death. O'Connell's

research with university students explored the validity of Freud's claims. Responses to a

questionnaire on death attitudes revealed a negative correlation between high-death humor

and death anxiety. Gallows humor appreciation was highest in those who showed lowest

scores regarding dread of an ugly death, fear of burial, and not wanting to know of one's

death in advance.

In an essay on aberrant medical humor, Paschel and Paschel (1985) claim that

gallows humor originated in battlefields where the threat of death was ever-present. They

draw the parallel with medical situations where caregivers are repeatedly exposed to the

reality of humanity's vulnerabilify to death and suffering. Gallows humor is a kind of

lifeline, away of protecting one's self. Painful emotions are replaced with more pleasant

feelings, fears or terrors replaced by a laugh. Both patients and caregivers reveal mutual

vulnerability when using dark humor.

A recent study (Sayre, 2001) examined the use of aberrant medical humor ¿ìmong

59 staff members in an inpatient psychiatric unit using participant observation. Within the

setting, factors related to organizational context, contact with a stigmatized patient group,

and stressful patienlstaff interactions had led to an erosion of the sense of professional

competence, resulting in demoralization, resentment, and vengeful counteraction. Humor

among the staff progtessed on a continuum from whimsical to sarcastic, becoming

increasingly negative, malicious and dark as resentment and demoralization increased.

This study is unique among the literature for its acknowledgment of environmental strife

and the destructive role of humor within that climate.
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As indicated earlier, the pervasiveness of dark humor in healthcare settings is

supported by the frequency with which it is mentioned in the literature. Leiber, a critical

care nurse, (1986), notes the role of dark humor in facing serious illness, but warns of its

hazards if used as a sole me¿uls of coping. Dark humor can relieve fear and help to

preserve the energy needed to respond to a crisis but is not a sufficient substitute for

acknowledging and dealing with the consequences of such situations.

Guidelines for Introducing Humor

Several authors offer guidelines for care providers to facilitate the introduction of

humor. Leiber (1986) suggests three criteria (timing, receptiveness, and content) for

determining appropriate or inappropriate uses of humor. Caregivers should consider

timing before introducing humor, avoiding times of crisis. Assessment of the individual's

receptivity to humor may occur through subtle observations and piloting of gentle playful

remarks. Humor which contains ethnic slurs, ridicules others, or is sexist should be

avoided.

Based upon their research with nurses and humor, Astedt-Kurki & Liukkonen

(1994) recommend that nurses rely on sensitivity and intuition to guide the use of humor.

This theme is echoed by the model formulated by Dunn (1993). Dunn's model for

therapeutic humor includes the importance of knowing the patients' situation, trusting

intuition, allowing for synchronicity, combined with caring, as the most important

variable. For humor to be most therapeutic, all four elements should be involved.

Hulatt (1993) suggests that nurses ask themselves the following questions when

considering whether or not to introduce humor: Will the humor involve expression of
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attitudes that would otherwise not be voiced? Would the individual concerned find the

joke one that s/he could share or would it be hurtful? Will this form of humor in some way

make patients of less worth and importance than you?. Should a nurse feel any doubts

after asking these questions, the humor is likely to be inappropriate.

Summary

Methodologically, qualitative research has been the favored approach for

investigating humor in healthcare. The focus has commonly been to develop an

understanding and description on how and when humor is used, and the functions it

serves. Many researchers rely on participant observation. Some complement observational

data with semi-structured interviews with key informants. Others rely solely upon

interview data. Of the five researchers who identify including a critical incident question

about a particular memory of using humor, two indicate that participants had difficulty

recalling such incidents.

Research in health care over the past four decades leaves no doubt as to the

prevalence and usefulness of humor among patients, families, and staff(Appendix N for

sltlnmary table). Consistent themes identify its usefulness in communication, dealing with

stress, and relief of tension. There is some evidence that individuals in areas where anxiety

is highest and illness is most critical use humor that is darker and more morbid, a likety

reflection of their inner-most concerns. Humor appreciation appears to be largely

individual and humor is more likely to be spontaneous than deliberate. There is reason to

believe that humor remains important at the time of dying. However, what remains lacking

in the literature is a full description of humor in the unique context of palliative care.
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There is consistent evidence that humor may be inappropriate at times of crisis, yet vital as

a means of managing stress. ln palliative caÍe) crisis are coÍìmon and stress is rampant.

Research that explores the significance and particularities of humor in the setting is

overdue!
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

This chapter begins with a discussion of ethnography as the research method. The

research setting and participants are described. Following identification of ethical

considerations, the processes of recruitment, data collection, and analysis are presented. A

section on measures for ensuring methodological rigor follows. The chapter concludes

with a reflexive discussion of my stance as a researcher and the research process.

Res earch Metho d : Ethno graphy

Humor scholars warn that humor is elusive (Apte, 1988), fugitive (P. Berger, Iggi)

and resistant to delineation (Prado, 1995). Not only is humor difficult to describe or

analyze, perceptions of what constitutes humor are personal and differ among individuals.

The difficulty with description is that talking or writing seriously about humor is different

from experiencing humor. There is often a sense that you need to "be there" to appreciate

its impact. Observation is important to discover humor in its many dimensions and the

context in which it arises. Accordingly, ethnography was selected as the most appropriate

research method. Ethnographic research relies heavily on fieldwork and participant

observation, providing the means of "being there" to capture the experience of humor.

"Ethnography contributes directly to both description and explanation of

regularities and variations in human social behavior" (Spradle¡ 1980, pl3). As a method

of inquiry, it is focused on the meaning within cultural noÍns, culturally patterned

behavior, and cultural context (Geertz,1973). Ethnography originated within the discipline

of anthropology, evolving from early work focused on secondhand accounts of foreign
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cultures, including prehistoric archaeology and images, linguistics and folklor e. Later,

ethnography evolved to include fieldwork involving extended periods of fieldwork in

unfamiliar cultures (Prus, 1996). Over time, several theoretical perspectives evolved

within anthropology, one of which involved blending with sociological inquiry and the

theory of symbolic interactionism (Apte, 1988). Combined with the theory of symbolic

interactionism, interactionist ethnography included an intersubjective perspective.

Symbolic interactionism meant that people studying people should attend not merely to

cultural practices, but to the intersubjective nature of human behavior including the

viewpoints of those whose worlds were being examined; the meanings that people attach

to themselves, to other people, and other objects of their experiences; the ways in which

people do things on both a solitary and interactive basis; the attempts made to influence

others; the bonds developed through relationships; and the social processes that people

experience over time (Prus, 1996).

Symbolic interactionism requires that human behavior be regarded within the

context of the environment. The individual and the environmental context are inseparable

(Benzies & Allen, 2001). Participant observation provides the means for such

investigation. Documentation in the form of detailed fieldnotes records the multiple

realities represented by participants in the setting. Analysis of fieldnotes eventually gives

way to understanding and identification of possibitities for why people think and act in

particular ways.

Several modifications have evolved from the classical ethnographic approach to

address the particularities of varied settings, academic orientations, and research purposes
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(Boyle, 1994). One such approach is clinical ethnography which examines the social and

cultural construction of caregiving. The human experience of illness or caregiving is

explored in an interpersonal context (Kleinman, 1992). Persons in the study are linked, not

by the commonality of their culture of origin, but by the common experience of illness.

Clinical ethnography was selected as the most appropriate method for investigating the

experience of humor and laughter because of the emphasis on the subjective experience

and the realm of communication and interaction for both patients and caregivers.

As in traditional ethnography, clinical ethnographers rely upon observational

fieldwork and interviews to conduct the research. Through participant observation and

interaction with the individuals in the setting, the researcher seeks to comprehend and

explain the phenomena of interest, charactenzedby "nuance, irony, contradictions, and

multiple subtle meanings and inter-personal positionings" (Cook, 2000, p.2). Constraints

imposed through factors such as gender, age, social class, and ethnicity are identified and

interpreted (Kleinman, 1992).

Traditionally, ethnographic data are detailed, thick with description

(Geertz,l973). The clinical ethnographer uses thick description, recording data from

observations and informal interviews in detailed fieldnotes. As with traditional

ethnographies, the fieldnotes begin with describing the local world created by the

environment, then focus on the worþlace, family, and caregiving in relation to the illness

experience (Kleinman, L992).

Researclt Setting

The research setting was a 30 bed inpatient palliative care unit located within a
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larger health care facility. Each of the patients had been diagnosed with a terminal illness,

primarily advanced cancer, and was in the final days or weeks of life. Care was provided

by att interdisciplinary team, comprised of physicians (2), nurses (5 per shift), nurses'

aides (3 per shift), and a social worker. A physiotherapist, occupational therapist, chaplain,

and pharmacist offered daily consultation on the unit.

Recruitment

Approval for access to the facility was granted following a presentation explaining

the project to the institutional Research Access Committee (Appendix A). Following

approval, the proposal was introduced at a meeting with the palliative care team. All

nurses received a letter through the internal mail system at the agency explaining the study

and inviting them to participate (Appendix B) through offering themselves as buddy

nurses. Nurses interested in participation indicated this on a form which was left in a

designated envelope on the unit. These forms were collected and each respondent was

contacted to offer further information.

There was immediate interest in participation. Nurses were intrigued by the topic

and seemed eager to be involved. I had three expressions of interest immediately after the

recruitment session. Eventually there were more offlers of willingness to participate than I

could accommodate.

A memo describing the study (Appendix B) was posted on the bulletin board in the

staffroom. Although all team members had been invited to the information session, the

only non-nursing representative was one of the two physicians attached to the unit. Others,

however, were curious when I began fieldwork. I made a point of introducing myself
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explaining what I was doing, and offering information sheets.

I approached patients and families assigned to the buddy nurse (see Appendix C

for script) to explain the research. Often the buddy nurse would introduce me and I would

stay behind after hislher interaction was finished to describe what I was doing and to seek

permission to observe their care. I offered an information sheet with contact information

and a description of the study. Patients often displayed little interest in reading it carefully,

putting it quickly aside "to be read later".I conjectured that they had more pressing

concerns and did not choose to spend their limited energy and resources for this purpose.

At the suggestion of the wife of one of the participants, I learned to post the sheet on the

bulletin board in the patient's room where it wouldn't get lost and where family members

could see. Before approaching patients and families, I checked with the buddy nurse about

whether they thought it would be appropriate. On numerous occasions, I discerned that the

time was not suitable because there were more urgent needs. In these circumstances, I

withheld recording observations until I had the opportunity to gain permission. All patients

and families were eligible as participants, regardless of language, or cognitive status.

Ethical Cons iderations

Ethical approval for this research was granted through the Ethical Review Board for

Nursing and Education at the University of Manitoba (Appendix D). The qualitative

researcher has an ethical obligation to respect the dignity, autonomy, and rights of the

research participants. These issues are particularly salient in qualitative research related to

its unpredictable nature. Participant observation is especially challenging. The researcher is

obligated to consider the needs of participants and to avoid exploitation of their rights,
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sensitivities, and privacy (Spradley, 1980). At the same time, sÆre must be forthright in

communicating the objectives of the research.

Further to the ethical obligations inherent in any ethnographic study, this study was

complicated by the sensitive nature of research with the terminally ill. Raudoni s (1992)

identifies this population as unique in its vulnerability related to ongoing deterioration of

the patient's condition. Ethical issues arise about the appropriateness of asking dylng

patients to commit ever-dwindling energy reserves to participate in research. Families

dealing with the grief of approaching loss a¡e likewise emotionally vulnerable. Direct

benefits from participating in the research are questionable. Changes in cognition become

increasingly likely as terminal illness progresses, compromising the possibility of giving

informed consent.

Inþrmed consent. A written description of the purpose of the study and its risks

and benefits was provided to all potential participants. The right to withdraw at any time

was explained. Nurses willing to buddy with the researcher as a participant observer signed

a consent form which indicated their willingness to participate, identified associated

benefits and risks, and specified the right to withdraw at any time without undue

consequences (Appendix E). Team members who participated in interviews also signed a

consent prior to the interview (Appendix F).

Patients and/or families cared for by the buddy nurse were approached for consent

to participate. I provided verbal explanation of the research as well as a written disclaimer

describing the study and the voluntary nature of participation (Appendix G). kr

circumstances where the patient was not responsive or cognitively intact, I spoke with
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family members and sought permission to observe care from them (Appendix H). A sheet

explaining that assent had been given for participation was placed in the patient's chart

(Appendix I).

Confidentíality and anonymity. Participants were assured that datawould be

kept confidential. Only the researcher, the transcriptionist (Appendix J), and the research

chair had access to the rcw data. However, names were repiaced with a code number or

pseudonym to assure anonymity. A master list of participant names and contact

information was kept in a separate secure file from the transcripts of interviews and signed

consent forms. Fieldnotes and interview transcripts were stored in a locked filing cabinet in

the researcher's office.

Data Collection

Data were collected through participant observation, informal interviews arising

during observational periods, and semistructured interviews. Participant observation was

conducted with the assistance of six nurses who consented to have me accompany them as

a "buddy''. I remained with these nurses for as many daily activities as possible, including

patient care, staffmeetings, coffee and lunch breaks. Nurses provided much of the patient

care and interaction with patients and families. Working alongside them provided me with

a wide scope of access to both hands-on care and team activities. lnclusion criteria for

buddy nurses consisted of; i) any ilrses permanently assigned to the palliative care unit,

ii) English speaking, iii) casual or float nurses frequently assigned to the palliative care

unit.

ln clinical ethnography the research setting is less likely to be radically different
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from that known to the researcher, and so the time frame for data collection is typically

shorter than the extended periods typical of traditional ethnography (Cook, 2000).

Participant observation involved approximately 200 hours of fieldwork over a 12 week

period. Observations were conducted on the day shift, during the evening shift, and on

weekends and holidays. Limiting the fieldwork to two or three shifts per week allowed

time for reflection, transcription and expansion of fieldnotes, and ongoing data analysis.

Extensive fieldnotes describing the setting and interactions were maintained. I

made brief notes in a pocket-sized notebook while on the unit. To avoid being obvious, I

would slip away after an interaction to a quiet place, often the bathroom, and write cryptic

notes. I became adept at code words that would prompt my memory to most fully recall the

interaction. As soon as possible after the observation period, these notes were written up

with as much detail as I could recall. Each hour of observation required at least an hour of

writing.

lnformal interviews with staff, patients, and families occurred as conversations

during the periods of observation. These were invaluable. I heard the impressions and

experiences of team members regarding humor and laughter in their practice and much

more; the stories of their professional and life experiences. Likewise, patients and families

told me their impressions of humor and laughter, and their life stories. My fieldnotes

became rich and detailed, filled with stories ofjoys and sorrows, happiness and health,

illness and suffering.

Semistructured interviews were conducted with 15 members of the Palliative Care

team (11 nurses, 2 physicians, I social worker, and aphysiotherapist). There were 5 male
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and 10 female participants, varying in age from late 20's to early 60's. Years of experience

in palliative care ranged from 18 months to 18 years.

lnterviews did not commence until the later weeks of the study. This allowed time

for formulation of impressions and hunches from my observations. I approached team

members representative of the varied approaches and appreciation of humor I had

observed. Each participant was interviewed once. Several persons contacted me subsequent

to the interview to share memories or thoughts that had come to them later and these were

added to the transcript.

Interviews were conducted in an office provided for me in the research wing of the

centre, in participants' homes, and, on several occasions, on the unit late in the evening

shift. They ranged in time from 40 to 90 minutes. Each interview was audiotaped and

subsequently transcribed by an independent transcriptionist. Recognizingthat humor is

experiential and therefore elusive to recall, I told interviewees in advance that they could

anticipate questions which asked for stories about situations where humor had been

important.

Data Analysis

In ethnography, data collection and analysis are concurrent. Transcription and

expansion of fieldnotes gave me an opportunity to work with the data. As the observation

periods continued and the fieldnotes grew, I began to observe patterns. I wrote myself

memos in italics throughout the fieldnotes with hunches, questions, and reminders to

explore certain ideas further. Subsequent observations allowed for deliberate attention to

targeted areas in order to expand upon or dismiss conjectures about what was developing
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within the data. I met with my dissertation advisor several times and with my committee to

review what was transpiring and to seek counsel. My advisor read selected fieldnotes and

provided helpful feedback on their content and quality. I frequently reread fieldnotes from

previous observations to review and followup on hunches.

In the second half of the observation period, I began interviews with staffoutside

the observation periods. I used a semi-structured guide (Appendix K) but found myself

straying from the structure to follow cues in the conversation. I often questioned

interviewees about interactions in which they had been involved and which I had observed

as part of the field work and elicited their thoughts about the humor in the situation. As the

interviews progressed, I added questions, probing for validation or refute of some of my

hunches. Driving home, I would play the tape of the interview in the car, listening,

reflecting on what had been said, drawing parallels with what I had observed on the unit. It

was an exhilarating period. I could sense that things were,,coming together', in

recogntzable pattems.

The final few interviews offered new examples of ideas I had heard before. After

this happened at least twice, I began to consider the possibility that the topic was near

saturation. At the conclusion of the last interview, I was satisfied that while although there

were still more stories to be heard, there did not seem to be new themes arising.

Following completion of the interviews, I returned to the unit on a number of

occasions to attend ward rounds or a Remembrance session. As with the last interviews, I

collected more stories which reinforced what I had seen before. I felt more confidence in

the validity of the themes that were evolving. I consulted with my advisor: new stories,
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similar themes. we agreed that it was time to cease data collection.

The data set consistingof 466 pages of interview transcripts,2l0 pages of

fieldnotes, and a reflective journal. Analysis was assisted through the use of a computer

software program, Atlas ti.I began by relistening to each of the taped interviews, and

reading the transcript in its entirety. I then reviewed each transcript tine-by-line and

identified codes in the margins. Initial analysis of the interview transcripts generated a

large number of coded themes. At one time the progïam indicated that I had 174 discrete

codes. Over time, I was able to refine these, recognizing duplication, and rethinking my

initial impressions. Eventually the data was reduced to 20 code families, or categories. As

the collection-analysis process proceeded, understanding increased. I turned to the field

notes and was elated to find that the codes fit with the experiences recorded there. Not only

were the codes applicable, the fieldnotes were filled with illustrations of the concepts. The

ideas that participants shared took life and meaning in the experiences I had observed on

the unit. I prepared summaries of each category. Reading them over, I recognized

relationships between and among categories and fuither collapsed them into larger

overriding themes. on several occasions, I consulted with my advisor. He made

suggestions for refinement and clarification. I struggled with outliers, negative cases,

exceptions to the trend. Extraneous data were deleted, additional examples were

incorporated to substantiate other areas. A third and fourth draft of the findings evolved.

Methodological Rigor

Standards for ensuring quality in qualitative research have been under constant

scrutiny, discussion, and modification since the early 1980's (Emden & Sandelowski,
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1998). As qualitative research came into greater popularify, reliability and validity were

described by terms such as trustworthiness and credibility to better fit the complexities of

naturalistic inquiry. Some scholars, particularly those with a postmodemist perspective,

suggest other forms of evaluative standards such as moral defensibility, disciplinary

relevance, contextual awareness, and probable truth (Thorne,1997). Others take the stance

that the idea of validity captures both the essence of rigor and the subjectivity of qualitative

research.

For this study, I was guided by a model for validity in qualitative research

suggested by Whittemore, Chase, and Mandle (2001). According to the model, validity is

comprised of primary criteria (credibility, authenticity, criticality and integrity) which are

essential for all qualitative inquiry but which are insufficient in and of themselves.

Secondary criteria (explicitness, vividness, creativity, thoroughness, congruence, and

sensitivity) are more flexible, and have more or less importance depending on the

particular qualitative method and the topic for investigation.

Primary criteria. Credibility of research findings refers to the relativistic nature

of truth claims drawn from an interpretive approach. Authenticity is closely linked,

referring to accurate portrayal of meanings and experiences as perceived by the

participants. Authenticity of the person, phenomenon, or situation are each critical

elements in validity.

In this research, credibility and authenticity of the findings and interpretation were

addressed through varied methods of data collection þarticipant observation, informal

interviews with patients and families, and semi-structured interviews with team members),
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prolonged exposure in varied circumstances, developing character profiles that contrasted

"humor st)rles" among participants, clarification of impressions with participants, and

recognition of researcher infl uence.

Participant observation was conducted over a 12 week period. ln order to assure

exposure to varied circumstances, I observed on the day shift, during the evening shift, and

on weekends and holidays. On several occasions, I attended patient care rounds on days

when I was not buddied with a nurse in order to be abie to observe the entire session

without intemrption. I was privileged to twice attend a group session of reflection and

remembrance for those who had died during the preceding month. Fieldwork at varied

times and during different team activities allowed me to observe the influence of situation

and context on humor in the setting. For example, humor in situations where the patient

was dying was vastly different from the livelymoments of fun that emerged in the staff

room.

I spent time in observation with six different buddy nurses. Each of the nurses had

a discernibly different style in interpersonal interactions. I was able to reflect back to them

what I had observed and discuss the accuracy of my perceptions. I developed character

descriptions in my field notes which allowed me to compare and contrast the individual

"humor st5iles" of the difÊerent participants and an awareness of the subtle differences

among them. Although I was buddied with six nurses, I interacted with other team

members in the setting, particularly during coffee and meal breaks when circumstances

were more relaxed.

In the early weeks of field work, I focussed exclusively on fieldwork, developing
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an overview of humor in the setting and observing subtleties and differences that

warranted more exploration. In the later part of the period, I began interviews with team

members outside of the observation period. This allowed me to explore in greater detail

the experiences and perceptions of team members other than those I was buddied with and

to explore ideas and hunches from my observations.

On several occasions, I related to team members an incident that I had observed,

asking them to tell me more. The inherent unconsciousness with which theyused humor

was apparent in the frequency with which they replied that they had not remembered the

incident and asked for more detail. The first time this happened, I questioned the accuracy

of my own recall. Checking back in my field notes, I found that I had recorded the episode

in some detail, and was also able to trace it back to my pocket notes from the same

observation. During the course of my field work, this lack of recall surfaced several times,

and reinforced my initial hunch that humor often arose spontaneously, without

preplanning or awareness.

My status as participant observer allowed me access to a variety of patients and

families. I maximized every available opportunity to interact with patients and families,

hearing their stories, and seeking their views on humor and laughter. I would often reflect

back to them what it was that I thought I had heard to confirm its accuracy. As with staff,

I was able to develop character descriptions that allowed me to compare and contrast

differing views, despite commonalities of present circumstances. These multiple

constructions of realities offered depth to the study and reinforced the authenticity of my

interpretations.
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Consultation with patients, families, and team members provided varied sogrces

of data and points of view. The significance of recurrent findings in the data was

reinforced on the many occasions when I discovered the same or similar themes amongst

each of staff, patients, and families.

Credibility and authenticity of the research requires that the researcher be aware of

herÆris influence on the phenomenon of interest. lnitially, I sensed that team members

were putting forth an extra effort to "be funny'' for me. There was deliberate joke telling,

posting of cartoons, and offering of stories. In situations where the humor was contrived,

there were often incongruencies. Facial expressions and the message in the eyes did not

speak of the genuine freedom and pleasure that humor created in its more natural form. In

my field notes, none of these situations provided the depth of detail and meanin gthatl

came to recognize from more authentic experiences.

Criticality and integrity refer to researcher recognition of differing interpretations,

assumptions, and influence on the research process. Critical selÊreflection about

researcher influence and effectiveness was apartof each observational period and a

central theme in the reflective journal I kept throughout data collection. A separate section

elsewhere in this chapter focuses on the reflexive process.

htegrity of findings requires that there be familiarity with the data, attention to

discrepant data, and recursive and repetitive checks of interpretations. As described in the

section on data analysis, I became exquisitely familiar with the data. Interpretations were

considered and reconsidered, refined, and clarified throughout the process.

Secondary críteria. Explicitness refers to the ability to follow the interpretive
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effort of the investigator. Each reiteration of coding was saved in a separate file, leaving a

readily accessible record of the analysis. The software allowed for identification of larger

code families and the codes which they encompassed and also stored memos in a readily

accessible format. The files remain as a petmanent record.

Whittemore et al. (2001) identify vividness as thick and faithful descriptions, a

secondary criterion for validity. Sandelowski (1993) takes the view that description which

creates "ecovative, true-to-life, and meaningful portraits, stories, and landscapes of human

experience constitute the best test of rigor in qualitative work" þl). Field notes included

extensive descriptions of the environment and detailed accounts of individuals and the

context in which humor arose. Throughout dataanalysis and presentation of the findings,

detailed descriptions were clustered with examples of interactions so as to provide a vivid

depiction of circumstances which inhibited or enabred humor.

Thoroughness involves connections among themes and full development of ideas.

This was an ongoing process, including many returns to the data as categories emerged

and themes coalesced. Following a period of being away from data analysis, the process

was revisited with further refinement and recognition of connections. A trusted peer read

preliminary findings and provided helpful direction in clarifuing thinking. Consultations

with the dissertation advisor who reviewed drafts of the findings assisted with the

process.

Congruence should be evident among the research question, the method and the

findings. This was chiefly addressed through the research design which identified

particþant observation as the most appropriate approach for investigating the topic.
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Congruence within the findings became especially evident when the observations and

impressions expressed by team members in interviews were compared with observations

in the fieldnotes and found to be consistent.

Sensitivity as an indication of validity refers to respect for human, cultural, and

social contexts, ethical considerations in design and conduct ofthe research, and concern

for the participants of research. The ethical review process prior to implementation of the

study served to create awareness of the need to attend to protection of human subjects

from coercion or violation. I was constantly concerned about ethical sensitivity, faithfully

seeking consent before including observations in the data set, recording any misgivings

in my reflective journal, and seeking consultation with my advisor and a trusted colleague

about any uncertainties.

Participants of research should benefit from the study. Patients who participated

received little direct benefit beyond the sense of having an opportunity to contribute and

the advantage of an extra listening ear. Stafl however, could benefit from hearing the

findings and suggestions for strategies for assessment and use of humor. Findings were

reported to the staffin a presentation at the centre where the research was conducted. A

written surnmary will be mailed to each person who participated as a buddy nurse or an

interviewee, and a copy of the findings will be placed on the unit.

Refl e c t i o n and Refl exív ity

ln qualitative research, the researcher hislherself influences the collection,

selection, and interpretation of data. Reflexivity involves an explicit, selÊaware meta-

analysis of the research process on the part of the researcher and is important for
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increasing integrity and trustworthiness (Finlay, 2002). Reflection and reflexivity can be

regarded as two ends of a continuum. At one end, reflection represents the process of

"thinking about" an object. At the other end, reflexivity represents a more immediate,

continuing, dynamic, and subj ective selÊawareness.

I came to this research with years of experience as a palliative care nurse. I have

always loved clinical practice and I love to laugh. I have many memories of laughter at

the bedside and in the staff room. These memories triggered the clinical question that

inspired the study. Knowing my predilections, I recognized the importance of entering the

fieldwork with as open a stance as possible, putting aside expectations of what I might

discover. I reminded myself repeafedly to look for possibilities beyond or in contrast to

my own experiences. I selected a site where I had not previously practiced and would not

be known in order to begin with the fresh eyes of the unfamiliar.

I kept a reflective journal throughout the time of data collection. This proved to be

beneficial both in thinking about situations that had arisen and in selÊawareness. I wrote

about circumstances where I sensed that something was amiss, identifying and evaluating

different possibilities for interpretation. I wrote reflections about whether or not my

presence in a situation had altered what was happening. I wrote about my role confusion

and the moral uncertainty I was experiencing. I wrote about what I was feeling. The

joumal became part of my data set and a valuable tool for tracing both the provenance of

ideas and the subjectivity of selÊawareness.

Fieldwork began with a sense of excitement about the opportunity to renew my

acquaintance with clinical practice, albeit in a new role. I had not anticipated the
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emotionai impact of being in direct contact with the reality that the patients were near

death and that their conditions would change rapidly. ln the seven years since I had last

been involved in direct care, I had gained some distance from that reality and it took me

by surprise to find that patient deaths u/ere personally difficult.

Mrs R died at noon today. I make an involuntary exclamation when I hear this and
Sue pauses to tell me that she became poor on Sat and died peacefully on Monday.
Mr ST is poor- he deteriorated over the weekend and is now semi-responsive and
not eating. His wife and son are keeping vigil. Why is it that I am so surprised
when people die here? I am experienced in Palliative Care; I know this happens.
Maybe this is why non-Palliative Care people find this area so hard - I've thought
of that before but never actually experienced it. Field Notes 12: 10-17

It was not only the reality and speed of death that troubled me. I found that

witnessing patients and families in the throes of suffering and grief was dishessing. It

impacted upon my sleep and remained in my thoughts in the days that followed.

Before I leave for the day, I go back one last time. The patient is unresponsive,
color cyanotic, respirations deep and slow. His mother, standing at the bedside and
weeping, is the only visitor. I don't say anything, but stand beside her and put my
arm around her shoulders. We stand in silence. She presses a wrapped peppermint
into my hand. I say goodbye and leave. 24 hours later, I can't stopthioki"g about
them.... FieldNotes 5: 83-88

While my responses were emotionally draining, I was grateful for the insight they

offered. Palliative c¿ìre means continual exposure to the reality of suffering and loss, both

for the families who are losing a loved one and for the staff who are repeatedly exposed to

death and dying. Experiencing this firsthand was an important piece of understanding the

demands and strains of the environment.

Observer Effects. It was evident to me that there were times when my

presence and observation were having an impact on the staff. On several occasions, I had
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the impression at report time that my buddy nurses felt apprehensive about what it would

be like to be observed. One of my buddy nurses eventually raised the matter. Pseudonyms

are used to obscure identification of participants.

At lunch, Sebastian asks Babs in front of me if she felt self-conscious having me
with her as an observer. She says not at all. He admits that he does feel
seiÊconscious. We talk about it. Is it the University connection? He suspects so.
Feeling watched? Feeling he needs to make humor happen? Not being busy
enough? FieldNotes 17: 109-ll5

Dawne wants to know where I have worked, where she has seen me before. It
turns out that she was in a class where I did a guest lecture on palliative care. She
looks intimidated "You mean you teach palliative care"? She shakes her head and
shudders. Field Notes 2: 50-54

Dawne had not rcalized I taught palliative care when she agreed to be a participant

in my study. While she did not verbalize any discomfort, her body language suggested

otherwise. Being watched while doing their work made participants uncomfortable, at

least initially. This was a concern. An ethnographer strives for acceptance in the setting to

the point where they no longer stand out, ideally becoming invisible. My field notes

recorded a red-letter day when I knew that I had become largely invisible in patient care

rounds.

The chaplain intern introduces herself to me. I tell her that I attended the
Remembrance session she facilitated a few weeks ago. She expresses surprise.
"How did I miss you? I suppose you were wearing a uniform and just looked like
another nurse". . . . Field Notes I8:2I-23

In terms of observing nursing care, I came closest to blending in during the time I

spent with Babs. Babs allowed me to assist her in her work and quickly seemed to

become oblivious to being observed. This was enabled by the fact that she was

particularly busy during the shifts we spent together and was appreciative of the extra pair
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of hands I was able to offer.

Role Confusion. Adler and Adler (1994) identi$ three membership roles for

the participant observer; peripheral member researcher, active member researcher, and

complete member researcher. My role was to be that of active member researcher. My

agreement with the institution specifically indicated that I would assist my buddy nurse

participants with basic care but would not perform any technical procedures or administer

medications. The agreement also specified that I would not have access to the patient

records. This prior agreement served me in good stead. It provided some parameters and

relieved me of some of the temptation to get more involved than was appropriate for the

active observer role.

Nurses were delighted to find that I could help them with many of their tasks. As

Marie expressed after I had helped her out of a difficult situation by holding a patient

while she completed a complicated dressing "I hadn't realízedyou would be so helpful"

(Field Notes 2I:54).

Not only were nurses pleased to have apair of helping hands, I found that

circumstances where nurses were busy and I could help were ideal for observation. When

buddy nurses were busy, they were more nafiral in their interactions and less selÊ

conscious about being observed. There were, however, pitfalls. One evening, in the midst

of multiple demands and a new admission, I offered to get mybuddy a cup of coffee. Her

response was to refuse the coffee but to ask if I would give Mrs K her medications.

Despite being willing to help, this I could not do.

A similar situation arose with apatient. At the end of a conversation with Mrs R, a
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patient with whom I had developed a warm connection, the request was made "Could you

put that drop in my eye for me before you leave?" (Field Notes 4:88). I hesitated, this was

outside my sphere. ln my moment of hesitation, I looked at the bottle on her bedside table,

artificial tears. Realizingthatthis was a product she customarily selÊadministered, I said

"sure" and administered the drops. The letter of the 'law' had possibly been breached,

supplanted by honoring the reciprocify of my relationship with Mrs R.

As I became acquainted with patients and their families, I spent more time with

them independent of my buddy nurses. This yielded some wonderful stories involving

humor, stories of illness and loss, gratifoing personal connections, and role confusion. As

patients and families got to know me better, they appeared to forget my reason for being

there, despite having been told and frequently having my information sheet attached to the

bulletin board in the patient's room.

One of the greatest areas for role confusion occurred when I was asked for

information. Despite not having access to the patient's records, I knew about the dying

process and often knew the answer to their questions. One outstanding example involved

Mrs A and her family.

The son is interested in my research but even more interested in asking me
questions about palliative care, steroid therapy, etc. It is easy to slip into the role
of informed professional and forget about the research. I'm not sure where the
mom's cancer is but apparently she was admitted with weakness and a bladder
infection. Now the infection is clearing and she has made a dramatic improvement
with steroids. After many questions I remind the son that I don't have access to the
chart and am not aware of the details of his mother's situation.
FieldNotes 10: 164-170

I knew the answers to Mr A's questions. He and his mother freely shared
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themselves and their stories with me. I felt an obligation to retum their trust and within

the limits of not knowing her history, I did that. Similarly, Mrs WJ's family shared

themselves with me and then tumed to me with questions.

They ask questions about the dying process, is this what it is always like? One
sister is afraid to die now and she never was before. I reassure her that not all
deaths are like this, that not everyone experiences such respiratory distress. More
role confusion for me . . . Field Notes I l: 98-109

Research with people is a reciprocal process. Patients and families shared

themselves and their stories with me. It seemed right to share what I knew with them. The

problem was not the sharing of information, it was the confusion I experienced. Who am I

here? Researcher? Nurse? Both?

Ethical Concerns. Dyrng persons and their families are considered a

vulnerable population deserving of particular ethical protection. Accordingly, my research

proposal had been carefully designed to assure that there was informed consent to

participation. In the eventuality of a patient being incapable of giving informed consent, I

was obliged to obtain consent from the family or to refrain from observation.

In addition, in the circumstances where there would be multiple encounters over a

period of time, I pledged to use a process consent. This meant that I would periodicalty

check with participants that it was alright with them to continue with observations. ln the

event of deterioration that might preclude their ability to give consent, I was to sensitively

ask in advance if it would be alright to continue under those circumstances. Translation of

these commitments into practice proved to be a challenge.

The importance of process consent was clearly illustrated in the following
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interaction.

Marion has a visitor who is an acquaintance of mine. I explain to her what I am
doing there. Marion exclaims that she remembers that now that she hears it. She
knows she and I have talked in the past but she was 'in a fog' atthattime and has
no idea what she mayhave told me. Field Notes 13: 155-158

This interaction left no doubt as to the importance of process consent. I had an

extended conversation with Marion on the occasion she did not remember. She had

agreed to participation in the study. I gave her an information sheet which she set aside,

saying she would read it later. She shared with me in some detail the story of her illness,

complete with discussion about the poignancy of knowing that she was going to die and

her plans for distributing her possessions. She had identified the importance of humor, a

"lifesaver" in her situation. For me, this had been a powerful interaction. For Marion, it

had been forgotten. The greater realities of nausea, pain, and drowsiness had left a fog

that obscured the memory of that interaction.

Another aspect of process consent arose in my interactions with the R family.

'While one family member may be open to participation, others may feel otherwise. I met

Mr R early in my field work. His wife was incapable of consenting to participation but Mr

R was welcoming, expressed an interest in what I was doing, and asked each time I saw

him how it was going. On several occasions, we had conversations about his wife's

illness and current deterioration. As death approached, his family was surnmonsed from

out of town. I was introduced to her children. Mr R removed my information sheet from

the bulletin board and offered it to his daughter. Having read it, she indicated that she did

not wish to participate, wanting this time to be with her mother. I did not offer any firther
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explanation or discussion, thanked them, and withdrew. I felt the loss of my contact with

Mr R. He and I subsequently passed each other in the hallway on numerous occasions and

exchanged brief greetings but there were no more extended interactions.

Most families took the information sheet that I offered them and posted it on the

bulletin board in the patient's room. Others kept it at the bedside. I felt reassured to know

that it was readily accessible so that visitors would understand. There were, however,

instances when it did not seem appropriate to offer the information sheet. One such

occasion involved a patient (Sam) who indicated to me that he was willing to be in the

study but told me that he could not read.

My involvement with the M family generated both role confusion and moral

uncertainty. On the morning that I met this family, M was already moribund. He was

actively bleeding and rapidly losing consciousness. Dawne needed assistance with

continually changing the linen and dealing with the crisis. It seemed natural for me to

help. I was not able to explain my presence to M or his mother, there being a language

barrier, complicated by a crisis. I could sense that Mrs M had identified me as someone

who was helping in the situation and after a short time, I felt it would have been

insensitive to withdraw my support. I had two options. I could remain in the situation as a

supportive person and not record the interactions in my field notes. The other option

recognized that this was an outstanding example of a situation where humor was not

appropriate, and therefore valuable for my research. I opted to try for an opportunity to

obtain consent. Later in the day I was able to briefly explain my presence through an

interpreter and Mrs M readily agreed. The question as to whether or not she would have
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felt the freedom to refuse remains.

Entering the field work as an experienced palliative care nurse created both a

sense of ease in the situation and a good deal of confusion. The emotional impact of

exposure to death and loss was unanticipated, as was the discomfort that observation

generated in some of the participants. Knowing a lot about palliative care as a specialty

area and my natural instincts to respond as a nurse resulted in considerable role confusion.

Ethical concerns about informed consent a.rose, as did concems with the practicalities of

using process consent. Despite these concerns, it was a wonderful experience. My interest

in research expanded, my love for clinical practice was rekindled. Witnessing the

significance of humor in the setting was an inspiration. It was unforgettable!
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CHAPTER 4

FINDINGS

. . . it's all about connectedness and relationship and you never know which relationship
and which moment of connectedness is going to make a difference, but . . .it's the humor

that is sort of like the glue that helps you put the connection together. Interview I:7I7-721

Overview

The findings begin with a detailed description of the research setting and the

philosophy of palliative care. An ethnography goes beyond describing what people say

and do to explore the shared system of understanding and meaning which underpins the

culture. Context is integral to such understanding of the research setting and its culture.

Visualizing the physical environment allows the reader to appreciate the significance of

public spaces where patients, families, and staff intersect; private spaces oriented to

patients and families; and other private spaces where staffinteract. Each impacts upon the

expression of humor; different humor for different places.

Palliative care philosophy, with its emphasis on wholisti c care, establishes the

primacy of relationships and personal choice which underpin the culture of the setting.

Dimensions of palliative care philosophy including open awareness of death, the constant

presence of concurrent realities, and an attitude of "anything goes" provide context for

humor in the setting. One example, the "Gentleman's Club", which evolved during the

research, is described as an illustration of the good humor, flexibilify, and concern which

permeated the environment. Staff impressions of their work in palliative care and the

significance of relationships completes the section.

Humor was often present in the setting. Despite the constancy of the possibility
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that humor would show itself, it came and went, took multiple forms, and served varied

and diverse functions. The remainder of the chapter is devoted to describing humor in the

setting. The atmosphere of the unit was infused with an attitude of "good humor", a

general sense of cheerfulness, \ /armth, and welcome. Within that atrnosphere, a range of

humor intensity and expression was apparent. Humor took the form of gentle subtleties

which arose spontaneously; witticisms and wordplay; playfulness, teasing, and jokes; dark

humor which poked fun at death and serious situations; and, occasionally, the more

negative humor of sarcasm and putdowns. Humor was introduced not only by staff but

also by patients and families. On the whole, humor with patients and families was gentler,

quieter, more restrained than amongst the staffwhere it became overt, more intense, and

more prone to erupt as hilarity. This having been said, attempts at categonzingtypes of

humor as exclusive to one group or the other was not possible. There were enough

exceptions to preclude categonzation; uproarious laughter periodically arose with patients

and families and kind and gentle joking remarks offered support amongst staff.

From the beginning, datapointed to the functions of humor. It was tempting but

difficult to discuss functions concurrent with the description of types of humor. Like

humor types amongst particular groups, functions defied alliance with particular humor

types. Beyond differences in expression, varied types of humor served a multitude of

functions in different circumstances and with different people. Categonzation according

to type proved too reductionistic to capture the full spectrum. Consequently, the fi¡nctions

of humor are presented in a section devoted exclusively to this discussion. Humor

functions were identified in three overarching themes; buitding relationships, contending
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with circumstances, and expressing sensibility. Humor between patients, families, and

staff most commonly served to build therapeutic relationships, relieve tension, and protect

dignity and worth. Amongst staff, humor was particularly significant in maintaining

collegial relationships, dealing with stressful situations, and maintaining a sense of

perspective.

Following discussion of the functions of humor, factors which influenced humor

expression are reported. Factors including individual differences in personality

characteristics and experience, differing circumstances, ethnicity, gender, and degree of

stress were significant influences on humor. Techniques for identiSring when or when not

to introduce humor and shategies for using it effectively conclude the chapter..

Each section is accompanied with exemplars from interview kanscripts and field

notes. Exemplars are identifiable through indentation and different spacing than the main

text. Quotations a¡e followed by a notation which identifies the source, whether fieldnotes

or interview transcripts, by number and line number. This inclusion identifies the variety

and location of the findings from multiple sources. Pseudonyms are used throughout to

obscure identification of specific individuals.

The Research Setting: A Place of Ltfe and Death

The palliative care unit is located on the 3'd floor of a beautiful new facility on the

banks of a river. The atmosphere is pleasant. Visitors often comment on the initial impact

of peace and calm; a place where they feel at home. Halls and doorways are wide to

accommodate wheelchairs, stretchers, and other means of conveyance. The unit has 30

patient rooms, each with a large window, a closet, and a private bathroom. Two identical
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corridors meet at right angles in a central juncture.

The decor is tasteful and consistent throughout, featuring wallpaper, paint, carpets

and vinyl flooring in co-ordinating shades of ivory, pale blue and teal. On the walls hang

framed pictures, serene nature or floral prints chosen to co-ordinate with the decor. There

are several quilted wallhangings with tranquil colors. All of the furniture is French

provincial in style with a mahogany finish and upholstery in co-ordinating shades of blue

and green. The corridors, teal blue on the bottom with a paler blue on top, are lined with a

mahogany handrail. At the inner angle of the juncture of two hallways is a large desk area,

typically abuzz with interactions during daytime hours. It is from here that activities of the

unit are co-ordinated.

Adjacent to the desk is a small room housing a computenzed,medication

dispensing system and cupboards of related supplies. Diagonally across from the desk is a

large day room with a small kitchenette, refrigerator, stove, microwave oven, toaster, and

coffee maker. There is usually fresh coffee in the pot. The room is bright, surrounded by

large windows overlooking an inner courtyard with a parallel wing on the opposite side.

There are six square tables with chairs placed throughout the room. A partially completed

jigsaw puzzl'e frequently occupies one or more tables. To one side, there is a small TV

room, fumished with 3 love seats. This room has a door which opens unto a covered

outdoor balcony. The TV room can be closed off from the larger dayroom by a folding

door.

Across from the desk in the other direction is a small conference room. There is a

faux window with frosted glass which opens unto the corridor through which one can
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distinguish shadows and forms. A large French Provincial oval table, surrounded with

matching chairs occupies much of the room. There is a messy counter at one end with a

computer, a coffeemaker and clutter; papers, binders, used coffee cups, stir sticks. Above

the counter is a set of cupboards which houses more binders and papers. Across the end

wall is a white board with several messages. On either side of this are bulletin boards,

covered with notices and pieces of paper. Scattered throughout the room on the shelves,

window sills, are myriad stuffed animals. Most noticeable is alargegorilla wearing a

small rhinestone tiara.

The conference room serves as homebase for the staff. It is here that each shift

begins with the daily report. Staffreturn throughout the shift to pick up a cup of coffee,

take a breath, and confer with one other. Meetings are held, plans are developed, and

grievances are aired. The final hour of each shift typically finds the table crowded with

staff members completing their charts.

Staffroutínes. Oncoming staff begin to arrive in the minutes prior to shift

change at 0130, 1530, and 2330 hrs. They gather in the conference room. There is good-

natured repartee among staff, personal comments and questions interspersed with details

about ward and patient status. Coffee cups are filled as charts are gathered and work

sheets begun. The table grows crowded with clipboards and memos. Often there is food,

expressions of appreciation from grateful families and patients.

More or less promptly, report begins on the half hour. One staff member reads

aloud from the report book while others listen and take notes on the patients assigned to

them. Report is often punctuated with good-natured teasing and humorous asides. On the
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first moming that I attended report, I recorded this observation:

Dawne reads J þatient's daughter) is getting worn out. We need to get more
suppositories in the home". Another nurse snaps out in an irritable tone: "what the
heck do suppositories have to do with it and who wrote that arryway?" . . .

Dawne, looking at the book: "Oh boy, I have to read this again, (looking at me)
now you're going to laugh. I think I read it wrong, I think it actually says, J is
getting worn out, we need to get more supports in the home". Everyone laughs.
The atmosphere feels lighter. People are looking more animated and engaged.
Field Notes 2: 30-37

Such an interaction was typical. Small misunderstandings or misinterpretations

were common, generating laughter which seemed to bring the staffto life. Following

reading of the report, the Unit Manager or charge nurse reviewed any issues that needed

clarification, discussed special events for the day, and fielded questions and discussion.

Gradually, staffmembers rise from their chairs and leave the room.

Typically, there were 6 nurses on day and evening shifts and 3 health care aides.

The most orgarnzed of the nurses rushed to get to the medication room first. Medication

administration is a primary function around which most other actívity centers.

Medications are dispensed regularly, every 4 hours. Medications are also dispensed

outside of the schedule, with the urgency that accompanies responding to a crisis of pain,

nausea, or anxiety. The preparation room is small, comfortably accommodating one

person, two at most, requiring that staff take turns. Nurses have a medication cart,to

which they hansfer the drugs they have drawn from the dispenser. The cart becomes a

kind of portable office which the nurse takes from room-to-room. In the drawers are

supplies, medication cups, syringes, swabs, dressings, specimen containers and much

more. Nurses take pains to individualizefhe carts, both to reflect their own personalities
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and the particuiar needs of the patients on their team. Despite the steady beat of activity

centered around the desk and staffarea, there is a sense of calm. An efficient and

organized ward structure provides a supportive environment for staff to carry out their

responsibilities of care and compassion.

Palliative Care Philosophy

Palliative care is the active, compassionate care of persons with a terminal illness.

The goal is quality of life for both patients and families in the final months of life.

Palliative care is wholistic, encompassing physical, psychosocial, emotional, and spiritual

aspects of care. Family and significant others are included as integral to the care that is

offered. Palliative care is typically interdisciplínary, delivered by a team including

medicine, nursing, social work, spiritual care workers, physio and occupational therapists,

and pharmacists, as well as auxiliary staff and volunteers.

Open awareness. An important aspect of palliative care is the practice of

open awareness about terminal illness. Patients know that curative treatments are no

longer an option. While patients and families vary in their preferences for discussing

death, components of reality are notable in the environment. Prominently displayed on the

outer edge of the desk are pamphlets with information about death and dying and supports

for caregivers and families. Titles include: Dealing with Grief, When a Family Member is

Dylng, Prostate Cancer Support Group, Cancer Management Exercise Program, and The

Dignified Journey: Preparing for Death.

Often, patients raise the fact of their impending demise, frequently with a light-

hearted manner that dispels possible tension. Time and again I recorded examples in my
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fieldnotes.

Eventually we get back to see Mrs U, newly admitted earlier today. Her husband,
son, and daughter-in-law are all there. The room is full of smiles and a good
feeling. Mrs U is telling them that they are to be open about things. She knows
that she is dying and she doesn't want them to be afraid to talk about it. Her
daughter-in-law tells me that Mrs U is worried about being so pale, saying she will
look awful in her coffin. She told her not to worry, they would see that she wore
some makeup to make her look better. She warned her "not too much, you know I
don't like alot", all of this with smiles and laughs. Field Notes 12:221-228

On the whole, open awareness about the focus of palliative care created freedom

for patients and for staffto speak about death unapologetically. Manypatients and

families expressed relief at no longer needing to pretend. Others remained silent,

preferring suppression of the painful truths and feelings about dyrng as long as possible.

Harbingers of thefuture. V/ith there being an average of more than 400

deaths yearly on the unit, death was an almost daily occurrence. Other patients and

families could not help but be aware when a death occurred. Bereaved familymembers

sometimes cried in public areas, in the dayroom, and in interactions with staff in the hall.

Often when someone was dying, staffwould be preoccupied, 'busy''with a situation

elsewhere. Eventuall¡ a stretcher would arrive and pass down the halls with a rectangular

cover that failed to disguise removal of a body. Visitors and patients encountering this

stretcher respectfully averted their eyes.

Flowers frequently on display in the Day Room and at the desk also spoke of

death. It was easy to discern that many of the flowers had been forwarded to the unit from

the funerals of former patients. They frequently came as large floral baskets or sprays,

looking distinctively funereal. Often they were several days old and past their prime. It
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was not uncommon for them to have atagattached; from the services for John Doe and

Abel Funeral Home. Sometime these tags were removed on arnval, sometimes not. On

occasion, the bouquets were broken up into smaller vases, and distributed around the

ward, looking less like a funeral bouquet but definitely recycled. Several patients or

family members commented to me that the flowers were lovely. No one ever mentioned

their source and neither did I. I could not help but observe that they continued to come. If
people had found them objectionable, they would likely not have continued the pattern

when their tum arose.

Concurrent realities: when worlds collide. With the unit commonly operating

near capacity, 30 different palliative care situations co-existed. At any given time, there

would be patients in varying circumstances, some reasonably stable, some deteriorating,

some nearing their final hours. Added to this mix was the daity cycle of external and

internal events. Significant extemal events like the Olympic Games drew attention. My

field notes illustrate one particularly poignant scene of simultaneous multiple events.

After lunch, there is a most unusual blending of simultaneous events. The
Olympic gold medal hockey game is scheduled for two o'clock this afternoon.
Canada is playing the US for the gold medal. There are several familymembers
representing different patients gathered around the TV for the game, including two
adolescent boys whose grandpa is dying. In the day room, which is separated ãnly
by a folding door from the TV room, there is a vocal concert, pre-aranged without.
knowing the times would coincide. Patients and families attracted to the music
gather for the concert. The music includes sentimental selections such as
Somewhere over the Rainbow, We'll Meet Again, The V/ind beneath my'Wings, I
Believe. Patients and families drift in and out while it continues. Twice while I am
listening to the concert, I hear cheers from next door and know that Canada has
scored a goal. When I slip into the TV room, one of the visitors tells me that she is
enjoying both events, she can watch the game and still hear the music next door.
I meet Mrs K in the hallway, she has tears in her eyes. She tells me she is torn in
three directions, wants to see the game, wants to attend the concert, and wants to
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be with her 'sick' husband (he is within hours of death). She stays with her
husband most of the time but he doesn't seem to be aware of her presence, she
checks in on the game; the whole family have always been hockey fans and she
knows how important this game is for her grandsons. She hears the music and
wishes she could sit and enjoy it. There are tears in her eyes. I hug her and she
returns to her husband.
Meanwhile, there is a dog visiting down the hall and being led around to visit with
other patients. Mrs BP has her 3 yr old grandson in to visit and he stops at the desk
to visit. Kids, dog, music, hockey, dylng, tension, phone ringing . . .

FieldNotes 17: 116-139

The palliative care unit pulsates with life and activity. Its goal is to provide the

greatest quality of life possible. Despite the imminence of death, life continues; hockey

medals are won and lost, beautiful music soothes and excites, children seek attention, and

dogs offer companionship and comfort.

Anything goes: cltocolate, booze, and cigarettes. In keeping with the goal of

quality of life, palliative care emphasizes personal choices as opposed to rigid adherence

to institutional routines. Translation of this principle led to an attitude of 'anything goes'

in the setting. Sometimes initiated by patients and families as a means of continuing to

live life to the fullest, and sometimes initiated by staffwho encouraged normalcy despite

the situation, few restrictions were applied.

Chocolate, "food of the gods" is one of life's great pleasures. It contains natwal

stimulants and chemicals that enhance a sense ofjoy or euphoria. Chocolate was almost

omnipresent on the unit. In the staff room, there was rarely a day without it. Gifts of

chocolates and goodies from the families of present and former patients were a natural

way of expressing appreciation. Similarly, patients received gifts of candy and chocolates.

Although eating and appetite were commonly diminished as patients approached death, an

opened box of candy was featured at many bedsides. One outstanding illustration of the
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importance of candy occurred during in the final days of one special chocolate lover.

I meet Mr A and his family in the dayroom. They laugh about how his wife is
enjoying chocolate and candy now in away that she never did before. Mr A says
that she always scolded him about eating too much candy and wouldn't eat it
herself. Now there are days that ali she feels like eating is candy. It amuses him to
see her like this. Presently, she is somewhat confused and looks pleased with
herself to be getting away with eating all the candy she wants - this makes them
laugh.
Later I go into Mrs A's room to visit. She is quite confused, has afaraway look in
her eye, her face is altered, pufry and swollen. She is giggling a lot, not coherent.
Her husband and his sister are joking along with her. The atmosphere is light. The
staff that come and go in the room respond with gentle teasing too. Several times
she has to have her face and hands cleaned because she is smeared with chocolate.
N, a nurses' aide, unwraps a candy, gently chiding her not to eat the tinfoil, it
won't taste good. Field Notes 15: 5l-67

The final days of one's existence are no time to withdraw pleasures. No caregiver

suggested that blood sugar levels or nutrition were a concern. Mrs A spent some of her

last hours with a smile on her face and chocolate on her lips.

Like chocolate, alcohol was the desire of some individuals. On my first day of

fieldwork, there was a comment that the smokers had shared a flask of brandy last night

while outside. This was greeted with general good humor and comments about good sleep

and improvement in appetite. On another occasion, a patient's daughter commented that if

her mother were at home she would give her a homemade cough remedy based on a

goodlyportion of Grand Mamier. The nurse told her that regretfully she could not supply

the ingredients but that she should feel free to bring the remedy if she felt her mother

would enjoy it. Mr H, a jovial long-staypatient with a predilection for alcohol continued

to take frequent trips back to his home, customarily returning with a paper bag in his

hand, another in his pocket, and an improved state of mind.
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Desire for another of life's pleasures, nicotine, persisted. Patients who smoked

prior to illness often continued to smoke. It was not uncommon for persons with scarcely

the strength to stand or the breath to gasp to maintain the smokin ghabit, despite their

limited resources of energy. While smoking was not discouraged by caregivers,

institutional policies made continuing to smoke a challenge. Smoking was not permiued

anywhere within the building. Persons who smoked, whether staff, patients, or visitors

were required to go outdoors to a covered gazebo-like structure, popularly termed the

'smoke shack'. My fieldwork was conducted in the winter months when temperatures

hovered in the area of -20 to -30 degrees Celcius. Despite the cold winter weather, there

was a trio of men who regularly made their way down on the elevator and outdoors for a

cigarette.

Bonded by their affinity for tobacco and the difficulty of maintaining the habit, a

keen sense of camaraderie evolved. Joking amongst the staffabout the trio mounted and

the group was dubbed with an official title, the Gentlemen's Club. In my field notes, I

recorded this interaction from early morning report:

There are some concems about Mr H; the gentleman who tipples while outside
smoking. There has been a deep cold snap and there is a question about what
would happen if he got locked outside. Apparently last night he could not settle
for sleep and was outside at 3 am smoking. He came to the desk to inform them he
was going "in case anyone was looking for him". Babs points out that he isn't
alone down there: "Theyhave a gentleman's club you know, Mr H and sam and
DM, they look out for one another". Others around the table nod and agree.
Senator S, the political champion of palliative care will be visiting the unit this
am. She has requested an opportunity to meet and converse with some of the
patients. There is discussion about who would be most appropriate. Babs suggests
they let her go outside with the Gentlemen's Club to get the real picture . . . .

Field Notes 9:21-29
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For a week or more, the Gentleman's Club flourished. Staffenabled the process,

ensuring that the members were bundled up warmly, ferrying them outside in wheelchairs,

making sure they had their medications before leaving, tuming a blind eye to the health

hazards of tobacco and cold, and ignoring pockets swollen with the bulge of a flask.

The membership of the Club was disparate. Sam was a sociable young man of

limited intellectual capacífy, who had enjoyed an unusually prolonged stay on the unit. No

longer able to walk on his own, he was bundled in warm sweat pants, a stiff leather jacket,

and a dark toque and transferred into a wheelchair several times each shift before being

wheeled outside. Mr DM was an elegant looking elderly gentleman who often travelled

about the unit, pushing himself in a wheelchair. ln preparation for going outside, he

would don a smart brown leather jacket, accessorized with a bright red scarf and a

fashionable 'chapeau'. His manner was sociable, gregarious, described by his wife as "Mï.

Hail-Fellow-Well-Met. The third member was Mr H, also an inpatient for some time.

Although becoming progressively thinner and more depleted in energy, he remained

mobile. I could tell from his appearance, difficult swallowing, and his hoarse, raspy

whisper that he had cancer somewhere in his throat or oral cavity. There was a history of

alcohol abuse. In my field notes, he is described this way:

Mr H is a charmer. He is dressed in a pale blue leisure jacket, reminiscent of the
70's. He wears a starched blue dress shirt, a darker blue tee shirt worn underneath
is visible at the neck. He has blue polyester slacks with horizontal pockets and a
wide leather belt. He combs his hair in an Elvis-like style and has an engaging
grin. Field Notes 12: 163-169

Mr H contributed much to the Gentleman's Club. Not only was he one of the

founding members, he often provided transportation by pushing Sam's wheelchair. To
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add to this, he carried a hip flask of brandy or other liquid refreshment which he readily

shared with his comrades. This and more I learned one morning during report.

Apparently H carries a flask in his pocket when he goes outside for a smoke and
has been sharing it with Sam. "He says the brandy helps keep him warm when he
is outdoors smoking." "It's as good as morphine for him". "But has Sam collapsed
yet from what he's been giving him"? "Today Sam had 2 smokes with 2 brandies
and then he had to come up and lie down, but his appetite is really improving with
this stuff'! Field Notes 4:25-32

Despite the diversity of socioeconomic status, life experience, and intellectual

capabilities, the Club flourished. They smoked together, teased one another, and shared

who knows what discussion. Evidence that they looked out for each other's welfare was

evident in the comments they brought back.

Mr DM tells Andrew he doesn't want to cause problems but he has concerns about
Mr H. He is falling asleep outside in the middle of the night. "He could get stuck
out there in the cold and freeze, could set himself on fire". He always smokes his
cigarettes as low as possible and chides DM for stubbing them out too soon. DM
tells him "all the bad stuff is in the last inch, this way he doesn't have to worry".
Field Notes 9: 129-134

After about 10 days, DM's health rapidly deteriorated, fracturing the membership

of the Club. Following his death, there was disharmony. The following day we heard this

report:

Mr H has been irritable. He is upset because Sam swore at him and has announced
that he won't be escorting Sam any more. I notice throughout the shift that Sam
does seem more demanding tonight and irritable. I wonder if he has been told
about DM's death . . . . No onehere seems to know. Surelysomeone totd him . . . .

FieldNotes 10: 33-40

Sam was next to deteriorate. Mr H continued for another few days to make his

way outside for a smoke but it was never the same. In an effort to address the loss, Sue

made a point of taking Mr H to visit Sam in his final days, a visit he appeared to find
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deeply disturbing.

Sue tells me that she believes Mr H is hurting because he has seen so many
patients die. Sam is dying now and Mr H saw how he is (congested, unresponsive)
and he doesn't want that for himself. Field Notes 17: 4l-49

The tenure of the Gentleman's Club was brief, having no ofñcial inauguration,

and a sad, unfinished ending. Like the humor on the unit, it flourished for a moment in

time. For the staff, the Club was a 'thing' of good humor, an occasion for joking, and a

matter of importance which they enabled. There were no attempts to dissuade potentially

dangerous behaviors; the risk of being locked out in the cold, compromising already

limited respiratory capacity, mixing alcohol with potent medication. Each were risks

worth trading for retaining the independence and habits that sustained the members.

The members of the club were peers, making the most of their temporal situation.

The Club was a source of support and relationship for disparate players united by the need

for cigarettes and companionship within the reality of terminal illness. They would have

been an ideal group for Senator S to meet. Making the most of their remaining time,

retaining as much independence and vitality as possible, and supported by a skilled and

respectful team of caring professionals, they represented the spirit of palliative care.

In palliative care, anything goes. With few exceptions, there is little overt sense of

judging or discouraging comforting behaviors, regardless of their health benefits in

different circumstances. Anything goes becomes translated as respect for the individual

and maintenance of personal choices as part of maximizing quality of life.

St aff Impres s íons : Chall enging, S ati sfy ín g, Giv ing and Rec eiving

In the current health care climate, there are a multitude of choices for qualified
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professionals. Staff are, on the whole, free to chose the specialty that attracts them most. I

asked participants their impressions of palliative care as a desirable choice. Responses

were varied, emphasizing both demands and rewards. Palliative care was described as

demanding, fast-paced, exhausting, stressful, and sometimes sad. Some identified the

burden that repeated exposure to serious situations, symptom distress, and family stress

places on the staff. Ongoing exposure to death after death and loss exacts a toll. lnevitable

and immediate emotional shifts are necessitated when moving from room to room with

patients in variable situations of stability and decline. In addition to challenges related to

working with death and dying, there was pressure from ongoing staffshortages. Staff

frequently worked overtime or double shifts, and worked "exttt'on their days off. A

general sense of weariness from long hours and wariness of possible requests for filling in

on short notice were often present.

Despite the stress, many caregivers described their work as satisfuing, meaningfiil,

an honor, a privilege, a learning experience, "aplace where I can grow".Nurses who

found palliative care especially satisfring thrived on relationships with their patients.

Several spoke about palliative care as a place where they could practice nursing in away

that suited their vision of what nursing should be.

For many staff palliative care entails becoming involved with the lives of patients

and families beyond merely focussing of physical symptoms and disease process. ln

keeping with this, other participants identified that working in palliative care demanded a

particular t¡1pe of person, someone who needed to like people, someone with good

interpersonal skills, a person prepared "to pour out the human side of themselves"
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(lnterview 4:476). Caring for another individual is not exclusively giving, there is also a

giving back, areciprocity in caregiving. In palliative care where time is precious,

emotions are high, and life review is common, some of the gifts of the other's life and

experience become gifts to the caregiver as they are shared.

As this section describes, palliative care is unique among health care settings. Care

is focussed on comfort, not cure, and the customary constraints of strict adherence to rigid

routines and treatment regimes are not paramount. Care is focussed on both patient and

family in as wholistic a manner as possible. Within this climate of openness and

fl exibi lity, relationships are especially important.

Relatíonships in Palliatíve Care

Relationships between staff, patients and their families are critical to the wholistic

approach which chanctenzes palliative care. Wholistic care addresses more than physical

symptoms. Along with expertise in symptom management, interactional skills are

essential. Responding to the psychosocial, emotional, spiritual, and family dimensions of

care necessitates relationship. Staff come to know and interact with patients and families

to a degree of involvement beyond many care settings.

Relationships with patients and families were one of the greatest sources of

satisfaction for many staffmembers. One testament to the power of the relationships that

patients and families developed with their caregivers was the never-ending stream of

thank you cards and gifts that appeared in the conference room from grateful families. On

Valentine's Day, I observed that several nurses received small tokens of appreciation

from patients and families. Families of past patients often returned to the unit several
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times to visit and to extend their thanks.

Another indication of the warm relationships that formed between staff and

patients was the frequency with which they exchanged touch. Many staff were tactile,

touching or embracing others frequently. Most patients and families responded in kind,

sometimes asking for a hug, or initiating the contact. Not all patients and families were

receptive to touch. Staff were initially respectful of the cues that were given that touch

was not comfortable. However, their innate preference for touch remained a powerful

force. This was evident in an interaction I witnessed between Sue and a rather formal

elderly patient.

Sue meets Peter, an elderly gentleman dressed in street clothes, in the hall with
several visitors. She greets him with open Írrms. Someone comments about Sue
being one of his fans. She replies "Peter, everybody's one of your fans". She hugs
him and walks rapidly on. He looks at me and says "they make my days" . Sue
comments to me that he didn't used to like to be touched or kidded with but they
have "warmed him up" and now he enjoys it. Field Notes 12: lll-116

When patients stayed for a longer period of time, opportunities for closer

attachments to develop occurred and there was often a genuine sense of loss when the

patient died. I would overhear discussions at report time about the death, who was there,

what happened. It was not uncommon for staff who felt closest to the patient to attend the

funeral.

Paliiative care is predicated upon the support of an interdisciplinary team. Under

the umbrella of the larger team, care decisions were discussed and plans of action agreed

upon. Co-operation across the team helped to lighten the caregiving load. Participants

valued the sense of support and strength that the team offered. However, working as part

ofa team also generated occasional stress and dissatisfaction.
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Julie: I mean there were times when . . . things happen that you're really angry
about . . . Interview l:435, 444

The interdisciplinary team proved to be both one of the greatest strengths of the

unit and, paradoxically, one of the greatest potential sources of disagreement and strife.

Humor and laughter proved to be a significant factor in team building and lightening the

heaviness and strife that sometimes afflicted the team.

In keeping with the tenets of ethnography, this description of the research context

has been lengthy, rich with detail and description. The intent has been to establish the

significance of the context as a setting in which humor and laughter flourish. Palliative

care, with its attitude of openness in which anything goes, the significance of relationships

as an all important human dimension in terminal illness, and the inevitable strain of

emotion-laden circumstances and demanding care situations is rendered more fully human

and alive with the use of humor. The remainder of this chapter describes the

pervasiveness, function, and variability of humor and laughter within the research setting.

Humor and Laughter in Palliative Care

"Good Humor"

Despite the pressures of terminal illness and the realities of limited resources, the

pervasive quality on the unit was a sense of "good humor". The atmosphere was waÍn

and welcoming. Overall, staff were füendly and pleasant. They greeted their patients with

warmth, often accompanied with touch. Smiling was coÍtmonplace and laughter was

frequent. Visitors and familymembers commented on the cheerfulness of both the

physical environment and the staff.

The significance of 'good humor' was reflected in my conversation with the W
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family, and with an inclusion in Mr ST's obituary.

The W family is sitting in the day room and invite me to join them. They tell me
how much they appreciate the care and all the'good humor'that everyone seems to
share around here. Their mother's condition has deteriorated rapidly since
admission. Having people be lighthearted has helped to make things seem more
normal. When she was having her chemo, the staff were always rushed and busy
and serious. They like the more relaxed atmosphere here. I asked if there had been
any humor here or anywhere in the health care system they found insensitive.
Definitely not. They overheard the staff laughing at the desk the other evening and
it made them feel good - they know that funny things happen and people need to
laugh. Field Notes 14:128-140

"The staff on 28 surrounded him with love during his iast months and his days
were filled with laughter and peace." (sr obituary, Field Notes 14:27-2g)

The pleasant, gentle humor extended to patients and families created an

atmosphere of caring and acceptance. Despite the realities of terminal illness, patients and

families appeared comfortable in the setting. Many families would leave the experience

with the comfort of those memories.

Dffiring Perceptíons of Humor

Good humor is, at least in part, related to the individuals who choose to work in

palliative care. Participants identified that palliative care was an arcathatattracted

particular kinds of people, especially those who thrived on interacting with other people.

Many commonly used humor, although in varying forms of expression.

I think that people . . . are involved in palliative care most of the time because they
love to be with people, they also like to relate to people and they also have to
have, I think fairly outstanding interpersonal skills . . . Interview 2: 310-3 13

But you can't be laughing all the time you have to really pour out the human side
of yourself in palliative care, you know it's peppered all the way through.
lnterview 4:475-477

In many cases, people who have strong interpersonal skills, and pour out the
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human sides of themselves are also people of good humor. Several staffmembers

indicated to me that humor was a natural extension of the personal selves which they

brought to their work.

I guess I don't think of humor. . . as being anything different than a normal part of
what I do. lnterview 7: 38-40

I have a veryplayful side that wants to joke all the time . . . I think that it's an
integral part of who I am. lnterview I: II2

Humor, for some people, is simply an extension of who they are. It punctuates all

of their interactions. While many staff indicated that humor was a natural extension of

who they were, others were quick to indicate that for them it was not true.

R: when you think about humor what comes to mind?

Anne: Not me . . . .I think ofhumor as jokes and . . . I often don't even know what
the punch line was supposed to be . . . you know you feel bad everybody's
laughing, it's like, you didn't get it did you, and I went no I didn't get it . . . I see
that as my weakness, there's a lot more to humor than just telling jokes . . . and
working on palliative I try to find humor in a lot of other little things rather than
just an oukight joke, but just in your more subtle ways . . . Interview 8: 92-Il4

Giselle: . . . I'm not very good at it, at least I think I'm not, I think I have a good
sense of humor, but I'm not what you would call a humorous person . . . I tend to
be a very serious person . . . so it's not my glft (laughs), but at the same time I find
myself you know never a day goes by that you don't smile or laugh about
something on the unit. Interview 11 :27-36

Despite coming from the opposite pole of the spectrum concerning humor, both

Anne and Giselle went on in delightful detail to tell me how much they valued the role of

humor in palliative care. I could not help but notice that their interviews were punctuated

with laughter and a sense of good cheer. It may be that they felt they were not good at

humor, but it certainly was not the case that they were devoid of humor. Persons who

work in palliative care tend to be people lovers, relational people who enjoy interactions.
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Amidst these persons, whether or not they perceived themselves as humorous, good

humor flourished.

Humor: A Range of Expression and Intensity

Humor was pervasive and varied in the setting. It occurred across a range of

expression and intensity; often quiet and gentle, frequently spontaneous, occasionally

hilarious, always more powerful when shared. Subtle comments or gestures sometimes

ignited a spark that crossed the interaction in a flash and generated knee-slapping

laughter. Other times, they generated a momentary flicker of a smile. Both were powerful.

The humor was mostly positive, supportive, life-affirming. In rare circumstances, it came

with a bite, potentially hurtful to others. ln the section that follows, I describe the variety

of types and expressions of humor observed in the setting (Table 1).

Gentle Humor

Table I

Types of Humor

Gentle \ilitticisms Dark

Humor

Playfulness Humor with a

Bite

Spontaneous.
Subtle.
Little things
that come up.
Good-natured
banter.
Shared moments.

Dry humor.
Wordplay.
Puns.
Insider
humor.

Joking about
death or
serious
situations.

Clowning
around.

Props,
playthings.
Jokes, riddles,
cartoons.
Teasing.
Non-Verbal.

Sarcasm.

Putdowns.
Zingers.
Digs.
Banter.
Exclusionary.

Gentle humor arose most commonly in interactions between staff, patients and
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families. It was comprised of small things, spontaneous remarks and events that arose in

day-to-day events, subtle comments scarcely recogntzable as humor unless specifically

observed, good natured banter of little substance, and shared moments of warmth and

lightness. For one participant, humor was as uncomplicated as simply smiling and being

pleasant; " the whole thing is about being positive" (Interview 15:262).

Some of the humor I observed was gentle and sweet. It was so subtle and

understated that it would have been easy to miss. One example occurred when Sebastian

was admitting Mrs D.

Mrs D is beginning to become more settled. She asks for a drink of water.
Sebastian offers it to her gently. She dribbles some down her chin. Automatically,
he hands her a washcloth, says she can use that to wipe her mouth. She replies that
she would prefer to use his sleeve. He says "Oh, you can't use my sleeve,ihat's
where I keep my heart". Everyone smiles. It is a sweet and tender moment. I can
see her children start to relax. Field Notes 19 165-169

This gentle moment of connection \ryas filled with power. Here was a family

admitting their mother to hospital for what they knew would be her final illness. She was

agltated, accusing them of mistreatment and abandonment. For her family, her personality

changes and mental deterioration were devastating, her accusations painful beyond belief.

Yet the gentle administrations of a compassionate and caring individual had a profound

impact, their mother became calm. In a moment of delight, the family caught a glimpse of

her former wit which emerged in a spark and was ignited to brightness with the quick

remark that replied. A painful situation was eased, at least for the moment.

Other staff spoke of humor as a natural event that arose spontaneously in their

interactions while providing care.

Giselle: . . . most of the humor that I experience in palliative care is subtle humor,
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it's not jokes and that kind of stuff, it arises out of circumstances, and it's hard to
remember what happened, it just sort of, in the spur of the moment something
comes up and you make a joke about it and it's, it may be just a little chuckle, and
it maynot me, you know areal all and out belly laugh, but it's funny and
sometimes it comes, people make jokes about their change in their body image, or
. . . the fact that they're dyrng, all kinds of little subtle comments and sometimes
it's totally unrelated to the death and dying thing. lnterview ll:72-80

Becky: . . . but the little not so obvious things are really nice to see here, they're
the little things that just come up on the spur of the moment, that you have no
chance to plan . . . sometimes it's the funny little things that just come off the top
of your head without thinking, that's usually the most humorous and they can be
the most embalrassing, or just the ones that you wouldn't even think would come
out. . . Interview 13:22-29

Giselle and Becky identified humor that is natural, unplanned, unstructured, yet

vital to their interactions. Spontaneous, spur of the moment events that generate humor

are more than natural pleasantries. They are experiences, shared by those in the situation

at the moment. They generate laughter, sometimes merely a small chuckle, sometimes a

grand event such as a belly laugh.

Sometimes spontaneous events that started out as innocuous evolved into shared

experiences of uproarious laughter that included patients and families. Such moments of

hilarity not onlybrought flashes of pleasure and release but had longer-lasting

repercussions. I witnessed such an event during an otherwise quiet evening shift.

While I am in Mrs A's room, the fire alarm goes off. It is very loud, and the alarm
box seems to be located just outside her door. The family look frightened. I
reassure them it is probably just a drill and not to be alarmed. As I am going down
the hall to see if help is needed, they announce over the PA system that the fire is
located on the 2nd floor, B wing, at the juncture of the two hallways. I feel some
alarm, that is straight ahead of me on the other side of the fire doors which have
automatically closed. I step through the doors to find the staff doubled over with
laughter.
There is a float nurse tonight who has been keen to get one of her elderly patients
out of his room for a change of scenery. At her insistence, he has consented to sit
out in the hall in the wheelchair. She has seated him directly under the fire alarm.
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He has been exploring the wall with his hands and has pulled the alarm. He seems
oblivious to the results of his actions. The shift co-ordinator arrives and also
doubles over with laughter when she sees what has happened.
Meanwhile, anxious familymembers are looking out of several rooms. They all
seem amused to hear what has happened. Throughout the rest of the evening
patients and families continue to mention the incident and to chuckle about it. The
atmosphere seems lighter and everyone is talking to one another more than usual.
Field Notes 14: 107-t20

This event was remarkable in that it involved not only staff but patients and

families. The lightness and animation that followed lasted long beyond the event. Days

later it was still being discussed.

Sue identified the idea that humor, by itself was of little value until it became a

shared experience. I experienced the shared experience of gentle humor, as described in

my field notes about watching Olympic figure skating.

. . . with some people, it's just that sharing of feelings, you know that knowing,
and just saying something that at first listening to it wouldn't strike you as being
fu*y, but the fwo of you would smile or laugh, or just exchange that feeling oi
that closeness. lnterview 6: 183-186

Marion (patient), sue (nurse), J (health care aide), and I enjoy a pleasant 15
minutes watching figure skating. It is now late in the evening, the lights have been
dimmed, and most people have settled for the night. Some of the staff are quietly
completing their charts at the desk. Marion is alert, feeling well tonight. Her eyes
are dancing with life and good cheer. The Russians are dominating. Marion speaks
some Russian and keeps adding joking comments we can't understand but we can
catch that she is poking fun at them. There is a lovely sense of shared
lightheartedness, it is warm and pleasant. When the skating ends, we all get up to
go, leaving with a wonderful sensation of warmth and satisfaction.
Field Notes 13:213-217

The majority of humor I encountered was gentle, the every-day, garden variety

type. It was so pervasive and subtle that it would have been easy to miss if observation

had not been my specific purpose. The principal component of the "good humor" of the

setting, gentle humor created an atmosphere of personal warmth in which ding patients
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and families found comfort.

Witticisms

Witticisms involved dry comments, puns, and plays on words. Typically they

appeared as fast quips that exposed the incongruity of something that had been said or

done. Particular individuals, both patients and staff showed a predisposition for this type

of humor, indicating that they "almost couldn't help but put them out there". (lnterview

5:55)

Dry humor. Dry humor was comprised of witty comments delivered without

expression. It was more likely to arise amongst staffthan with patients or families.

Devoid of expressive clues, there was sometimes a delay before the listener realized the

comment was intended as humorous. Dawne was an expert with dry humor. She was

given to quick comments that seemingly emerged out of nowhere and took people by

surprise. They were typically delivered with a straight face but often accompanied with a

twinkle in the eye. I was the target of Dawne's humor one morning when I entered the

conference room for report. The previous week an article which I had co-authored was

published in the national nursing journal. Dawne and I had not discussed this and I did not

know that she had seen it. Dawne introduced me with this quip "This is Ruth, she's a spy

from the Canadian Nurse" (Field Notes 5: 4-8). It was a private communication. No one

else picked up on the comment. Dawne and I exchanged a knowing glance, rapport was

established, and the accomplishment was acknowledged.

Unlike overt humor, dry humor is more likely to be misunderstood, or missed

altogether. Despite her preference for witty remarks, Dawne was concerned that others
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might misinterpret her meaning..

Dawne: I have kind of a dry humor so to speak, you know some people just don't
understand it . . . I think it's, the worst type of humor you could have, because it's
so much misunderstood. . . . I don't think myhumor is hurtful, I don't . . . I don't
make fun of people's self or whatever, but to have agood joke or, not a joke
really, but play on words, or play on something that's, you know that you can have
fun with . . . but I've been told I have dry wit, or humor, quick witted maþe, that's
what they say. Interview 3:66-68,195-200.

Regardless of the pitfalls associated with dry humor, several of Dawne's

colleagues remarked upon its' significance. Many people mentioned how fortr¡nate I was

to be buddied with her, "you'll get lots of good stuff there, she cracks us up with her

remarks". It appeared that Dawne's style was particularly unique. No other names were

ever mentioned to me in this regard, nor was I able to observe other persons with this

unique style.

Word play. A number of staffexhibited witty humor through wordplay or

puns. I overheard a health care aide brushing crumbs from a patient's bed and

commenting "you're in a crumby situation here". (Field Notes3:26)

Robert was the king of word play. His colleagues described him as "a real pun

gtly'. I first realized his propensity for plays on words when I heard him comment on the

report that one of the hide-a-beds had been moved into the hall. Robert commented:

"How are they going to able to hide it if they leave it in the hall?,'.

Robert: Yeah, I'm given to word play, that's something I really enjoy, I think that
as a person I have very I would say flexible thinking, would be the way to put it . .

. I have away of looking at things it seems . . . (that is) less concrete and so word
play and double meanings come to me very easily and so I almost can't help but
put them out there. . . lnterview 5: 50-56

Wordplay and puns were more likely to arise amongst staffbut occasionally a
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particularly alert and wittypatient would use them.

Robert: The first time I experienced humor . . . I was working at Waterview (a
community facility for the terminally ill) and I met this older woman . . . she had
cancer . . . you know, incredible woman, and she had this great joyousness around
her and this great perspective on life . . . I said "so what do you think about living
at XXX, you know being here, how is it?". she goes "oh it's wonderfirl" and
stuff. And she talked about how, you know you really made her feel like a part of a
family and you're in a home and so forth, but the only thing, "It doesn't seem quite
to mesh with that and I can't quite understand, it's this, everyone else seems to be
dying to get out of here ! " , ffitd I was just mortified, she's laughing and I'm just
like . . . we're in this situation where people are dealing with end of life situations,
you think this will be serious . . . and it was a real joy, you know she could help
me, gave me licence and give me an opportunity to relax . . . Interview 5: 516-533

This patient offered Robert an instructive gift. By using word play and joking

about her situation, she showed him that it was acceptable to be light-hearted and to joke,

even in the presence of death. Robert saw word play as an essential part of who he was.

Now experienced and at home in palliative care, he was largely powerless to prevent it

from arising.

Insider humor. lnsider humor tended to evolve when two or more staff

members shared in a common experience that made them laugh. Sometimes enormously

funny to those who knew it's origins, it tended to exclude others. An example of insider

humor evolved during the time I was paired with Babs. Over the course of a few days,

several patients had been given the same drug to help them settle in times of distress, with

remarkable results. One patient referred to Babs as "a miracle worker" for bringing the

medication, another dubbed the same pill the "cat's ass". As appreciation for the pill

continued to grow, Babs and I began to refer to it as the "miracle pill" (Field Notesl0:77).

Overhearing our comments to one another, another staff member asked "what in this

world is this great new pill you're talking about? I want some too!". Insider humor such
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as this was innocuous among the staff. Shared with others, it took on life and created a

sense ofbonding.

Dark Humor

Related to wordplay and insider humor was the phenomenon of dark humor which

thrived in the setting. Dark, morbid, or gallows humor makes light of serious situations,

especially those concerning death. A form of protective humor, it covers the

vulnerabilities of those continually exposed to the realities of suffering and loss. Dark

humor focussed on death and difficult situations thrived within the setting, especially

among staff and occasionallywith patients.

Like preferences for other types of humor, preferences for dark humor varied in

intensity. Patients sometimes introduced dark humor that was subtle, and amusing and set

the tone for light-hearted communication. Mr CD excelled at this.

Someone said to me "You need to get a life". I said, "In my condition, that's a
great idea! Do you know where I could get one? Could you loan me yours? ". Hs
laughs heartily and so do I. Field Notes 14:77-79

Staffused dark humor frequently and casually as witty asides in the medication

room and on their breaks. Conferences were typically punctuated with outrageously dark

comments.

Dr J begins the conference with the comment that she couldn't help but chuckle
about others' interpretations of comfort care as there had been a transfer of a
critically ill patient from another institution. Despite discontinuing all life-
sustaining interventions, there were explicit orders for regular feedings through a
gastrostomy tube. Diego responds "Don't worry about that. He's restless and
hopefully he'll pull that tube out soon. That'll solve things." (Chuckles)
Field Notes 18:29-32

Similarly, in a discussion about procuring small lamps to be used at the bedside
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when a patient's condition was poor, the Unit Manager commented that she had already

investigated this and "it was a dead issue" (Field Notes 24:28).The comment drew faint

smiles but nothing more overt. I had the sense that this figure of speech may have often

been used.

Sheri, another team member, was more overt, using dark humor in a more intense,

almost breathtaking fashion.

I'm afraid you'll find my humor is pretty black. My family and I have always used
a lot of humor. Mybrother-in-law died a few years ago with a brain tumor. He was
areally funny guy, always kidding around and making jokes. When he was
diagnosed, my father said that he always knew that aguy as crazy as he was had to
have something wrong in his head! Field Notes 5: 16-21

Several staff participants indicated the significance, even inevitability of dark

humor as a part of their work. They also, however, identified the need for caution and

sensitivity about where it was appropriate.

Sebastian: Dark humor . . . definitely that is I would say one of our, probably one
of our strongest coping mechanisms on the unit. The challenge is to recognize why
we use it, and the need to keep it between the staff . . . Interview 14: 153-156

Giselle: . . . it seems to me that there are certain things that you can laugh
uproariously about on palliative care and certain things that you can't . . . like dark
humor, patients can use black humor, but nurses generally speaking don't use dark
humor with patients, unless you have avery, very good relationship and you know
it's safe with this patient and it's a bantering back and forth and it's been going on
for a long time, but with most patients I would never use dark humor. Something
that would happen behind closed doors in the conference room, or in our
bathroom which has this bulletin board, even there I'm a little afraid of it being in
print. . .

. . .black humor comes up inside me most often when we've had a wave of deaths,
so then these thoughts will come to my mind we have times where . . . we're just
overwhelmed by the number of deaths that have happened in the last week or two,
and then . . . thoughts come to my head, dark humor thoughts, but I find I almost
always repress them, I'm almost always afraid to speak them aloud because I'm
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afraid I might offend someone or a family member might overhear, or something
so I usually push it back down and don't say it out loud . . .

Interview lI: 167 -17 8, 182-190

Giselle identified the almost automatic nature with which dark humor, ideas such

as "you've mixed up the medications, or euthanasia, or people dylng like flies, things like

that come up in your mind" (III: 192-194) arose unbidden after aperiod where there had

been multiple deaths. Equally powerful was the instinct to repress the thoughts, not to

express what you were thinking, "you think, no, don't say that, then I just kind of push it

right back down"(Interview I 1 : 194-196). She identified a number of conditions for using

dark humor, emphasizing the importance of sensitivity and caution (Figure 1).

Figure 1

Using Dark Humor
. keep it among staff behind closed doors
. patíents can use it with nurses BUT nurses don't use it with

n"**-:^' 

#xm*;J-.:nh that,s been
going on for a long time
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Playfulness

In addition to the subtleties of gentle humor, erudite intellectual humor, and

irresistible but dark humor, light-hearted playfulness pervaded the setting. Staff and

patients alike sometimes engaged in being playful. Emerging from attitudes that

appreciated lighthearted fun, playfulness took many forms including use of props and

playthings, extending to teasing, jokes, riddles, and cartoons, and non-verbal expressions

of humor. Several staffmembers talked about the importance ofbeing playful and having

fun while they worked as a means of balancing the heaviness of their work.

Julie: I guess for me in order to be able to do my work, I have to be able to play
while I work, because it's too serious otherwise, and I don't do as good a work
when I'm stressed out too much . . . in order to be able to be healthy, happy and
really good in our jobs, you need to be able to play and do it all atthe same time.
Interview I : 27 0-27 2, 28I -282

Meghan: Most of us are pretty light hearted we can joke and tease and bug . . . I
have spent many an evening just almost in tears depending on who I'm working
with that just, I love it, it makes the day go faster, it's not a burden you know when
you can laugh it away. lnterview 4156-160

Clowning around. Sometimes humor took the form of a bit of fun or silliness,

or exaggerated pantomime, with someone playrng the clown. Robert told me about a

light-hearted incident which he termed slapstick.

Robert: Well we got this new commode chair, we had some funding and we
wanted something that was bigger because we have some patients that are so
much bigger than they can't actually fit on the very naffow commode chairs, and
it's just this funny situation that comes up, like all these nurses are super excited
about this commode chair, you know and this is like a cadillac of commode chairs,
and (name) sits down on it and somebody pushes her in the hallway and she goes
past the nursing room and she makes the queenly hand wave, as if she's the queen,
you know like this, it was very funny. Interview 5: 110-117
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A commode chair especially designed for obese patients was a prime target for

humor. Initiation of the chair with a queenly wave assigned it royal status. Future

associations were likely to buiid upon the regal image as opposed to more insensitive

associations with obesity.

Teasing. Being playful at work meant that staff engaged in teasing, joking,

wisecracking with one another. Teasing involved a good-natured playful exchange.

Several nurses told me that they used it with patients as a way of establishing a

con-nection and a means of "lightening things up". Gender and age were common targets

for teasing among the staff Negotiating the patient assignment one evening, I overheard

this interaction between Andrew and Sue:

The patient assignment is being reconfigured to even out the patient load. Andrew
is doing the rearranging. When Sue suggests that he take Mrs X , he says,"No, she
doesn't want a young lad like me, she said to give her an old woman instead, you
takeher"! FieldNotes 14: 18-20

Staffchided one another with good-natured teasing. Gentle teasing was typically

innocuous, taken with equanimity. On occasion, the teasing became more pointed,

increasing the possibility of offense. Andrew described to me a glowing faux pas where

he was teasing someone about weight gain, only to discover that she was pregnant and

sensitive about her appearance. An interaction in patient care rounds illustrated teasing

humor across disciplinary boundaries.

Reviewing the patients, there was discussion of CD, who appears to be thriving
despite having advanced cancer of the lung with liver metastasis. Three months
ago, he had been pronounced unlikely to be able to return home. Diego suggests
that he may have been too hasty in recommending that CD give up his apartment.
Now he has no where to go and discharge isn't an option. Sheri, who is recording
notes in the chart asks what he wants her to record - should it be that Dr Diego
made a mistake or Dr Diego made a confession? Field Notes l8:36-42
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Teasing was not limited to staff interactions. Nurses sometimes used it with

patients in a warm and gentle manner. It was a means of "warming them up',, putting

them at ease.

Later in the day, Mrs Z's pump is beeping. Sebastian goes into the room to tend to
it and teases lli4.rs Z. "I think you were playrng with these buttons and the machine
beeped on you"'(gentle tone, twinkre in his eye). Mrs Z :" Not me, I don't play
with that thing and I would never admit it if I were"! Laughter. Sebastian chuckles
"Ohh, that was a quick one!". Field Notes 19: 95-99

This was a telling interaction. I had been with Sebastian the previous day when he

first met lf/;rs Z. Their interaction had been cordial but impersonal. ln the twenty-four

hours since, the connection had grown. Sebastian felt comfortable enough to tease a little

bit' The response left no doubt as to the appropriateness of the approach and the growing

acceptance of one another. Conditions were ripe for development of a warm and trusting

nurse-patient relationship. Meghan shared with me instærces where she too had used

teasing as a means of establishing relationships.

So I like to start lightening it up right off the bat, I'll tease them, if it's an older
man you know I'll flirt with him a little bit, you know make him blush, give him a
hug, maybe even give him a kiss on top of his head, you know whatever,
lightening things up a little bit, get him to smile. I'll get the family involved and I'll
tell them that, you know we kind of have like virtual food here, if you have any
real stuff to bring in for them I'm sure they'd appreciate it, you just get them going,
going through the admission forms with them, you know they're dull boring rtofi
and I'll try and embellish on it a little bit and make it a littte funnier, you know
make sure that their pain is under conhol and everything first, because then they're
going to think you're not taking this serious . . . Just try to make it light so that
they just settle and go okay I guess this place isn't so bad after all, anã it just helps
them to, you know take the edge off. Interview 4:64:75

Meghan used gentle teasing as a means of softening the admission process. By

teasing and flirting a little, she conveyed acceptance and warmth in a new, threatening,

emotionally-charged situation. She was quick to acknowledge that such a lighthearted
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approach would be superceded by the need to first respond to symptom distress. Genuine

experts knew when to use humor and where it had no place, a theme to be explored in

more depth later.

Playthings. One of the outstanding indications of playfulness on the unit was

the number of stuffed toys and other playthings that were in evidence. The conference

room was crowded with these items. Early in my fieldwork, some of the staff gave me a

guided tour of their collection.

The staff began to show me the stuffed animals in the conference room.
ApparentlyALL of them, at least eight, had been gifts to the stafffrom Dr Julie,
who has only been with them since the past summer. "She is always wanting to
cheer us up, look at this one, it's to motivate and encourage us". It's the large
stuffed gorilla I had noticed earlier. You touch one paw, and it emits a series of
taped messages: Right on! Excellent! Good job!
"And then there's our sandbox, I'll show you, she gave us that too". It's a zen
garden, several inches of sand in a wooden box with 5 stones and a rake. "It's for
us to play with and to work out our frustrations, it helps us to be calm when we
rake the sand". Field Notes 5: 262-269

Over the course of my fieldwork, I found that some staff appreciated and enjoyed

the playthings. Occasionally someone would bring out the zen gardenand rake for a few

minutes. I never saw anyone playing with the stuffed animals but their location in the

room often changed, suggesting they had been handled. I gained some insight into their

significance from Dr Julie.

. . . when I came here, I guess as my own way of trying to see how I fit in and
becoming part of the team . . . I stafed the beanie babies and (they) became almost
like play therapy, they became a focus . . . I mean we had them getting married,
and we had them eloping, and we had them doing all kinds of things, and so it
became aplace where you could have some fun. That was externalized,but they
became really real little characters. . . . you know, it lasted for a long time . . .

lnterview l:227-238.

For Julie, the stuffed toys were a means of breaking in to a new situation,
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establishing her identity as a playful person who valued the team, and who sought a \ryarm

collegial relationship. Playing together was an important part of communicating who she

was and what others could expect from her.

Stuffed toys and sandboxes were not the only playthings on the wards. Other staff

members used props of one sort or another to enliven relationships with their patients.

Babs was an outstanding example. Her medication cart was a virtual treasure trove of

gadgets and gags. Before I met Babs, another of her colleagues had already shown me

some of her ever-evolving collection.

Let me show you some of Babs' stuff. She's the fu*y one around here. She opens
a drawer and shows me a red tinsel halo with a tail down the back. "The other
night she wore this, she was just doing her work as usual, passing out her meds
with this on her head". There is a small disposable bedpan festooned with flowers,
"sometimes she wears this". "This is something one of the patients gave her" (a
plastic flower pot with daisies that twirl and sing to music). In another drawer is a
yellow plastic disc with a big happy face. It is filled with bubble solution. She gets
people to blow bubbles in order to cheer them up sometimes. There are several
bags of candy; she keeps these for the staff. Field Notes 3:105-111

Later I was to meet Babs and to spend five days of fruitful fieldwork

accompanying her. These were but a few of the props that were an integral part of the

exceptional care and compassion she offered to patients, families and co-workers. On

another person, a red tinsel halo or a bedpan hat might seem outrageous, on Babs, they

seemed jusf rrgffi, a natural extension of who she was.

Riddles/cartoons/iokes. Humor in the form of riddles, cartoons and jokes were

each evident in the setting. One patient in particular, Mrs R, was especially fond of riddles

as a way of sharing a sense of fun.

Mrs R is a bright looking, energetic lady celebrating her 86th birthday. There are
several familymembers in the room. I introduce myself and tell her about my
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research. She replies brightly "I've always said that laughter is the best medicine,
a little humor is so important you know". A family member speaks up to say that
if I want to talk with her, I'll have to put up with lots of riddles. She shares one:
"What did one flea say to the other flea? - Do you want to walk or shall we take
the dog?". Field Notes 4:76--8l.

Over the coming weeks, I made a habit of visiting Mrs R regularly. She always

had ariddle for me, told me she listened to a children's call-in show on the radio on

Saturday mornings and learned a lot of the riddles from there. They made her smile and

she enjoyed the program. Over time, her condition deteriorated. One evening she

experienced a frightening crisis of dyspnea, the aftermath leaving her exhausted and

spent. At bedtime, she said to me that she felt like a joke but was too drained to remember

or tell one. She asked if I could "do the honors" instead. I told a joke I had heard earlier.

She laughed long and hard, saying 'Thank you so much, I really enjoyed that". She settled

for sleep, still exhausted, still depleted, but with a faint smile on her face. Babs, who was

with us at the time, described it this way:

. . . she threw her head back and it was like, this was fun, this was wonderful and
I had never seen her that exuberant or do that, just sort ofthrow her head back and
laugh, that was so neat, she just transformed. Interview 7:564-56g

Humor was important to Mrs R. She knew its value for her wellbeing. In her final

days, humor could not change the fact that she was dying. It did, however, transform a

brief moment into a flash ofjoy and of laughter. The memory of that moment lingered

with those who were privileged to share it. Mrs R died soon after that evening. I never

saw her again but her memory brings a smile and a flash of wellbeing, a powerful moment

that lingers.

On a less profound note, bulletin boards in the conference room often featured a
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cartoon or joke amidst a forest of memos, newspaper clippings, and obituaries. ln the staff

washroom, the bulletin board (strategically placed at eyelevel) was devoted exclusively to

humorous material. One cartoon featured a couple adrift on a liferaft with the Grim

Reaper standing watch in the rear. The caption read "See if you'll ever get me to come

with you on one of these budget cruises again,.

The jokes covered a range of content, some sweet and gentle, others more overtly

cynical and potentially sexist. During interviews, several staffmembers mentioned this

bulletin board, some appreciative of the momentary humorous escape, others objecting to

the sometimes anti-male tone of what was posted.

Report times were frequently punctuated with joke telling, often provoking

uproarious laughter, usually accompanied by someone scurrying to close the door so the

noise wouldn't disturb the patients or be misunderstood. One joke which enjoyed a lot of

mileage, being told and retold was a tale about a hypnotist.

A hypnotist is entertaining a packed audience in a crowded auditorium. The
people are thrilled to have an opportunity to be there and have eagerly awaíted the event
þr many days. The hypnotist assures the audience there is nothing to fear. He wíll not
embarrass them. He pulls out his grandmother's gold watch on a chain and instructs the
audience "I want you just to relax and to watch the watch". He speal<s to them slowly,
repeating "watch the watch". Tlte audíence is mesmerized, faithfulty watching the watch.
Inadvertently, the hypnotist drops the watch. Without thínking, he exclaim, "ãh shit". It
takes 3 people a week to clean up the auditoríum . . .

The laughter that foilowed was loud and prolonged. This joke repeated a

commonly encountered theme for joking and lightheartedness; bodily function.

Scatological humor about bodily functions provides an antidote to societal taboos about

public discussion of such personal and basic topics. When patients are dealing with a

terminal illness, basic needs such as elimination take on particular importance.
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Constipation is a troublesome side effect of opioid therapy. The majority of patients on a

palliative care unit suffer from pain and opioids are used freely. Consequently, bowel care

is a matter of great concem for both patients and staff. A chart recording bowel function

for all of the patients is reviewed each shift and interventions for constipation are often

discussed. Humor frequently arises.

I arrived one morning for report and overheard someone say "Mrs GG has gone',.
Forgetting myself, I exclaimed, "Oh, when did she die?". Uproarious laughter!
"She's not gone for good, she had a BM!,'. Field Notes 6:4-5

ln a gentler treatment of bowel function, I witnessed an interaction where a nurse

used humor to comfort a patient in a distressing and humiliating situation.

GH is sitting on the toilet, there is loose stool on the floor and on her legs and on
the toilet. Her underwear has been thrown into the corner in a smelly hèap. The
room smells awful. She lights up when she sees me: "I'm so glad to see you but
did you ever see anyone in quite such a mess? I feel so bad . . . I just couldn't hold
it . ' . this has never happened to me before, it's so awful for this poor girl to have
to clean me up like this". GH is smiling mechanically but her eyes look distressed.
I distract her with conversation and help her to stand so the health care aide can
wash her. I help her back to her chair (noticing that her right hand is useless in
clutching the walker) where she talks over and over about how badly she feels for
the person who had to clean her up. She doesn't know who it \ryas . . . has never
seen her before, and couldn't see her face because "she was working on my
behind ". Beth (the nurse) comes to the door to see if things are alright. GH begins
apologizing for making such a mess. Beth replies "You know, what goes in has to
come out somehow". GH laughs, Beth laughs, I laugh. GH comments that it was
so kind of Beth to put it that way it helps her to feel better.
Field Notes 8: 126-137, I4I-144

Mrs GH was in a humiliating situation. To lose control of one's elimination and to

require intimate cleansing by a shanger is a loss of dignity and independence. In her light-

hearted kindness, the nurse was able to diffi¡se some of the emba:rassment, restoring

some sense of selÊrespect.

Sometimes it was the patient who introduced the humor in embarrassing
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situations. Mrs A was an elderly Asian lvoman with a delightfut lighrhearted nature and

appreciation of humor. She had a colostomy and had been asked to collect a stool sample

for analysis. on the evening shift, I witnessed her interaction with Dawne.

Mrs A is conversing with Dawne at the desk. She has been asked to provide a
stool specimen. For the 3rd day in a row, she has collected a sample in the
evening. The problem is that the lab closes by Zpm and they need a fresh sample.
Dawne explains that she will need to try againtomorrow earlier in the day. She
shrugs her shoulders and grins "Don't know how I do that. I try. It hard.". Dawne
agrees that is hard to "poop on demand". I\lrs A giggles like a girl and agrees.
Field Notes 15: 98-102

Mrs A was in a frustrating situation. It would have been understandable for her to

rage at the inflexibility of an institution that demanded that specimen be delivered by

2pm. Acknowledging the awkwardness with levity and good humor helped to defuse the

frustration and reinforced a sense of understanding and relationship with her caregiver.

Another theme that reflected the functional focus ofjoking was food. A notorious

target of scorn, hospital food was derided as unappealing, even unpalatable. I recorded

this scenario one day after moming report:

He says the food here is terrible. He doesn't want to take steroids anymore, he says
they make him hungry, then he has no choice but to eat this terrible food (gales of
laughter). Field Notes 7: 7-10

The reality of hospital food prepared in a central commissary far removed from

the bedside is not a funny matter. Turning it into a joke could not alter the food but

helped to diffirse the distaste.

Humor in the form of riddles, cartoons and jokes often arose. Ranging from

childish to scatological, gentle to uproarious, they helped to forge relationships, ease

tensions, and provide a means for dealing with circumstances that could not be changed.
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Non-verbal. Another form of insider humor was non-verbal. Babs provided a

constant stream of examples. The first time I noticed it, she was discussing something at

the desk with a colleague. In response to a question she couldn't answer, she said "beats

me" while rolling her eyes toward her nose, each at a different angle, and screwing up her

face atthe same time. I wanted to laugh immediately that I saw it. I came to know that she

would use that expression frequently, that people would sometimes respond, at other

times not. She sometimes used it with patients who were well enough to appreciate it. I

saw her do it across the table in the staffroom as a silent communication with a co-

worker. It came to be recognized as one of her trademark means of communication.

This was not her only non-verbal expression. After a meaningful or pleasant

communication with a patient, she had a habit of pressing her forehead to the forehead of

the patient. I never saw it fail to bring a smile, either to the recipient or to a witness.

Neither of these were outrageously funny gestures. They were warm, caring human

gestures that brought warmth and smiles; critical ingredients in the good humor that

char actenzed the s etting.

Humorwith a Bite

Humor is largely but not exclusively positive. Humor with a bite was typified by

cutting remarks and sarcastic wit. It protects from vulnerability or avoids expression of

innermost realities. It can exclude, leaving those outside the joke feeling left out and

underappreciated.

Sarcasm, putdowns, zÌngers, digs, banter. Sarcastic humor was readily evident

in the setting, both among staffand patients. Sarcasm, as with other types of humor, was
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variable in intensity. At one end of the spectrum, it was gentle, mere good-natured banter

akin to teasing. Some staffenjoyed the fun and quick-wittedness of bantering back and

forth.

Andrew: . . . one of the nurses here, we just give each other, we just banter back
and forth and we give the same kind of, you know stuff back, he bites at me and I
bite back at him and then we laugh about it. It's okay just as long as we know for
each other we're just joking around, this is just a joke . . . Interview 1 5: 7 6-79

Light-hearted banter "with abite" was acceptable as long as everyone knew it was

only a joke. As the other end of the spectrum, sarcastic banter became more intense and

the risk of being hurtful increased.

Sebastian: My type of humor I think is extremely sarcastic, perhaps at times
cutting, I would say I'm more so cutting with my friends than in the professional
world. I think of it as being a humorous style . . . lnterview 14: 118-120

Sue: I tend to get carried away, and I know I tend to get carried away, and I tend to
get carried away with certain staff . . . and I'm used to giving zingers . . . and so I
can be very sarcastic and I can be very you know quick but I have to be very
careful because it doesn't always translate to that environment, and what I can say
can be hurtful as well, I can say it as a joke, but it can be hurtful, and it's just like
as soon as it's out of my mouth I know . . . I apologize nght away, right away, I'm
so sorry I don't know where that came from, I'm sorry it came out, I had no
business saying that. Interview 6: 533-545

Sebastian and Sue were perceptive about their use of sarcasm, recognizing that it

came to them automatically, without forethought and also recognized the potential for

misunderstanding.

Sue was fond of making the comment that "sarcasm is not wit, but merely the

babbling of a demented mind"(Fieldnotes 19: 49-51). She told me that her family had

used sarcasm a lot and that her mother had often quoted that definition. Judging by the

frequency with which I heard others use the same quote, it would seem that Sue's
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definition had been widely spread and accepted.

Each of the persons who described themselves as sarcastic were also gentle,

compassionate nurses. They communicated with their patients in a kind and professional

way. The quick banter, teasing, and digs they shared with one another were reseryed for

staff interactions and modified or abandoned in interactions with patients and families.

On one occasion I observed sarcasm from a patient who was feeling neglected.

Mrs SS has her light on. Everyone is busy so I go to see if I can help. She is upset,
she had the light on for a long time and was worried. Babs joins us and we help
her into the bathroom. Babs lets her air her complaints, acknowledgrng how hard
this must be . . . . Mrs SS is impatient for a wash. We set her up at the basin and
take the time to pamper her some. She lashes out again, this time about her
missing talcum powder "Why would anyone leave it there?". Babs doesn'tteact,
remains pleasant. She comments on the family pictures and gets Mrs SS talking
about them. Mrs SS to me'oYou're the one who is studying humor. I don't want
you to think that I don't like humor - I do, but when you don't feel well, you just
don't feel like it". Me: "Can you tell me some about that?-. SS: "When you're not
feeling good, you just aren't up to it. I'm not feeling good". Before it goes any
further, Babs returns and comments on Mrs ss's jewelry. she lights up, this
interests her. She tells a story about each of her rings. This leads to a long story
about her life in the Far North. All of this time she is seated at the sink . . . Mrs SS
is more relaxed. We get her back to bed. She begins to worry about what will
happen if her call bell isn't answered quickly enough another time. "What if I get
the urge to go? I mean to the bathroom. Now the last time the onlyurge I felt was
the urge to kill ( there's some humor for you)". Field Notes 7: 82-107.

SS was anxious, concerned that she would not have help quickly enough when she

needed. Babs expertly diverted her attention, finding an innocuous conversation topic for

distraction. Although Mrs SS claimed an interest in humor, she was not interested in

engaging in playfulness or lightheartedness in her anxious state. The humor that she

raised in sarcastic wordplay communicated her underlying unrest. There was a sense of

anger, even aggression in her demeanour.
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Other participants echoed the sense of sarcasm as an outlet for diffi¡sing feelings

that had not been communicated.

Ian: I guess the word I'm going to use is anger, that sometimes when you're aîgqy
you can be sarcastic, or get to be disrespectful as a means of contending with your
own anger. I think you have to be careful about this all the time, you know I
think it's very difficult in that sense that on palliative care you're dealing with
people's anger, so much, right.
And so you have to appreciate what triggers your feelings, so that you don't lay it
on someone else, and then you may think it's funny, but it's just a snide remark, it's
just a put down, it's whatever, and the reality is, is that I guess now and againit
will sneak out . . . . Interview l0: 374-38

Meghan: . . . depending on the delivery and the person you can sometimes pick it
up that they're sarcastic because they're hurting, they're sarcastic because they're
scared to death, and there's the other end too that comes out as anger. We had a
young man not long ago who was very angry and veryhard on some of the staff
and if you're very defensive you'll miss the point, sarcastic jerk, you know . . . but
behind that, you have to go in behind all of that . . . Interview 4:371-380.

Humor can be a double-edged sword. When humor is expressed as sarcasm the

cutting edge is exposed. Sarcasm had a tendency to quickly escalate from innocuous to

caustic. Caution, sensitivity, and willingness to offer apologies were needed. When

patients exposed a cutting edge through sarcasm, staffwere challenged to recognize that it

could be a manifestation of anger or frustration with their situation. Wisecracks and

sarcastic comments sometimes stemmed from disappointment with the medical system.

Dealing with sarcasm, whether from patients or staff, called for patience and

understanding.

Humor that excludes. Another circumstance where humor had potentially

negative efFects was humor that excluded others. One participant identified her

discomfort with humor in front ofpatients who hadn't been involved at the beginning and
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might think the joking was about them "I right away try to pull them in and make them a

part ofit" (lnterview 8: 314).

Not only patients and families were vulnerable to being excluded from humor.

Nurses who came in and out of team conferences as time allowed reported the same sense

of exclusion and frustration.

. . . there are times where they'll be joking about something completely different,
which is great because it's a stress reducer, but sometimes when you know that
you have to get this discussed and that discussed and you can't get a word in
edgewise, sometimes to me it's annoying. . .

R: . . . you don't feel a part of the joke?

Nurse: Oh yeah, especially if it's a joke that they started at the beginning, because
as a nurse you're not in there all the time, you kind of come in, you present your
patients and you go out. There are times when a joke will be carried on and you
have no idea what it's about because it was from two nurses ago so yeah it's easy
to be excluded and the people who are in there don'trcalize that you weren't there
because it's just them going through it and continuing with what they were talking
about before, it's not a conscious thing that they're doing, but . . . Oh yeah all the
time, all the time I feel excluded. lnterview 13:294-310

Despite being a fuIl-fledged member of the team, this nurse felt excluded. Not

having been present for the interactions where the humor originated, it was not easy to

step into the joking atmosphere. Team conference, as will be discussed later, was an

important source of team support. Humor was an important element of that support, yet

an unintended source of exclusion and alienation.

In this section, the frequency and persistency of humor and laughter in the

palliative care setting has been established. Ranging in intensity from warm subtleties to

uproarious hilarity, it varied in expression from gentle remarks, witty expressions of

incongruity, playfulness, dark humor, and the sharp edge of humor with a bite. In each
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circumstance, humor served a function, generating some outcome. The varied functions

of humor are described in the succeeding segment.

Functions of Humor in Palliative Care

A wide and varied range of humor expression was identified in the research

setting. For many types of humor, there was also an indication of a change or outcome

that followed. Analysis of fieldnotes and interview transcripts yielded at least 40 similar

but specific outcomes (Appendix M). From these outcomes, three discrete categories

were identified, capturing 15 specific functions for humor (Table 2).

Table2

Functions of Humor in Palliative Care

Building
Relationships

Contending with
Circumstances

Expressing Sensibilify

Making connections.

Humor as attraction.

Listening for the

hidden message.

Energizing.

Nurturing community.

Humor as respite.

Humor as survival.

Humor as avoidance.

Humor as tension relief.

Lightening the heaviness.

Maintaining perspective.

Providing support.

Preserving dignity.

Acknowledging personhood.

Negotiating hierarchical

differences.

Humor served myriad functions. Amongst these multiple functions, three primary
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categories emerged; building relationships, contending with circumstances, and

expressing sensibility. Most functions were discovered in both interactions between staff,

patients and families, and in staff-to-staffinteractions. Each of these are described in tum.

Buíldíng Relations hips

Palliative care philosophy emphasizes care of the whole person, addressing patient

and family as a single unit, and the importance of teamwork. Each of these ideals are

predicated upon positive relationships with patients and families and amongst staff.

Humor served social functions, significant in establishing, enhancing, and maintaining

such relationships. It served therapeutic functions, allowing for development of

communication that went beyond mere pleasantries to meaningful support in the crises of

death and dying. Amongst the team, humor contributed to a sense of community, helped

to energ¡ze the team, and was a means of mutual support.

Making connections. Many staff noted the significance of humor as a way to

"break the ice" at the beginning of new relationships, especially with patients and

families. Admission to palliativo care is a significant event. Patients and famities have

heard that active treatment is no longer an option yet are often in varying degrees of

acceptance or denial of the seriousness of their condition. Admission to the inpatient unit

is usually provoked by a crisis of symptom intensification or deterioration in status. Stress

is almost inevitably high.

Meghan: The first thing I notice when people are admitted is they're scared. They
have been through hell alread¡ the person that we see is not the person that once
was, you know, they've come so far, they've been disappointed, they've been
rejected, they've been angry, they've been scared, they've been put on hold, they've
been waiting, they've been hurting, they've been, you know, who knows? They
come to us and you're another face, and they're probably thinking you're another
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one that's not going to care. You get everything from the person who is ready to
put their dukes up and fight you, to the one who's totally resigned and just do what
ever you want with me. So I like to start lightening it up there, right off the bat . . .

lnterview 4:56-64.

At the time of admission, nurses typically respond first to symptom distress,

acting quickly to administer appropriate interventions to address the most urgent needs.

Once the most immediate demands have been addressed, humor is often introduced in an

attempt to put people at ease.

The patient, Mrs D has been recently diagnosed with a brain tumor and the famity
do not wish for her to have any treatment other than comfort care. The stretcher
arrives with the patient accompanied by her daughter. Mrs D is crying and upset,
seems fearful. The daughter is trying to be positive, comments on the nice room,
the view. Her mother is accusing her of putting her away,fearful of being left,
sometimes coherent, sometimes not. She accuses her daughter of lying to her. The
daughter puts her head down close to hers, says that she is her daughtãr, that she
has never lied to her, and isn't going to lie now. The room is fraught with tension.
Sebastian comes in and begins to do an assessment. Mrs D calms some with the
attention. Moving through the admission process, Sebastian reaches the
psychosocial details: "Are you married?". Mrs D: "How do you think I got 5
kids?". sebastian, smiling: " There are several ways these days,,. Mrs D: ,,I was a
good girl, I did it the usual way!" . They both chuckle. The atmosphere becomes
less tense. FieldNotes 19: 148- 164

This warm interaction altered the situation. The patient relaxed, tension began to

fall, the ice had been broken. Once the ice is broken, there is a foundation upon which to

build a relationship. When relationships moved to a different level, there was more trust,

patients and families felt safer, more likely to be receptive to the environment and

whatever help it might offer. Several participants spoke about the importance of making a

connection with patients and families and the role that humor ptayed in that process.

Julie: ' . . so you see that it's all about connectedness and relationship and you
never know which relationship and which moment of connectedness is going to
make a difference, but I think it is, I know it is, it's the humor that is sort of like
the glue that helps you put the connection together. lnterview l:717-7Zl
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For Meghan and for Julie, humor was a way in, a vehicle that allowed them to

establish a connection. For others, it was important that there first be some connection

before there was freedom to introduce humor.

Diego: . . . if they're not in tune then you can't use it, you know, you've got to be in
the same, sort of wave length. Interview Z:3L7-3lg

I ask Andrew if he can tell me some about how he uses humor in his work. He
says he never deliberately plans to use it, it just sometimes comes up and that
seems to be the appropriate way to respond. He does know that it is more likely to
come up if he has already developed some rapport with the patient or famity.
Field Notes 9: 145-146

The human connection was vital for building relationships. Whether as an

introduction to the relationship or a factor that strengthened an earlier rapport, humor

found a place.

Humor as attraction. Persons who used light hearted humor seemed to attract

others. I observed that staffwho used humor were popul ar, andtended to be the ones

other staff were pleased to work with. Patients and families spoke well of them and

looked forward to the shifts when they would be working.

It was the same for patients who favored humor. There were a steady stream of

visitors coming and going from the room of a patient named Marion. Unlike many

visitors, they tended to arrive and leave with smiles on their faces. Eventually I heard

Marion's story.

I look in on Marion. I met her last week but she was feeling rotten and I didn't
stay . . . Today she looks dramatically better, sitting up, eating, smiling. Her face
is almost shining. She is a relatively young \Ãioman with dyed-red hair and funþ
glasses. Her color is pale, her belly swollen. Her bedside is surrounded with
organic foods and remedies, there are what look like meditative and
self-awareness readings and pamphlets. I feel atfracted to spend some time with
her. I tell her about my research. She replies: "Humor is so important. I've noticed
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that since I've begun using it more that people want to be around me and I am so
much more peaceful". I ask her if she can tell me about that. She is vague, saying
that there has been a change she can't explain. She used to be "very anxious" but
since this illness she has found a special time of peace and has been enjoying the
people around her more than ever before. She feels that humor has been an
important part of that special time. The hardest part has been the transition to
palliative care because that means "they're giving up on me". Instead she has
found that this is the best time yet- so peaceful and everyone is so kind to her, all
ofher friends have gathered round and she feels so supported.
Field Notes 4: 88-110

Marion lived the days of her terminal illness in an atmosphere of peace and good

humor, surrounded by friends. Other patients and family members interacted with her

enthusiastically in the dayroom. She stopped at the desk to chat with staff usually in a

joking fashion. Her lightness and laughter drew others like a magnet. There were other

patients who affracted others in a similar fashion.

Mrs A is a petite, grey-haired, elderly Asian lady with a girlish hairstyle pushed
back with a plastic headband. I have seen her before in the hall and noticed her
pleasant expression and easy smile. She is dressed in a sweatsuit, seated on the
edge of the bed with her son beside her. Her son has his arm around her, and she
rests her hand on his thigh. I knock and enter the room. She immediately gestures
for me to sit down. I draw up a chair beside the bed, facing them. Her son is
smiling, smiles all throughout the time I spend with them. He is interested in my
research and explains to his mother in Chinese what I am doing. She smiles and
writes a note in Chinese characters, clarifuing my name. I am instinctively drawn
to her. FieldNotes 10: 157-165

ln a later conversation with Mrs A's son, I learned that, for her, attracting others

had been a lifelong characteristic. She had survived difficutt circumstances, including

coming to Canada with no English and little preparation for an arranged marriage yet

maintained an attitude of lightness and good humor. N,ft A believed that these attributes

would remain significant in her illness experience.

His father has been an inpatient at another city hospital for several weeks and is
awaiting longterm placement. He describes his father as completing lacking in
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humor. He has observed that the staff at the other facility tend not to laugh or joke
with his father. His father commented recently that the staffdon't seem to be as
nice to him now as they were when he first came in- son thinks this is because
they have gotten to know him better and he does not aftract any humor. However,
his mother, who loves humor, is surrounded by especially nice caregivers who
laugh and joke with her and care for her very well. He says that this has always
been the case with her. He knows that if she gets really sick or in trouble, the staff
will attend to her quickly because they all like her so much - because she has such
good humor. For him, the relationship between humor and care is direct.
Field Notes 1 1: 139-149

Mr A believed that his mother's cheerful nature and preference for humor

attracted attention from caregivers. This belief was reinforced by his observations of his

father in a similar situation. Humor made the situation more pleasant, less lonely, and

gave him confidence in the quality of care that he could continue to expect.

The hidden message. Humor was a way for some patients to communicate their

deeper concerns to staff in an oblique fashion. Others found safety in humor as a means

of letting others know that they understood that they were going to die. Astute families

and stafflearned to hear the message that was unspoken and relationships deepened as a

result.

Treya told a story about admiring an expensive recliner chair with a lift feature

that one woman had brought with her upon admission. When she commented on how

fortunate she was to have such a beautiful chair, the lady responded that it had come from

Leon's Furniture Store, famous for "Don't pay a cent for 2 years' financing". with a

twinkle in her eye and a mischievous smile, she quipped : "I'll never have to pay for this

chairl" (Interview 9:104-110). The communication couldn't be missed, she knew she

wouldn't live that long, and she was prepared to be light hearted in the face of the

inevitable.
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Aside from expressing understanding about the seriousness of a situation, humor

was also away of expressing reconciliation in families in a lighthearted, nonthreatening

manner. One visitor told me a story about reconciliation with her mother concerning

events left over from adolescence.

Her mother died on palliative caÍe eight years ago and the daughter remembers it
as one of the most precious times in their relationship. Her mother became
increasingly relaxed and amusing and they enjoyed a lot ofjoking. Her mother
tended to hallucinate while on heavy doses of drugs. One night after aparticularly
entertaining hallucination, she said to her daughter : "If I had known you were
having such a great time when you were taking drugs, I would have been more
understanding". Field Notes 13: 161-166

For this mother and daughter, joking about their experiences with drugs was a

healing of the past, an opportunity to laugh together about what had been a stressful and

difficult time in their life together. The hidden message that all was past and forgiven

offered great comfort.

Energizing. One of the participants spoke of humor as "an exchange of energy"

for those who shared in the episode (Interview 6:100). The idea of an exchange or

change in energy was supported in numerous observations throughout the fieldwork.

After a warm and satisffing conversation with a staff member, I made this notation in the

fieldnotes "We bonded doing this conversation, we laughed a lot, I could feel both of our

energies rising" (Field Notes 16:3-5). I noticed that humor and laughter were often

followed by greater animation and a sense of engagement. Amongst patients and families,

this phenomenon was especially noticeable after the fire alarm episode. Initially, there

was a sense of alarm, tension, inquiries about what was happening. When staff discovered

that another patient had pulled the alarm in what appeared to be an accident, there was
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abundant laughter. Retuming to the patients and families with the "all cleaf' message,

they carried a smile on their faces and laughter in their eyes. Patients and families

responded in kind. The relief of knowing there was nothing to fear combined with the

contagion of high spirits seemed to energize both individuals and the atmosphere.

Throughout the remainder of the shift, there seemed to be more conversation and a

greater sense of participation. Families from different rooms discussed the event in the

halls, nurses stopped to answer questions and to share their perspectives on what had

transpired.

Among the stafl I observed a similar rise in energy and enthusiasm after

something fut-y had hanspired. Simple incongruous misinterpretations such as

misreading supports as suppositories or assuming that she has 'ogone" meant that someone

had died generated howls of laughter and animation that persisted well beyond the event.

Nurturing communíty. For staff, a supportive framework upon which they

could rely for support and nurture was important. When staff were able to share a laugh

together, they felt closer, more cohesive as a group. The team was at its best when it

functioned as a whole. Treya identified this experience as a sense of community.

Treya: . . . I think that's part of what makes this unit a community, is being able to
laugh at those kinds of things together . . . you know this is a sad place, but it's
also a funny place, and it's a place where I think we do have community and I
think the laughter is really apart of what draws us together.
lnterview 9: 165, 222-223

Others reiterated the importance of humor and laughing together as a means of

bringing people closer together, building trust, cementing relationships, shengthening the

team and equipping them to withstand shessful situations.
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Julie: . . . if you have those fun moments and that connectedness even the worst
hell could happen, but you're still able to be connected and you sail through it as
opposed to walking out really wounded on the other side. lnterview I:556-559

Sue: . . . it brings you closer to the people you're working with, it's that we can
share that something and laugh about it, thatthings just aren't that bad even for a
very short time. Interview 6: 104-107

Laughing together created cohesiveness which meant that the team was better able

to thrive in difficult circumstances. Babs, a nurse and a consummate user of props, played

an important function in staff support with her steady supply of candies, stickers, and

goodies for other members of the team. Her medication cart usually contained at least one

package of candy. On one occasion there was a large colored goblet of heart-shaped

candies on her medication cart and a message 'help yourself'. Babs leamed that Treya

and Julie were lovers of licorice and kept a special stash in the bottom drawer just for

them' Another time, I saw her leave a message in the communication book for Diego, to

which she attached a wrapped candy. Nurturing colleagues and the laughter, afflection,

and teasing it generated enhanced a sense of community amongst the staff.

In summary, humor with patients, families, and amongst the team was an important

component of building relationships. Humor forged and augmented connections between

individuals, atLracted others, and energized situations. It offered a means for

communicating messages too uncomfortable to be confronted directly. Shared among team

members, it nurtured a sense of community, and offered support in a demanding and

potentially stressful worþlace.

C ontendíng with Circumstances

Humor and laughter were significant for both patients and staffas a means of
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contending with the circumstances of tension and sadness that often emerged in the

setting. Humor could not change the facts of the situation. All of the patients ultimately

died, regardless of the quality of care they received or the devotion of the family. While

the realities of terminal illness could not be altered, the experience of the final days and

weeks was profoundly influenced by the use of humor.

Humor as respite. Repeatedly, staff identified the significance of humor in

providing a momentary respite. For patients and families, laughter offlered a moment's

pause from the burden of illness or suffering or grief. For stafl it offered a break in the

intensity of caregiving and the pressures of demanding situations and workplace pressure.

Becþ: What could we do to distract her, pain meds hadn't taken effect so
somehow a good tune came on the radio and we just started dancing around the
room, and as I said like it's those spontaneous things that you don't think of that
usually brighten any occasion.

R: So when you began dancing, what happened with the patient?

Becþ: Totally forgot about her pain . . . forgot completely about it, half an hour
later finally realized that it was gone, you know whereas before it was just, up
until that point it was like I've got this pain, I've got this pain, you know it has to
go away. Completely forgot about it, so I say it's those little things, you know that
make it worthwhile. lnterview 13: 68-g0

Humor is not an analgesic. By itself it could not banish the pain. Combined with

medication, it helped to fill the time until the medication took effect, provided a moment

of pleasure which supplanted the discomfort and the awful awareness of waiting for pain

to abate. Beyond physical suffering, the everpresent sense of loss creates a sense of

heaviness. The brief period of respite that humor provided served to lighten the

heaviness, if only for a short period.

Dawne described atragsc circumstance where a young man with a young family
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had died quickly after abrief illness. His condition had changed dramatically and he was

gone before they could prepare the family for what was happening.

Dawne: And the father in law was packing up his belongings in an old suitcase
that was designed to have wheels on it but the wheels were missing. Going down
the hall on their way home, they started to laugh about having to carry this old
suitcase. Through all this tragedy they were actually laughing about the suitcase . .

. . . It's almost like theywent out oftheir soffow for amoment. . . . . I don'tthink
you stop grieving you just have a laugh for a minute, that's all.
Interview 3:348-352

Transþrming the moment. Even in the grips of tragedy, humor emerged for the

briefest of moments. Sometimes the humor was more powerful, transforming the mood of

the situation for both patients and staff.

Anne: . . .this nurses aid who's very outspoken, she also uses a lot of humor and
she said to the patient she said, you know she (Anne) is just going to have to
lighten up a little bit because we need to laugh . . . and of course I agreed with
her, like sure we should lighten up a little, I have a hard time doing that . . .the
whole mood of the patient just eased, you know her face, she smiled, she looked
more relaxed, she looked like she forgot for one second and maþe longer,
probably more, that she forgot why she was in that bed, and that's what it's all
about, you know if you can just make them forget about their pain and their losses
and their sorrow and what's coming I think that's what it's all about, nobody denies
what is happening to them and nobody takes that away from them, but we can't
always dwell on that. . . it was wonderful . . . itwas such anice thingto see her
face. Interview8:195-206

Transcendíng the momenr. Combined with kindness and sensitivity, gentle

humor had the capacity to transcend an individual moment into something meaningful

that extended well beyond the moment. One nurse and a nurses' aide sought me out to tell

this story:

It happened once on the night shift. There was this patient who was desperate for
a smoke. It was 4 am, he couldn't sleep, he knew he didn't have much time left
and more than anything else he just wanted one last cigarette. His condition was
so poor he couldn't tolerate even sitting up in a wheelchair so they said "What the
heck, we'll take you in your bed". As they were pushing the bed down the hall,
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they encountered another patient pacing the hall. She asked where they were
going. "out for a smoke." "can I come?" "sure, just hop on here". Hop on she did
and sat at the foot of the bed with her legs up on the mattress. Further down the
hall, they encounter the night supervisor making her rounds. She takes a look,
shakes her head and comments that she is "going to pretend she can't see whatever
it is that they you folks are up to". They can't help but grggle as they wheel the
bed to the elevator, ride downstairs and on outside, carefullypositioning it so
everyone can see the eastern sky. Each finds a perch on the bed and each enjoys a
cigarette. The sþ begins to turn light. There is a wonderful feeling of togetherness
and peace, a bittersweet time ofjoy and farewell. It was the last cigarette that man
ever smoked. Field Notes23 53-66

Just telling the story brought tears to their eyes. Hearing the story brought tears to

my own. No single detail makes the story fu*y Yet the compassion and good humor

with which it occurred lingers long past the event. A dying man was granted his last wish.

A terminally ill woman was privileged to share in a profound moment. Two caregivers

hold a beautiful memory which continues to radiate warmth and compassion. The subtlest

of humor radiated great power.

Humor as survival. In varied ways, several people expressed that humor

played a profoundly important role in their way of being in the world. They spoke of

humor as an integralpart of their survival in the world, despite illness and pain.

HP is a new admission. She reports that she has had severe pain down her right
buttock and leg for three years despite chemotherapy and radiation. She has not
been able to lie down or sleep in a bed for more than a year. Despite this, she is a
pleasant looking middle aged woman, plump, smiling. Dr Julie: "So you've had
pain for 3 years? How have you survived and still maintained such a good sense
of humor?" HP: It's because of the sense of humor that I've survived. Without that
I wouldn't still be here." Field Notes 16:35-44

CD is a pleasant middle aged man who has been on the unit for 2 months. He
prefers to remain in his room, rarely coming out . . . Sue says he doesn't seem
depressed, just a loner. He prefers to have his curtains drawn day and night,
doesn't like the light, and watches a lot of TV, preferring movies. Sue jokes with
him that she is going to come to his room with garlic and a sharpened stake to
protect herself because she knows vampires prefer the dark. He laughs. I introduce
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myself and explain what I'm doing. He says that there is a lot of good humor
around this place, that he has been here for 2 months and they have spoiled him
rotten. "You know it's the end of the line for me". He believes the key to survival
in these circumstances is maintaining a good sense of humor about yourself.
FieldNotes 13: 184-194

Humor most often occurs in a social context. I spent several days on the unit

without making the opportunity to meet CD, simply because he remained in his room,

often with the door closed. I falsely assumed that this was an indication that he would not

be open to talking about humor. To the contrary, I found that CD \ryas a master of humor

and considered it a cnticalpart of his survival to date. I was to have several wonderful

conversations with him in the days that followed and to witness the power of his

humorous outlook on life.

One of the staff members shared with me a personal story of serious illness which

left him with a profound regard for the role that humor can play in healing.

Years ago, as a young man, he had encephalitis. He was airlifted to a distant city
for treatment. He does not remember the transfer or the early days of his illness.
As consciousness returned, he was aware of intense pain, feeling foggy, drifting in
and out, and terrible depression, nearing despair. In his 3 bed hospital room was
an older gentleman about which he remembers little. The other roommate was a
middle aged man who had had a stroke. That man was exceptionallykind to him.
Each time he struggled to consciousness, his roommate would speak with him
and offer good-natured humorous anecdotes and encouragement. The anecdotes
were always gentle, never ribald or in bad taste. Ian came to see those moments as
his lifeline, something to draw him back to consciousness and the world of the
living. He now believes that theywere what gave him the strength to endure the
pain and depression and to fight back to recovery. He has remained ever grateful
to that man and to the profound effect he had on his life. I have the sense that he
has shared something almost sacred with me. Field Notes 3: l3G-145

Ian's perception of humor was as something profound, a quality so powerful as to

have heaiing properties. His deep respect for humor's value was evident in the reverence

with which he told the story. I had the sense of hearing one of his innermost secrets. I felt
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the need to clarifli with Ian if I might share his story. After pause for thought, he granted

permission, trusting the power of the story would be helpful to others.

Humor so profound as to contribute to survival is a deeply personal experience.

There was a qualitative difference to these stories. I was convinced of their authenticity

by the palpable sense of meaning and intensity with which they were told.

Humor as avoidance. Humor can be a means of avoiding acknowledgment of

painful truths and deflecting the impact of serious illness. For many, this was away of

contending with their illness, a positive thing.

Treya: You know some have had a lot of losses, some of them, and that's where
they're at emotionally, and some people you soon learn that they would rather
leave that all behind them and kind of be distracted byhumor . . .

Interview 9:314-316

I assisted Sue with an admission of a gentleman who appeared to be covering a

bad situation with light-hearted denial. In this situation, humor appeared to be carried to

the extreme where reality was almost completely denied.

lvfr B, a new admission, arrives by stretcher. He is atall, distinguished looking
grey haired gentleman in a turtleneck shirt and pajama bottoms. He is short of
breath, restless, and uncomfortable . ; . . Sue asks if he has come from home .

"Yes, my wife was looking after me, terrible, not my wife, the situation", smile,
twinkle in the eye momentarily. He doesn't seem to be a very good historian, says
he has never been in hospital except for a hernia, and a tonsillectomy (can this
be?- seems unlikely given his state), that he just hurt himself rolling over in bed.
He never mentions having cancer and neither does his wife when she arrives nor
his son.
Sue picks up his preference for keeping things light. Seeing that he is too weak
and uncomfortable to be up to the bathroom, she brings him a urinal, explaining
with a smile that these are the rules here (don't try to get out of bed without help,
use the callbell, etc). He quickly replies "and don't pee the bed" ( smile). She says
"that too", laughs, but what she wanted to say was always use the call bell when
you need help. He says "oka¡ just leave the rules here where I can see them and
give me my glasses so I can read them". She asks about his shortness of breath.
He says he never was short ofbreath while he was smoking ( smile) but the
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trouble started after he quit three years ago - more smiles.
Sue gives him more analgesic; it scarcely touches him. At 1130 he is still
restless, has crawled out of bed independentl¡ wet his pajamas and thrown them
on the floor, and has not settled. Sue comments to me that her impression is that
this family, even if they have heard the words palliative care, ate a long way from
grasping the seriousness of this situation. Field Notes 12:251.-267

Mr B's condition was critical. He died less than 72 hours later. This was the kind

of situation where reality speaking needed to have occurred much sooner. Recognizing

the fragility of his defenses, Sue was astute in waiting to establish some rapport and trust

before broaching the truth of the situation. Rather than robbing him of the humor he used

to avoid the truth, she played along with the light-hearted denial. What was needed was

more time, time for dealing with the reality that time was short.

Giselle shared a similar situation where humor initially looked like avoidance of

discussing the facts. What distinguished this sifuation was that humor, rather than simply

a means of avoidance, became a means of communicating what was unspoken but

understood.

Giselle: I think the reason I remember this story was because I was left speechless,
usually when somebody makes a joke about dyrng or something, I'm able to smile
or laugh at the joke if appropriate, but then I'm able to sort of maybe look at it and
use it as a jumping offpoint to look at what's happening with them on a deeper
level and what they made the joke about, you know. But there was this one
particular fellow and he was a man with a tremendous sense of humor, he was not
very old I think he was maybe in his fifties and he had this wonderful kish accent
and he was on our ward and he would always make light of everything, he was a
kind of a look on the bright side of life kind of a person, and he always joked
about everything and everyone, and you could never get him to talk about
anything sort of serious around his death although you knew that he knew that it
was coming, I don't remember what his diagnosis was, but it was something,
bowel cancer or something, and he was having some problems and we talked
about it and the doctor decided that he could have this surgery whatever it was
and it would give him a better quality of life and we could send him home for
some quality of life time, so we send him off to the other hospital to have the
surgery thinking that would be it we wouldn't see him again. Well things didn't go
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very well with the surgery and he came back, and the incision that they had made
didn't heai properly and he was literally losing fecal matter ûom this large, large
incision and it was just avery difficult nursing kind of care to try to keep him
clean and dry and comfortable, and yet you know it distressed us terriblybecause
you would be in there for half an hour, three quarters of an hour tryrng to get this
mess all cleaned up and get him comfortable, and then within the hour you'd start
it all over again, but this man he just impressed me because he never lost his
optimism, he never lost his sense of humor, he was just a really neat person.
Anyway we're in there one day and we're putting on a fitted sheet on the bottom
mattress and the fitted sheet jumped out of the hand of the other nurse and it
popped right over his foot and his leg, and he came back with some crack about
you know it was too soon to put him in the shroud yet. And we just sat there like,
yeah with our mouths open, like how do you respond to this, and I don't even
remember what we did with it, or if we did anything with it, but it was just very
obvious that he knew that death was coming and death was coming soon and he,
rather than talking about it on an open level he always just talked about in a
humorous kind of way, and who's to say that, you know that wasn't the best way
for him to handle it, you know, because the other didn't seem to work, if you tried
to talk to him on a serious level about it. Interview Il 109-146

Giselle opened this story with the comment that it had left her speechless.

Knowing this patient's preference for "keeping it light", Giselle was able to recognize

that using the humor as a "jumping off point" for more discussion would not be welcome.

Humor had worked well for this gentleman as a means of avoiding what for him were

painful discussions of imminent death. With a single humorous comment, he had

managed to convey his understanding of the situation. Giselle was sensitive in remaining

speechless and respectful of his wishes.

As this story illustrates, humor as avoidance was not exclusively negative.

Patients who pushed humor to the extreme that it precluded serious conversation deprived

themselves (and sometimes their families) of the comfort and sense of preparedness that

open acknowledgment often brought. For others, humor as avoidance did not preclude

acknowledgment of the inevitable but was a preferable way of living their final days. The

challenge for staffwas to recognize and discern how to honor the preference, creating
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opporhlnities for serious discussion yet respecting the patient's right to defer.

Tension relief. Situations where symptoms became problematic were

understandably fraught with tension. 'When 
they were complicated by frustrations related

to technical equipment, tension mounted for both patients and nurses. On occasion, the

tension was broken by the eruption of laughter.

SC is a good looking man in his 40's with a recent diagnosis of advanced cancer.
He tends to be anxious. Pain management has been problematic and he has a
constant infusion pump to deliver medication. On this morning, the pump is
beeping that the medication cassette is empty. SC is anxious that it be changed
right away and is beginning to have pain. There is some delay in procuring a new
cassette and anxiety mounts. When the new medication is ready, the pump is
temperamental and Babs has difficulty getting it to run. SC becomes increasingly
fretful as she works on the device. Eventually the pump resumes running, leaving
both SC and Babs exhausted. She places two pre-measured dyringes of oral
narcotics on the bedside table. These syringes are prepared by pharmacy for oral
use and have a blue cap that must be removed before squirting the contents into
the mouth. she plunks these down on the table and says "Now don't be
swallowing these blue knobs in your hunl'!" There is something comical about her
expression and I suddenly chuckle, everyone stops, Babs begins to chuckle, SC
can't help but grin and he too begins to laugh. We laugh long and hard, holding
our sides and leaning against the wall, SC leaning back on the pillows for the first
time since this episode started. Babs leans over and does her forehead thing with
SC. The whole atmosphere changes. Each time we looked in for the rest of the
da¡ he had a ready smile and we chuckled. Field Note s 23jlz-l3l

This was not a funny situation. The patient had pain and there was a delay in

reestablishing his medications. The laughter that followed an innocuous comment was

disproportionate to the humor of the comment. Sharing laughter intensified its intensity

and also the diffusion of tension that followed. Arising spontaneously, it created an

unexpected and much needed sense of relief.

Despite the support of the team and sense of community, working in palliative

care was stressful. Repeated exposure to death and loss and pressures related to families

in distress \¡/ere compounded with bureaucratic pressures related to staff shortages and the
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imminent threat of a nursing strike. Laughter, sometimes in the company of tears,

sometimes as an alternative to tears, served as a means of relief ûom accumulated

tension.

Julie: I mean I've been in situations . . . when something minor happened and the
tears are just there, because it's just too much often by the time you finished
cryrng . . . by the time the interaction finished . . . you're usually laughing by the
time you leave, you start crylng, but you leave laughing . . . I wonder if when
you come out of a really stressful situation . . . by the time that resolution happens
. . . if there hasn't been some humor that's come at the very end of it, sort of as a
way to put the pieces together and put everybodyback on a peaceful plane.
Interview I : 463-468, 623-626.

Becky: . . . It's definitely a morale booster, sometimes when you have the most
stressful day and you're ready to cry sometimes it's easier to bring out a sense of
humor and take it the other direction instead ofbawling on somebody's shoulder
for half an hour. Interview L3: I7l-li4

Humor that relieved tension came as the climax of difficulties. Situations that

began with tears or other intense emotions were not the place to introduce humor. After

the more urgent emotions were released, laughter often showed itsetf, diffusing the

tension and ending the interaction with a lighter, more palatable tone.

Lightening the heaviness. In addition to the laughter that broke tension, there

was also humor that kept things light, balancing the heaviness of serious illness. A lot of

the "good humor" that permeated the setting served this function. Mrs ST shared a story

about a light-hearted incident that lightened the heaviness for her husband.

One of the highlights of his time here was the day that an aide filled his tub with
bubble bath to the point that she was able to sculpt him a helmet of bubbles with
standup ears like a rabbit. She took a photograph which has been one of his prized
possessions. He has shown it to everyone who came to visit and it is even now
proudly displayed on the bureau alongside the family pictures.
Field Notes 13:104-109

Not everyone would find sculpting bubbles in the tub humorous or meaningful.
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For i\¿Ir ST, it was a wonderful event, the memory of which illuminated his final days.

With staff the continual stream ofjokes and cartoons and teasing remarks balanced the

heaviness of stressful and demanding situations. Anne spoke of the particular significance

of laughing together:

I know there was another night a while ago, and all of us just remember saying
you know we haven't laughed so hard in a long time, and it wasn't anything to do
with patients, or families it was just the staff and it felt so good, because then you
can go out there and you've got a lighter part to you, you know. So you tend to be
a little lighter . . . lnterview 8:212-217

Treya, the Unit Manager, kept a book of photographs of animals with humorous

commentaries beside the visitor's chair next to her desk. The nature of her job created

frequent intemrptions, phone calls, and urgent requests. Persons left waiting while she

attended to the intemrptions t¡lpically leafed through the book and chuckled.

I think maybe it might just sort of help to . . . diffuse things a little bit, if there's a
big problem, or just help people to remind themselves that there's more than the
issue that they're focussed on, because sometimes it's hard to see what those other
things are. Interview 9:212-215

ln an environment where the heaviness of death, the demands of a fast-paced

worþlace, and the pressures of a staffing shortage sometimes collided at a crossroads of

tension, humor served as a counter balance which offset the heaviness lightened the

burden.

Maintaining perspective. Humor played an important role in lightening the

heaviness of palliative care for both patients and staff. Amongst staff it also helped in

maintaining a sense of perspective when times were difficult. Dwing the time of my

fieldwork, there was an unfortunate instance of bad pubticity. A dissatisfied family had

transferred their mother to another palliative care unit where they judged the care to be
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superior. The local newspaper ran an article on the situation, complete with a

sensationalised headline about the family's dissatisfaction. Staff were understandably

upset. An outpouring of supportive calls and letters from the families of former patients

ensued.

Babs answered the phone the day that the feature appeared and heard on the other
end, "This is one of your former victims calling." Alarmed, she said "What do you
mean?". At which time the caller began to laugh, identified himself as a former
patient who had been verypleased with the care and who was calling to offer
support and to say how much he disagreed with what appeared in the paper.
Field Notes 23:25-29

Immediately, Babs' perspective began to change. lnstead of dwelling on the

chagrin of adverse media publicity, her focus became telling the story of a phone call

from a "former victim". Over time, staff gained some distance from the unfortunate event

and began to make jokes about the situation. In rounds, I overheard staff making up

suggestions about what would make a greatheadline: re patient resisting discharge;

"Patient forced to go home from hospital and get own groceries" . . . "but think of the

alternative if she stays . . ." "Patient forced to remain in hospital bed because of lack of

groceries" (Field Notes 23, 170-171). By making jokes about the power of the media to

distort and exaggerate, staff were regaining a sense of perspective about what had

happened. The sense of vulnerability began to abate.

Providing support. Patient care rounds were held weekly to review care plans

for those currently on the unit. Many participants spoke of rounds as an important source

of support, both because of the opportunity to review and discuss the plan of care and

because of sense of fun and camaraderie that prevailed.

Representatives from all of the disciplines gathered in the conference room for
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rounds. There was a sense of occasion. Coffee mugs were always filled. There were

usually doughnuts or other goodies. On the rare day that these were missing, there was

grumbling and dismay. Humor enjoyed ahayday during these meetings. There was good-

natured teasing, and occasional silliness ("she wants a sheepskin,, ,, baaaa. . .").

Balancing this were ingenious comments and erudite wordplay. Robert, the ,real pun

guy', identified rounds as especially fertile ground for wordplay.

R: do you find that your preference for word play finds aplacein your
professional work?

Robert: . . . it's a sort of light humor that you can use during conferences, and
meetings and things like that, that just sort of naturally goes with the flow of
whatever's happening. Interview 5: 63-65.

The atmosphere was often chaotic, there were constant intemrptions, people

coming and going, phones ringing, pagers beeping.

All throughout the conference there are constant intemrptions. One of the Home
Care co-ordinators is called to the phone multiple times. She is seated on the far
side of the table and several people have to move every time she is called away.
Eventually someone suggests that they change spots and put her nearer the door.
No more is this accomplished when L (another co-ordinator) is paged and has to
leave. "It's that chair you know, no one with a pager can sit there any more".
Field Notes 20: 41-55

The conference today is remarkable for the witticisms that are flying around the
table . . .The patient who is being discussed does not want to be discharged, she
feels safe here. Dr GL: "Danger, danger (imitating a siren light turning) patient
feels safe on palliative care". "There's a joke if I ever heard one". The whole room
fills with laughter. Field Notes23 146-157

Anyone who entered the room was immediately drawn into the good humor and

kibitzing that prevailed. Team members went away feeling supported and renewed.

Humor enhanced the sense of team spirit and community. Circumstances of tension and

distress were diffused when staff were able to laugh together, tease each other, and joke
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about their the work in a manner that rendered it more innocuous.

Whether amongst patients, families, or staff humor functioned as a significant

factor in contending with their varied circumstances. With patients and families, humor

was quieter, gentler, kinder. Within the confines of the staffroom, it enjoyed full reign.

Expres s ing Sens ibílity

The essence of humor is senstbility, warm, tender, fellow-feeting with allforms of

existence. (Carlyle)

Sensibility refers to the ability to appreciate and respond to complex emotional or

aesthetic influences. This third category of functions refers to humor that conveys esteem

for fellow human beings. Within that category is humor that preserves dignity, humor that

acknowledges the personhood of others, and humor that helps with negotiating

hierarchical differences.

Preserving dignity. Terminal illness often results in circumstances where

patients become dependent on others for care of a sensitive or personal nature. Humor

sometimes played a role in maintaining a sense of dignity in these situations. Meghan had

two beautiful stories to illustrate the point.

. . .especially the first time they're incontinent, they're so embarrassed, or they've
got a sore on their bum, and it's a private place you've got to work on, one of the
things I used to, well I still do use a lot is, I'11 get back there and I'll go, this doesn't
look good. "'What, what, what"? "Your bum is broken there's a huge crack in it".
And they'll just start laughing, so that kind of breaks the ice right there, and then
I'11 go on and while I'm working I'11tell them how my dad used to tell me that I
have a crack in my bum it's broken, and if I fall down it's going to crack all the
way up to my head, well that gets them, you know very relaxed, by the time I goof
around with that, whatever I was doing is finished and they're cleaned up.
Interview 4:I9I-200

There was a gentleman who had a couple of daughters, his wife had died a few
years before and the daughters were quite protective of dad . . . and as he
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deteriorated he really didn't like to ask for help to be transferred from commode to
the bed or whatever, and the daughters were tr:¡ing but you know he, as a source
of pride, you know you can't have your daughters doing this, so I went in there one
day and I said "Well, can I have this dance, let's see how you waltz,you know you
set the pace you lead, if I lead you give me heck okay''. . . . I got him up offthe
commode and up over to the bed with a nice little waltz and the daughter was
watching and we got him down and I said "Thank you, you know that's the best
dance I ever had". He had a big grin, and then the daughter started using that,
"can I have a dance dad?", and when he died theyremembered it as having
dances with dad, and when he died too we kind of said well now he'll go up and
dance cheek to cheek with your mom, you know so the whole thing became a
dance just from lightening up just that littre bit . . . . Interview 4: 22r-236

Losing the ability to toilet oneself independently or developing a sore on the

backside can rob an individual of their sense of dignity. Humor served to soften these

situations, transfiguring them into something tight-hearted. In the case of the "may we

dance" episode, the sense of life ending as a dance provided a warïn and sweet metaphor

which transformed the indignity of dependence into the beauty of the last dance.

Aclntowl edging p ers o nho o d. Several staff spoke of their desire that patients

see them as fellow human beings. They used humor as a means of conveying to patients

and families that they were unique individuals and not merely impersonal care providers.

Meghan: . . . humor would be a way of communicating . . .you know it's not just
to make them comfortable, it makes me more comfortable with them too, so it's a
two way street, I don't want them to see me as being somebody so straight laced
and prim and proper and prudish, I want them to see me as a human being, so you
know if they see myhumourous side, they see me cry for them, they see me hug
them, they know I'm a human being that's how I want them to see me.
lnterview 4:620-626

Julie: . . . humor allows you to be a person to be able to connect, and that allows
you then to move into those places and be genuinely caring . . . it's the joking that
I use to connect with everybody, and at a person to person level . . .

Interview l:762-764

Staffwanted patients and families to perceive them as people, not merely care

givers. When they introduced humor into the interaction, it became more personal.
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Patients who responded in kind entered the "two way street" which acknowledged

personhood, both of the caregiver and the cared-for. The significance and efficacy of

humor in appreciating personhood was echoed in a conversation with Mrs ST, who

indicated that when staffshared humor with she and her husband, she felt that they were

"seeing them as people" and not just part of the job to be done (Field Notes 13:109).

Acknowledging personhood is critical in palliative care where the needs of the

whole person are important and quality of life is the goal. The therapeutic relationship is

predicated on communication that conveys regard for the individual. The significance of

humor as a means of conveyin gthat regard established its significance as a vital aspect of

wholistic care.

Negotiating hierarchícal dffirences. Working as a team was both a source of

support and a flash point for misunderstandings. At the interdisciplinary level, issues of

hierarchy sometimes arose. There were three distinct groups with differing hierarchical

status; medicine, other professionals, and non-professional staff. Despite the co-operative

spirit and mutual respect between medicine and the other disciplines, there remained a

power differential. Julie was able to articulate this difference and the angst she

experienced in its regard.

Julie: ... workonateamisreallyimportant,butlalso knowthatas aphysician..
. I was never trained as a team player so I think I take up more, I feel more
responsibility on my o\ryn shoulders than is sometimes really there, but that's
because of how I was trained and I guess for me it's like, I'm the person who writes
the orders, and so the buck stops with me. lnterview 1: 3l-35

Diego's response echoed a similar sentiment. His perception highlighted the role of

medicine as the pivotal point around which the team functions.

I like, I mean I love the team approach in palliative care just because it makes
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medicine so much easier . . . to check things out with the nurses, and social
workers, or or, and physio, that makes your life much easier, then you know
you're on the right track . . . lnterview 2: l0l_104

Each of the physicians was aware of the hierarchical differences and addressed

them in unique ways. Julie did her utmost to create rapport with the team. She was a

consummate giftgiver, never missing an opporfunity to shower others with gifts,

affirmations, and messages of appreciation. She was waÍn, tactile, and expressive. Staff

responded with loyalty and affection.

Diego enjoyed a warTn and cordial working relationship with others. He, too, was

well-liked and respected. His style was dramatically different from Julie's. Although

approachable and congenial, his approach was more formal. In discussion of staff

relations, he identified his concern with professional boundaries, and how he used humor

as means of managing professional relationships.

Diego: I think one has a very close relationship with the people that one works
with, and so you're able to joke, and it's not so formal . . . the barriers have to be
down so there's a certain informality, I think there has to be a certain professional
relationship so there's a fine line between having the ba:riers down and yet still
being professional, either with patients or with nurses or other people.
Interview 2:96-10I

I'll sort of play the game and bring in the formality of thank you nurse, thank you,
and they'll play up to that role, yes, doctor, so on and so forth, the humor isn't
defined but it's really harkening back to the time when nurses had to stand up when
doctors came into the room, and that kind of stuff. Interview 2:209-zl2

Nurse AB reports on a patient who has been very constipated but is now
comfortable "thanks to good nursing cate",looking at Diego, smiling. Diego adds
"artd a few medications". BA- "Okay, thanks to good nursing care and a few meds.
Do you want to continue with laxatives"? Diego: " I'll leave that for nursing to
decide". AB: "Thank you for that. You don't do disimpactions"? Diego: " I like to
leave that for nursing". Smiles and twinkling eyes all around. Field NoteslS: 43-4g

Nurses responded well to exaggerated role play around nurse/physician
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relationships. Light-hearted repartee acknowledged and affirmed their respective roles in

away that built team work. Regarding nurseþhysician relationships, Giselle shared a joke

which she found particularly funny.

Giselle: . . . This is a little story and I think it relates more to we older nurses than
to the younger ones, because we were always sort of taught all this deference of the
doctor, like we weren't supposed to know anything, we were supposed to assess but
lve were never supposed to talk to the patient about anything serious and this story
I think reflects where we were at, at least years ago. Once upon a time a patient
died and went to heaven, it was not certain where he was, puzzled,he asked the
nurse who was standing by his bedside, "Nurse, am I dead"?, to which she replied
"Haveyou asked yourdoctor"? Interview II: 50I-514

Many nurses on the unit were not recent graduates, coming from an era when

hierarchical differences received greater emphasis. The power of that early socialization

lingered. using humor helped the tension between previous and modern-day

communication styles.

Each of the three categories of humor function; building relationships, contending

with circumstances, and expressing sensibility reflect values integral to palliative care

philosophy. Without humor, palliative care would be diminished, less human, less

effective. While humor would be no replacement for expertise in symptom management,

without humor, the attitude and relationship with which that expertise is delivered would

be incomplete.

Assígning Meaning: Wen Mundane becomes proþund

From early in the fieldwork, I was fascinated to find that seemingly mundane, even

infantile gestures became meaningful for some persons. From many perspectives, it is

difñcult to imagine that abubble bath that included sculpting bubbles into rabbit ears

would be amusing for many adults. But, for Mr and Mrs ST, this childlike gesture gave
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great pleasure and took on great meanhg, u highlight of their time on the unit.

Another situation that intrigued me was seeing Mrs C, an eiderly Asian woman of

sound mind, clutching a stuffed animal in the crook of her arm. My first instinct was to

interpret this as infantile, even demeaning to her dignity. I was to discover different. Dr

Julie had given her the teddy bear. She received it with pleasure, immediately named it

Hope, and embraced it literally and figuratively as a profound symbot that sustained her.

For Mrs C, the gift of a bear symbolized hope, comfort, and reassurance. My instinctive

response was my own, born of my own interpretation, and bore no resemblance to the

meaning Mrs C found in the gift.

Another situation illustrated the importance of individual interpretation in giving

meaning. A debilitated gentleman pulled the firealarm. The staffsaw it as an especially

comical mishap' Patients and visitors enjoyed the comic relief when they discovered there

was no danger' Yet for his family, this was a serious communication, his son-in-law \^/as a

fireman and his family interpreted it as a call for help. V/e were not to know the meaning

of this gesture for the man who sounded the alarm. He was not able to communicate. For

the family, this became a profoundly important symbol that he was ready to give up and

wished only to kept comfortable for his few remaining days.

"It AII Depends on . . . ": Influencing Factors

Throughout the course of this research, there was near universal agreement

amongst patients, families, and staffthat humor had an important place in palliative care.

Almost invariably, acknowledgment of the importance of humor would be accompanied

with caveats, 'but everyone's different", '!ou can never be sure,,, or ..some people don't

like it". Other caveats would refer to the circumstances, "it depends on the situation,',
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"depends how I'm feeling that dat'', and, "it depends who I'm working with,,. A number

of factors were identified that influenced how, when, and whether or not humor was used

(Table 3). The next section explores each of these factors and their impact upon humor in

the setting.

Indívidual Dffirences

Humor is integral to most human interactions. Despite this, there is wide variation.

Individual differences relate to a wide range of factors; personality characteristics, ethnic

and family background, maturity, and past experiences. Patients differed, as did family

members, staff, and the personality of the particular configuration of the team on any

given day, and each impacted upon the other.

Over and over, participants reiterated the importance of individual differences in

humor expression, appreciation and receptivity. "There are as many different types of

humor, I guess, as there are people" (Interview 4:213);,.humor is like individuals,

everyone's different" (Interview 8:282). Humor in collegial relations was widely

influenced by the particular 'mix' of personalities on duty on a given shift. Twenty-four

hour care meant a constant rotation of team members, especially nurses and auxiliary stafl

across differing shifts, and variable days off. Many staff worked part-time and worked

extra shifts when needed, frequently creating a 'new mix' on the team. With teams being

Table 3

Influencing Factors

Individual differences
Variable circumstances

Ethnicity
Gender
Stress
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constantly shuffled and re-shuffled, colleagues were continually having to adjust and

readjust to one another's particular styles. During the course of my fieldwork, I noted

considerable variability in how team members interacted and supported one another. Some

teams enjoyed good-natured teasing and mutual appreciation as part of the co-operative

spirit with which they conducted their responsibilities. Other groupings were more aloof

and less likely to share humorous exchanges. Occasionall¡ there would be disharmony in

a team not familiar or comfortable with one another. On these shifts, if humor arose at all,

it was more likely to sarcastic or cynical, destructive rather than constructive. A¡ne

described this aptly as humor "on the backs of others". Compounding the ever-changing

nature of staff variability was the constant turnover of patients and families.

Several participants stand out as illustrations of the significance of individual

differences in humor appreciation. Dawne was a consummate source of dryhumor, while

Robert was a ready source of witticisms and wordplay. Andrew was especially popular

among his colleagues for his willing ways and gentle good humor. Humor for him was

about pleasantries, staying positive, gentle teasing in safe situations.

Sue used humor overtly, often telling a joke or pulling a prank. By her own

admission, she was given to sarcasm, quick zingers, and clowning around. She often

greeted patients and families with an embrace, sat on their beds, shared in their tears, and

went out of her way to put them at ease. ln my fieldnotes, I recorded this episode.

Sue appears at the desk dressed in a brilliant yellow vinyl apron which covers her
from clavicle to ankle, rolled up and tied at the waist to keep it from dragging on
the floor. There are gloves in her hand. "Mrs Z didn't sleep all night and is really
punchy this am. I have to give her a suppository and she says she doesn't know if
she will be able to control it". "I can't be sure which way it will shoot, maybe blow
you right out the door". She has decided to dress up in the apron "to give her a
laugh" and put her at ease. Field Notes 2: 80-86
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Sebastian also used humor overtly saying outrageous things that other staff

frequently quoted. He described his humor style as sarcastic. On the first day that I

buddied with him, he turned to me partway through the morning and asked "so am I your

best subjectyet"? I replied "Well, of course". We both laughed. While his humor with

colleagues was bold, even daring, his humor with patients was gentle and sweet. I often

heard his patients speak ofhis kindness and care.

Babs was the queen of humor creation and fun. From the moment I arrived on the

unit, people were telling me about Babs and showing me her medication cart crowded with

props, playthings, novelties, candies, and seasonal items. Staff spoke of her with fondness

and light in their eyes. When I eventually met her, I was not disappointed. This is the first

of copious fieldnotes describing Babs and her work.

It is phenomenal to watch Babs at work. She is a tall middle-aged woman with
dark red hair. She continually takes her glasses on and off. She has a tendency to
put things down and then not be able to find them. She smiles a lot. Her eyes
twinkle. Around her neck she wears a wooden happy face about 2.5 inches in
diameter on a leather string. From this she hangs her nametag and sometimes her
glasses. On the flip side of the happy face is a shiny metallic design on a sticker.
She is wearing perfume - lots of it. She is very tactile. During report she reached
over to touch my leg and mimic the clutching behavior of one of the patients. Her
touch is warm and firm. It feels good to me. I notice that she puts a hand on the
arrn or shoulder of almost everyone she speaks with. At the desk, one of her
colleagues is complaining about something. She reaches across the desk, takes her
face in her hands and plants a kiss on her forehead, all without speaking a word.
Field Notes 6: 16-26

Babs was a naturally funny person. She gave no evidence of forethought or trying

to be funny, she just was. Patients and families loved her. They spoke of her warmly,

lamented when she wasn't there. She gave herself wholly to each interaction, never

hurrying either patients or staff. Consequently, she was always behind. Patients and

families never complained. They knew that when she arrived, she would be fully theirs.
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Funny as she was, Babs instinctively knew when to be serious. She would explain

kindly and gently the reality of patients' deterioration, never sparing the truth. At such

moments, there was never a hint of humor or light-heartedness. She made it a point to visit

the rooms of patients who had died, embracing and comforting the bereaved. She was

awesome, the quintessential compassionate and caring nurse.

Humor styles were as varied among patients and families as they were among staff.

There were patients such as Mr ST and Mrs GH whose outlook on life included a heartfelt

appreciation of good humor and finding something positive is most situations. Staff

enjoyed patients such as these, frequently dropping in to pay a short visit. Others were real

humorists, approaching even terminal illness with a joking demeanor. Numerous patients

said to me that they enjoyed humor but since their illness, they no longer felt like it.

I explain to Mrs HB, that I am doing research on communication, particularly
humor. She replies that she enJoys a little joke but just hasn't been feeling like it
lately. For example, the other day the volunteer came with the meditation tapes.
Ordinarily she would enjoy something like that but it was bad day and she just
couldn't. She felt bad because people might think she wasn't grateful but it just
wasn't the right time. Then on the same day the fellow came with his guitar and
offered to playher some music. Ordinarily she would love that but not that day.
She felt so bad for turning him away. She went to a cancer support group and they
used to have tapes that she listened to and she liked that but everyone else in the
group was in remission. Those tapes were fine for them but their circumstance was
different. Her eyes fill with tears. "I'm dyrng you know". I sit on her bed, hold her
hand and stroke her arm. Her husband died two years ago, suddenly, aheart attack.
She twists the ring on her left hand. "We had built our place in the country and had
been retired 8 years. Then he died and I got sick right after and everything fell
apatt". She keeps playing with her ring so I ask if that was her wedding ring, she
says no, it got too big because she used to weigh 205 lbs, now she looks about half
that. "I wear this to have something on my finger. My kids have never really had a
chance to miss their father because they have been so busy with me- it's not right".
She is worried about the problems with her ostomy, "What will happen next"?
Field Notes 8: 190-209

Whatever may have been her previous disposition towards humor, Mrs HB could
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not appreciate humor in her present circumstances. The burden of grief illness, pain, and

uncertainty had supplanted any place that humor had held. The heaviness in the room

precluded any invitation for humor to break through. I continued to visit Mrs HB over the

ensuing weeks. There were some better days, some bad days, but never a smile.

While most patients or families remarked that humor was or had previously been

important to them, I met one family who were emphatic that humor had no place for them

in their situation

I explain my research, he (Mr E, whose mother has been here for three weeks) has
read the information sheet left on the bulletin board by another family member. He
tells me quite sternly thatbeing in palliative care is not furury. He says some people
may cope with stress by laughing at everything. "They act like they don't care, but
we do care. 'We 

don't choose to deal with our stress that way". He knows some of
the staff laugh a lot and he understands that is an appropriate way for them to deal
with the stress of people dyrng all the time. That is fine with him . . . but "we don't
laugh". FieldNotes l5: 144-151

Mr E was unique amongst those I encountered. I noticed that staff were

instinctively respectful of his preference. Interactions with this family were pleasant,

cordial, but not accompanied by humor and light-heartedness. For some persons, the

preference for a positive attitude of good humor persisted despite terminal illness. For

others, appreciation of humor was superceded or obscured by the burden of illness.

Whatever the humor preferences this family enjoyed in their past, there was no place for

humor in the final weeks of terminal illness.
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Humor in Palliative Care: Influencing Factors

Variable Circumstances: When Humor Doesn't Work

Participants identified a number of circumstances where they felt that humor would

not be appropriate. They identified circumstances where there had been a change in the

patient's condition, where there were peaks of fear, anxiety, anger, grief, and pain. Meghan

identified the importance of responding with compassion when pain or fear were acute.

If a person is in the extreme grip of pain, in the extreme grip of fear you just go in
there as a human being with an open heart, it's not a laughing matter, just wrap
your arms around them, do whatever it takes to get rid of that pain, that fear,
whatever it is that they're facing, because it's a hell of a journey they're on and their
battles are great and they're dealing with so much that you need to take away that
clown face to say, man I'm hurting for you, what can I do to make it better, and if
you're laughing then you don't look like you're very serious. Once you have taken
that trek, for how ever long it is, whether it's an hour or the shift or whatever it is to
pull them out of that, then you can start lightening up again, and you know saying
whatever it is that will make them laugh again. But you can't be laughing all the
time you have to really pour out the human side of yourself in palliative care, you
know it's peppered all the way through. Interview 4: 465-477

Meghan spoke of responding compassionately, with an open heart. Babs too, could
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be described as responding with an open heart when explaining to a family the

significance of the change in their sister's condition.

Babs has a new patient, WW, admitted last night in respiratory distress. Today she
has been for a bone scan with her sister as escort and it has gone badly. She
returned just before report in pain complicated by dyspnea and congestion. Babs
and I go in to see her. She is sleeping, color ashen, breathing labored and noisy.
Babs gently leads the sister away from hearing distance and talks to her at length
about what is happening, explaining lack of appetite, difficulty swallowing,
approaching death, family to be called, staying overnight, etc. She sometimes
touches the sister, speaks gently and quietly, not sparing the truth, asks if it is
important to the sister to be present when death comes, suggests she stay,
suggesting telling her she loves her, what she has meant to her, saying goodbye
(this part of the conversation occurs with Babs holding the sister close with an arm
around her shoulders). Sister says those things are too hard to say without crying
and her sister would not want to see the tears. Her eyes are brimming but she does
not cry. At no time is there humor or joking or light-heartedness here.
Field Notes I0:42-55

Both Meghan and Babs were nurses who used humor extensively. Both recognized

the need to keep humor in check and instinctively did so. Babs was outstanding in her

capacity of knowing when or when not to use humor. While I was working with her, she

was assigned a patient who was paranoid and with whom she found it unusually difficult

to relate.

Babs feels she just can't connect with her, feels afraid to try any of the props or
gags that she commonly uses to put people at ease. She is more restrained and
business like in that room and doesn't stay as long. Field Notes 7: 53-55

Despite being reticent about introducing any of her props, Babs was not daunted

from trying when an opporfune moment arose.

Later in the day, the patients' daughter visits and brings her dog. The door is closed
to keep the dog from wandering. Babs opens the door acrackand calls out "Would
the d-o-g like a b-i-s-c-u-i-t"? The usually taciturn patient calls back "is it B-I-G or
L-I-T- T-L-E"? Sure enough, Babs has dog biscuits in her cart. She presents the
dog with three of them. The patients' expression softens; not exactly a smile but
definitely lighter. Field NotesT 55-62
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Even in circumstances where relationships were difficult and humor was absent,

Babs found away to make a light-hearted connection. There seemed no limit to her

capacity to care. She even carried treats for visiting dogs. For at least a moment, the

heaviness was lifted. This is the kind of story that evokes a smile, rather than a laugh;

warfn, gentle, sweet, scarcely humor at all but surely related.

I witnessed an occasion where a patient was uncomfortable and anxious where an

attempt to use humor did not work.

Mrs X is uncomfortable. She tells me that she wants to sit straight up and nobody
ever seems to be able to position her that way. I comment that it is hard to stay
upright in these beds she says she is tired and sick of hearing about this darn bed.
"Everyone says it is so great, but nobody is ever able to get her comfortable and
she doesn't think it is so great". I go to get a nurse to help me position her. We try.
It isn't right. Her coccyx is too painful in that position and she keeps sliding down.
The nurse affempts to tell her a story about polio patients who were placed on
rocking beds. One night a patient was put to bed in a rocking bed without having
the footboard put in place. That patient was rocked right out of the bed and shot
right out into the hall. He laughed about that and so did all of the staff. Mrs X
exclaims "'Well, it sounds awful to me, I can't see anything funny about that"!
Field Notes22:36-47

The timing for telling an amusing anecdote was not right. Mrs X had too much

discomfort and was too tense to appreciate the story. Mrs X was a person who often

appreciated humourous anecdotes, often telling them herself. Sometimes mistakes are

made and reparative gestures are needed to make amends. Participants identified different

ways of responding after they had made a mistake, or'þut their foot in their mouth".

Diego and Sue both identified the importance of apologizing right away if they

sensed that the humor had not been appreciated or had gone too far. Others found that it

was better to withdraw and not compound the situation with more discussion.

Sometimes you mistake the signals and you think, okay this is a good time for, to
say something, maþe not humorous, but sort of stupid and you just get the worst
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reactions as if someone looks at you as if you are growing horns, or a tail and like
seventeen feet tall. So yeah there are times when there are the wrong people, but
once you've done it, you know if it's come out you can't really take it back, so just
kind of go in the comer and feel ashamed and come back out a little bit later.
Interview 13:40-45

Whether or not one could recover from "foot in the mouth" was at least partially

dependent on the pre-existing relationship. Two participants expressed the belief that you

could "get away with murder" if you are genuine, kind, or caring, humor mishaps will not

be held against you.

Several participants indicated that they had seen humor in virtually every

circumstance in their work. Nurses shared that they had seen humor even in the very last

moments when the last breath was drawn. They emphasized, however, that humor at the

deathbed should be left to the family rather than initiated by staff.

Anne: Every situation is so different . . . in their last minutes of life I've seen humor
used there too . . . it's very loving humor, it's kind of heart to heart humor from a
familymember to the one who's dyrng . . . . so it canbe . . . "okayMom, I'll see
you forbreakfast" . . . "You know when I'm up there too", or,,Mom,I'll remember
your little quirky ways" and they'Il talk about them at that time, it's like they're
trlrng to walk their loved one through that other door, and humor can be very
important, and I've seen it used, but like I say very lovingly, that's probably some of
the most peaceful deaths that I've seen . . . Interview g:451-470

Even at the moment of the last breath, humor found its place at the bedside.

lnitiated by families, the humor was gentle, heart-to-heart, focused on memories of the

beloved. After death had occurred, there typically followed a period where family stayed

around the ward, wandering in and out of the room, making phone calls, crying, hugging,

packing up belongings. Staff who had known them often dropped in to express their

condolences and to say goodbye. Families usually expressed profuse thanks for the care.

These times were more or less emotional, depending upon circumstances and
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personalities. Eventually, family members depart. Staffare then left with the solemn task

of preparing the body and transferring it to the morgue.

I inquired of staff if they ever saw humor around that task. Consistently, they

would hesitate and answer that usually there was not. I had one occasion to witness this

procedure.

Later in the morning I help G and another health care aide wrap Mr F's body and
transfer him to the morgue. G has been to a recent inservice given by a funeral
director. She heard several new things and is eager to demonstrate what she has
learned. The other aide is quiet, taking it all in. One of the suggestions from the
funeral director was to be careful not the wrap the head too tightly in the shroud
because it can flatten the nose. As we carefully did this, the other aide (unfamiliar
with palliative care) commented, "Be careful to leave him some space so he can
breathe". Neither G nor I responded. ln a few minutes she repeated the same
comment, looking to us and waiting for a response; again we didn't respond.
Silence fell as we completed the task. Field Notes 19:72-82

Preparing the body for transfer to the morgue is a solemn task. Typically, it is

performed by nurses' aides, many of whom were outstanding in their kindness and

capabilities. Little instruction is given as to how to approach the task so any opportunity

for education such as the recent educational session. lntuitively, humor is suppressed in the

circumstance in favor of a sense of dignity and respect. The futile attempt at humor in this

example received no response. Had it been witnessed by someone other than another aide

(and a researcher!), it would have been challenged more directly.

There appear to be no definite criteria as to when or how humor may arise. Whiie

there are times when it is unlikely, it sometimes still does occur. As one nurse observed, "I

don't know if there is any area where you can just say, humor would never be brought in"

(lnterview 8:169). Each situation, although sharing the sameness of terminal illness, was

individual and could never be reduced to a formulaic prescription of what would be
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appropriate or not appropriate.

Ethnicity

This research was undertaken with an informed assumption that humor expression

would be influenced by the culture of the individuals involved. My ability to explore this

is any depth was limited. The largest majority of patients and families encountered were

second or third generation Canadians. Amongst the staff who participated, there were

persons with Polish, Filipino, Ukranian, and British backgrounds, all but one having been

raised in Cærada.

I asked those I interviewed to talk about their experiences and impressions about

how ethnicity influenced the use of humor in palliative care. Several identified humor with

cultural groups other than their own as risky, using phrases like chance of

misinterpretation, tread carefull¡ use caution, avoid stereotyping, afraidto make jokes.

Robert . . . I guess it just depends on ethnicity, but the difficult part comes in
reading those people and them being able to read you and to understand what's a
joke and what's not a joke, for communication to be understood in the way it was
meant and maybe even, you know, what things you're going to find funny and what
things not is going to be a little bit different. And so in those situations it's more
difficult and I think that people feel less inclined to make a mistake so that they
might, you know use less humor with families that they are less sure of how they're
going to respond . . . Interview 5:426-436

Babs . . . some of themþatients and families) talk about their culture more than
others and if they can sort of talk about it in a fun way or a humorous way then I
can reciprocate . . . lnterview 7: 446-448

There was a sense that staff felt constrained by the need to be respectful and

cautious. Introducing humor 
"¡/as 

compounded by dual pressures issuing from difflering

cultural and individual attitudes towards death and differences in humor preferences and

expression.
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Despite these constraints, others were less reticent, relying on the belief that "laughter is

laughter in any language"(Interview 6:4\6).

One Filipino nurse emphasized her belief that humor was always welcome,

regardless of culture. This nurse used the same approach with everyone, just being herself,

what she presented to one, she shared with all patients and families. What makes this

interesting and possibly unique is the definition of humor. For this person, humor meant

smiling and being pleasant, an approach more innocuous than the more blatant expressions

preferred by some others.

Another expressed the importance of knowing something about the culture

involved and also of establishing a relationship before introducing humor in cross cultural

situations.

. . . You need to be able to read the situation at the moment, and you need to have
enough information in the background to have a sense of the cultural content. But I
think that you can get beyond all of that stuff, because I think if you connect person
to person that there is a place where it doesn't matter, and I think if the family can
sense your love and kindness then they know that they're safe.
lnterview 1:578-582

Observation and conversations with patients and families confirmed both the

reluctance to use humor and that there were occasions where humor could work. One

patient, a Hungarian lady with advanced disease shared this story of feeling

misunderstood.

Mrs P is a pleasant looking grey haired lady with a distended abdomen and an
European accent. She launches into her story of illness, diagnosed with cancer four
years ago, surgery chemotherapy, remissions, and relapses, many hospitalizations,
now exhausted and "no more treatrnent available". She mentioned several times her
immigration to Canada in the 1950's and her Hungarian heritage. After she has
talked for some time, she asks "What was it you rvere interested in again"? I ask if
humor has been important to her in her illness situation. She doesn't think so, she
likes a little humor but hasn't used it much nor have staffused it much with her.
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She describes her doctor, good doctor, knows what she is doing, but all business,
never any laughing there. She remembers that once when she was in hospital she
said to a lab tech who was collecting blood, "So you are a blood sucker"? That
person was offended by the remark, told her she didn't like it. She believes she was
misunderstood because that person could not appreciate her European approach to
humor. Since being admitted here for palliative care, she made the same comment
to another person doing blood collection. That person replied , "Yes, they call me a
blood sucker, and sometimes a vampire too". "That one wasn't so oversensitive".
She believes that humor is more difficult amongst persons from different cultures
because of ethnic misunderstandings, difficulties with pronunciation, and
misinterpreted meanings. Abruptly, she declares herself tired and in need of a rest.
I excuse myself thanking her for the talk. Fierd Notes 19: 196-215

This story emphasizes the variability with which humor is surrounded, individual

differences, circumstances, cultural variability. The comment which was offensive to one

drew a humorous retort from another. Mrs P athibuted the difference to ethnic

sensitivities, another person might have interpreted it differently.

Language barriers. Humor is thefirst of the gifts to perish in aforeign tongue"

(Virginia Wolff).

Mrs W was an elderly Asian lady, a first generation Canadian whose first language

was not English. When we were inhoduced, she greeted me with a ready smile and

communicated in broken English that she "liked humor verymuch". I asked if staffused

humor with her much in her present situation. Haltingl¡ she expressed that they did not.

She mourned that, would like more humor, but believed that the language barrier

preciuded such communication.

Mrs A was also Asian, also a first generation Canadian for whom English was a

second language. There was no question that humor was important for Mrs A. On our first

meeting, she mentioned her regret at not having more humor with the stafl expressing her

belief that it was related to language barrier.
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The son explains that he visits Mom every day. . . Mom listens intently, smiles
and nods, he gives me to understand that she has little English, he often interprets
for her in Chinese. I ask if they can comment on humor in their circumstances. Son
says that Mom loves humor, tells me stories about how fun-loving she is, how she
loves to playmahjong and laugh. He says she is very smart, has an especially dry
sense of humor, and loves plays on words. There is a story about her referring to a
tall man with a short wife as a lamplighter and a lamp pole - he says if I
understood Chinese this would be much funnier. He asks her if people use any
humor with her in the hospital, she says they don't because she can't understand,
she would like it if they did. Field Notes l0 176-Ig7

As I came to know Mrs A better, I discovered that her English was much better

than I was first given to understand. We were to share many things, often surrounded with

a light-hearted sense of fun.

I meet Mrs A in the hall, the Chinese lady from last week. She has trouble
pronouncing my name and we grggle as she tries to say Ruth. She is al¿y of
sunshine walking around these halls with rooms full of sadness and loss.
Field Notes 12:218-220

Mrs A and her son are sharing chowmein and want me to join them. They insist I
have at least a forkful. Later, they have rice krispie cake which her daughter has
made. Again, they insist I must take a piece "for later". While I remain there
talking, I begin to eat the piece I have accepted for later. Mrs A giggles with
delight "Thought you say no room to eat"? Field Notes l4: 9g-103

. . . I look in at Mrs A. She is lying down but awake. I sit down on the edge of the
bed. She looks much stronger than the last time I saw her. She delightedlytells me
that her nephew came today and theyplayed mahjong for a while. Now she feels
hungry and her son has gone for chinese food. I pat her tummy gentlywhen she
tells me this. She says "Careful, watch out for babt''l (she has a colostomy) her
eyes twinkle when she says this and she giggles like a delighted child (she is 84 yrs
old). she says "I making ajoke -you like myjoke"? Field Notes 14: g7-93

Despite broken English, Mrs A's delightful sense of humor transcended any

limitations in communication. We made a waÍn connection. I visited her every time I was

there and she would always ask when she would see me next. Not all of our

communication was light-hearted. She ofren reflected on her life, coming to Canada for an

arranged marriage, the significance of her Buddhist faith, the importance of family, her
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fears for the future. These conversations were compromised by our language deficits but

she was not deterred. The spark of humor that ignited our connection lingered long and

illuminated the more serious sharing that followed.

There were other circumstances where humor provided a means for transcending a

language barrier. Mr D was an elderly Portuguese gentleman. He was aphasic,

communicating solely through gestures. Neither did he understand spoken English. He was

mobile, wandering the halls, gesturing and grinning to all. Occasionally he would have

great distress, moaning, cqnng, doubled over with pain. Babs, with her funJoïing nature

and cart fuIl of props, was his great favorite. His face would light up when he saw her. I

observed this episode one evening.

Mr D, who speaks no English, is in distress. He clutches his chest, pulls at our
arms, climbs up and down on the bed, looks distressed. Babs goes for another
"miracle pill". Mr C settles within minutes of it being placed under his tongue. He
is up and about for the rest of the shift, smiling and at ease. Babs offers him candy
at bedtime, they are sour swizzles, he puckers up and hands them back to her with
a grin. Field Notes l1: 118-t27

Without language, communication is difficult. Humor provided an invaluable tink

for establishing connection and forging a bridge over the barrier which occupied the space

belonging to language. Meghan shared a story where non-verbal communication, as a

means of circumventing the language barrier, went awry.

Hand signals in different cultures can mean different things. There was a man
where the heck was he from originally, I'm thinking Egyptian or something like
that, I could be totally wrong. . . but when I go around to the rooms, and you know
is everything okay, is it alright, and I'll do the okay thing with the finger and the
thumb. He'd get this very puzzledlook on his face, like almost go away, and it
struck me as, why does he get this look on his face and Irealize I'm doing this all
the time . . . and he has a visitor one day who just opened the door wide open for
me. I pop my head in and say everything okay, and both of them went, kind of
eyebrows up in the air thing and I, what's up with this, so I took a step in and I
address the visitor and I said, are you arelative? Im trying to find out if he can
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speak English, and he said, "Yeah I'm a brother in law". I said, "Can you help me
out here, what's with this, you know I did the index finger and thumb motion"? He
says, "Where we come from in our country that means are you homosexual". Well
I just felt my face get beet red and I started to laugh, and I said "Oh no, I'm not
even going to try to go anywhere near there, I just want to know if he's okay''. So
he translated that to the patient, and he laughed too . . . "So how do I motion is
everything okay''?, and they had something else, some kind of a, I don't even know
what it was anymore, because he didn't live long after that. Bo¡ you really have to
watch your hand signals. Interview 4:442-460

When communication is limited, hand signals and gestures are a natural

alternative, used with scarcely a thought. As this story illustrates, this can result in

unintended and unfortunate consequences. Other participants pointed out that there is

greater safety when the caregiver is caring and genuine. Meghan's genuine desire to

communicate went eschew. The care that she took in confirming that something might be

amiss was important. Humor then provided the means for recovery a vehicle for re-

creating the embalrassing incident into something more innocuous, even funny in the

retelling. Without the acknowledgment, it would have remained ablot on the record of

cross-cultural caring.

Participants offered a number of suggestions about using humor in cross cultural

situations. Some were cautious, emphasizingthe importance of background information in

order to appreciate differences across cultural groups. One approach was to ask the patient

and family about cultural practices.

Ian: I recall a Muslim woman who died here, a fairly young woman and you know I
said, "You know I don't know anything about your culfure", and I said "I hope
you'll excuse my ignorance, and could you teach me", and she did.
lnterview l0: 154-157

To introduce humor in a cross cultural context, several participants identified the

importance of 'þutting the humor on yourself'. Two nurses of Polish extraction talked
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about their freedom to poke fun at their own culture. Anne spoke of the good natured

banter between herself and another nurse about their mutuat Ulaainian/Polish backgrounds

and the pleasure that gave to patients and families from those cultures.

Anne: So I find with difterent backgrounds you have to be careful, you do have to
be careful, I'm more comfortable doing it with someone who is Polish or
Ukrainian, German because we have German in our family too, so I'll kind ofjoke
with them too about that, but if it's sort of not apart of my life then I will not make
light of that. lnterview 8: 408-412

There was a little lady and she spoke, I'm sure it was Polish and I'm Polish but I
don't speak Polish, we only learned bad words and I even forgot those, but she
would teach us words, and her daughter would come in every once in a while and
make this kind of, not a nice word, you know so we'd learn those too, and she
would laugh with us . . . Interview 8:418-422

Humor about one's own culture provided a means of communicating with patients

and families their shared ethnicity and created a bond. When there was not a common

cultural background, there was greater need for caution. There were differing thoughts

about how to approach these situations. Several people acknowledged the importance of

doing some assessment of openness before introducing any humor. Some felt that it was

important to get to know a patient and family before attempting any humor, particularly

with differing cultural orientations. Others suggested deliberately smiling at a patient from

another culture. If the smile was returned, it could be interpreted as a signal of receptivity

to more humor. Others \Ã/ere more direct about cultural differences.

Meghan: if I get someone you know, maybe with an African background, or a
native background, dark skin, I love that color, and I'll usually go up and I'll go, "I
just love your color, look, I'm so pale, I look like the belly of a fish".That will
make them laugh, you know belly of a fish, "Look at that I'm mottled, I'm white,
yack, you've got a beautiful warm fabulous color", and they'll just cozy right up to
you. Or, if they have an accent, and you're having houble understanding them,
sometimes they're apologizing, "Oh my English is not so good", so I'll just turn
around say, "Well, it's better than my Polish". . . just a little bit of humor there, to
say it's not you with the problem it's me. . . . Yeah, if there is a cultural thing I
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think it's an insult not to look at it, not to appreciate it, but to look at it light hearted
and say " Man, you know you're beautiful, you're different and you're beautiful".
Interview 4:414-430

Meghan's overt acknowledgment of cultural dif[erences and blatant use of humor

illustrates the significance of individual differences in humor preferences. In cross cultural

contexts, as everywhere, the greatest variable is the uniqueness of individual preferences.

Cultural variation is not only on the part of patients and families. In Canada, health

care personnel increasingly include representatives from a growing variety of cultural

backgrounds. Among the nurses who participated, there was only one person from a

visible minority, and only one who was not raised in Canada. However, among the

auxiliary staff, I observed that there were often staff from visible minorities, recent

immigrants, and persons whose mother tongue was not English. The impact on care and

communication offers a fascinating topic for another investigation.

Gender

Aside from differences related to individuality, it came to my attention during the

field work that gender might influence humor expression. This idea was brought to the

fore after the following interaction.

Later I help B, a male health care attendant, transfer Mr RK back to bed for a rest.
RK, having no pockets, carries his drawing things by sticking them inside the
waistband of his sweatpants. Back in his room we stand him to take down the
trousers before he gets into bed. I remove pencils, a sketch book, and then a
newspaper. Out falls a pencil sharpener. He says "So that's where that was"! B
comments "I don't even want to know what having a pencil sharpener down the
front of your pants was about". He and RK laugh. I feel excluded from this one. I
think it may have been a guy thing. Field Notes 22:77-85

After this episode, I followed the hunch and began to observe and explore this is

more depth. When I raised the matter in staffinterviews, there was considerable support
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that my hunch was correct. Participants suggested that there were indeed gender

differences in humor. Men were seen as using humor as a means of being open with each

other, and as means of covering discomfort. Their humor was viewed as more basic,

"more black and white", more likely to include sexual matters. Men were thought to use

intellectual humor such as puns and wordplay to a greater extent than did women. Robert

was thoughtful and insightful regarding the topic.

(Gender humor) . . . There is a lot of that on the ward, and it's something really
basic and something that people really enjoy, I don't know, it's a thing they like to
go back to all the time it doesn't seem to lose it's power, it's such a strongly
reinforced belief in who we are, we identiff so strongly with our gender and what
we do, yes males are like that and so female nurses willtellme, if I say something
or do something, they're like oh that's just like a man, you know to do that, you
know and to me it's so absurd, you know it's so funny.

R: And so are you excluded from some of the humorous things that are going by
virtue of your gender?

Robert: No, not too often, there's a little bit of that, that goes around, you know and
that's okay that's normal for people to, to bond thatway for women to bond that
way, certain jokes around sex and sexualit¡ it's such an important part of life and

it's such a good thing that people do have some sense of lightness around it rather
than being this really rigid Victorian sort of you know belief around it, but there is
a difference for me for when I feel that there is a rigidness, or reinforcing of a
reality, of gender values or beliefs that I really don't believe, you know that, that
isn't really so accurate, so sometimes I'll respond to those sort of things, but you
don't want to create a sensitive attention either, or for it to be uncomfortable.
lnterview 5: 363-383

Robert saw gender differences in humor to be basic, instinctual, powerful. As a

male in a female-dominated profession, he tended not to agree with the assumptions that

often accompanied gender-specific humor, identifying the danger of reinforcing values

around gender function that were confining or restrictive.

Giselle was less certain about the prevalence of gender differences in humor in

palliative care. Her observations were that both sexes joked about issues of body image
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and sexuality and that humor was more pronounced around the "suffering and dyrng stuff'.

Several participants told me similar versions of the same story that had communicated

volumes about concems with sexuality and loss.

One of the medical residents who recently did a rotation on Palliative Care was
young and particularly attractive. She dressed in fashionable clothes which
accentuated her curvaceous physical attributes. One evening a middle-aged
gentleman who has resisted admission and was unhappy about being there was
admitted. This resident had visited him late in the evening. kr the morning, the
patient asked "How many doctors are there here"? "Three". "who are they''?
"Diego, Spanish accent". . . 'Ì.üot him". "Julie, lady with blonde hair" . . . ,,Not

her". "Rubf' . . . "Is she shaped like this"? He gestures shapely curves with his
hands. "Yes, that would be the one". "'When I saw her I found out that I wasn't as
bad off as I thought. I'm not dead yet. My eyes nearly popped out of my head! I
just needed to know I wasn't dreaming". Field Notes 9: 174-IB2

This story was told and retold on the unit. It allowed staff a means of expressing

that they had noticed the style of dress with this particular resident. It allowed the patient

to express the importance he placed on appreciation of sexualify and his knowledge of the

seriousness of his situation.

Recognition that concerns about sexuality are often repressed and that humor may

be used as the most effective means of expressing those concerns meant that sexual

innuendo could not totally be ignored. Nevertheless, several participants indicated their

discomfort in this area. Generally, they handled it indirectly, by ignoring what they didn't

like. Meghan, in characteristic fashion, used her discomfort with risque humor to create a

focus forjoking.

If you're respectful of them and you show them that you're willing to accept who
they are they reciprocate, they might slip and they apologize,but you feel out each
others boundaries and they usually won't push it, I think you pretty much establish
that within the first couple of days of getting to know them, what your limits are,
both ways, and that goes for the family too, and then that could sometimes get to
be a joke in itself, "Oh, don't make any sex jokes, here comes that serious nurse,
you know so it gets to be, you can use it to be humourous too".
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lnterview 4: 516-530

For some, joking about sexuality was coÍtmonplace, and arose without thought or

discomfort. For others, personal preferences andlor concern about the need for

professionalism inhibited their usage and colored their responses. Making that discomfort

a focus for joking was a skillful and apt use of humor to diffuse any tension in the

situation.

Stress

During the course of the fieldwork, there were a number of instances of particularly

stressful circumstances. The impact upon humor usage was readily apparent. Several

participants identified that their use of humor was influenced by the degree of stress they

were experiencing. Some indicated that stress reduced their receptivity to humor, others

reported the opposite.

Julie: . . . if I'm in my element, if I'm atmy best, I think I would very rarely ever go
through a whole family conference without there being some humor, I think that
would be unusual, if it does happen it tells me that we're all really stressed and
we're all really scared and we're all really not sure of what to do.
Interview I:592-596

When stress levels rose, Julie found herself less able to respond with humor. Julie

was the only participant to respond in this way. The more common response was that

higher stress yielded more humor.

Treya: I think that you know there's a role for humor everywhere in particularly in
areas where people are stressed, I think it's one of the rri/ays we can support each
other and we can cope ourselves, because I know when I become stressed I laugh
more than I do normally. Interview 9:36-39

Robert spoke of stressful times as situations where "humor was in the air and

needed to come out". Deanna, another nurse, overhears this conversation and asks if I am

interested in hearing a story about something funnythat happened one daywhen things
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'\rent craz5Ì'around here. "Do I know the two-headed monster from Sesame Street"?

(Unfortunately not, this is going to complicate the story.) There were three nurses tryrng

to cope with a gazillion things at once. One patient had just died down this hall

(sweeping arm gesture), right away another patient dies down here (sweeping gesture in

the other direction), phones ringing, call bells on, place going qazy. One of nurses does

an imitation of the two-headed monster and the phone goes "bringg". It was really funny.

"I'm not telling it so well. You had to be there to get it. X can tell it a lot better than I can"

(Field Notes 8:75-81). Although the details of the experience were obscured (a pure

example of humor as experience, ("you had to be there"), the sense that the humor arose

from the chaos of the situation came through.

The period of time when I was doing my fieldwork was unusually stressful, by all

reports.

The week that I began there was an investigation, precedented by a complaint from a

dissatisfied family the previous fall.

Dawne and I go for coffee in the cafeteria. The conversation is sombre. The
atrnosphere is tense. Stafflook worried. There is an investigation following
complaints from a dissatisfied famity member and the staff are troubled. They
speak freely about it in my presence. I feel uncomfortable and feel I don't need to
know all of this. They apologtrze as we leave, that they aren't feeling much like
laughing today. Field Notes 2: 126-13I

Although the investigator's report ultimately would commend the staff for their

competence, commitment, and caring, the process was stressful. At no time did I witness

any light heartedness or humor around the situation.

There was constant pressure around adequate staffing. The Unit Manager spent a

lot of time looking for staffwilling to work extra shifts. She approached me, in a half
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joking tone, on a number of occasions to ask if I would consider working an occasional

shift as a staff nurse. She sometimes covered vacant shifts herself. She was a person who

used humor more as stress mounted (my observation was that she used humor a tot!). It

was not uncoÍlmon for nurses to work double shifts, remaining on duty for 16 hours at a

stretch. Some would joke about this, calculating that the added income at double time

would speed the date of their retirement. Others complained and dreaded they might be

required to stay for a mandatory overtime shift, an unusual but not unheard of event.

The month of March was particularlyheavy, 26 deaths in 31 days. Staff were

exhausted, anxious for reprieve. The Nurses' Union called a strike vote, there was

overwhelming support for job action. Uncertainty reigned as to what that might mean.

Union supporters were keen, they wanted a raise and better working conditions. Others

\ryere wary, as nurses, theyhad qualms about the ethics of going on strike. Some joked

about an enforced rest, others seemed increasingly taciturn.

Before the month was finished, there was devastating personal news. JA, a

colleague popular with everyone because of her jovial attitude and caring ways, was

diagnosed with cancer. The day this was discovered was grim.

No food on the table this am. Atmosphere subdued. B has head down, not talking.
Before report begins, B says she has something she needs to share. JA called last
evening to tell her that she went to emergency after work to check out the
distressing symptoms she had been having. Investigations revealed aT" mass in
her chest. Everyone gasps, B cries. Treya has spoken with JA and offers more
explanation, could be a number of things, more investigations today. she
acknowledges that this is a terrible situation, that JA would be offfor some time
and that this helped to put some other things that had been going on into
perspective. She stresses the need to support one another, acknowledging that
there have been "so many things" latel¡ so many deaths, so much hassle with
several families. Bynow B and H are both crying and everyone is still and
sombre. There is one small smile during the report. "Mrs Q slept well, and so did
the sitter, who didn't wake for 2 turns". The sombre atmosphere is perpetuated
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when one of the night nurses intemrpts to tell Sam's nurse that Sam seems to be
slipping fast, to be sure to keep a close eye on him, and to go there are soon as
report is finished. Field Notes 19:2-23

Throughout the course of that day, staff were incredibly gentle with one another.

No dark humor or sarcasm today. They dreamed about the hospice they would build

together, complete with a "hand holding room", an ongoing dig at Sue, often teased about

not really working, just sitting around holding hands. Reflecting on the day, I recorded

this in my journal: "Funnything, the last time I was here the tension was higher and the

subtle digs were more noticeable. Today the staffdrew together, supporting one another,

being gentle with each other. It's as if the boil of tension has already been lanced".

This section describes a number of factors which influence humor. Each

individual is unique, there are many ways of using and responding to humor.

Circumstances alter cases. What is funny in one circumstance may be inappropriate or

misinterpreted in another. Cross cultural factors influence humor. Being unfamiliar with

another's culture calls for caution before using humor, best placed on oneself. Stressful

circumstances influence humor, sometimes adversely, other times an enhancement.

Knowing When and How: Strategíes for Introducing Humor

'When questioned about when and how they inhoduced humor, participants were

not able to easily answer. Their responses were often vague and filled with

conhadictions. Many answered that theyused humor without thinking, that it wasn't

something that could be taught. Others said it was important to proceed thoughtfully and

to use caution. Some used it to help form relationships. Others waited until the

relationship had been established and then introduced humor. Some said it should never

be contrived, yet thought that some deliberate attempts at humor therapy were a good
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Knowing When to Use Humor

Trust your intuition Watch for cues
. receptivity
. "it's all in the eyes"
. timing
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idea.

Intuition

Participants consistently reported that using humor was rarely a conscious or

deliberate function. It arose without forethought or planning, so integral to interaction

that staffwere often unaware they had even used humor. On numerous occasions, I

reflected back to people something that I had observed them say or do and received the

response that they would not have even remembered the instance if l.had not reminded

them.

Sue: I don't even think about it that's what makes it so difñcult because it's not
something that I really planned, it's just the way it is, it's something that is sort of
unthinking. . . Interview 6: 84-86

Treya: I think certainly if I do use humor it's not intentionally and it's actually not
with a lot of insight. . . lnterview 9: 54-55

Andrew: . . . it just happens I don't try to use it, it just happens, it comes out . . .

lnterview 15: 107

When I probed this phenomenon more deeply, participants used words like

intuition, common sense, an inner feeling, a feeling in my bones. Julie spoke of intuition

as a gift which could not be taught. She suggested that intuition indicated to her when not

to use humor, rather than when to go ahead. Going ahead with humor came naturally but

the inner hunch she called intuition sometimes reminded her to hold it in check.
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Giselle also believed fervently in the power of intuition to guide the introduction

of humor. She favored erring on the side of caution, rather than just blurting something

out without forethought.

Giselle: . . . if in doubt, don't. (Laughs) But I think often we know a lot by our
intuition and our guts, we know when it is, and when it isn't appropriate, and it's
something you can't even put into words, it's just you feel in your bones, now is
not the time, or now is the time and it will go over fine.

R: And if you were to talk to others about using humor, what would you suggest
to them?

Giselle: Trust their guts. Interview Il:314 -381

Cues

Gathering little except that people largely used humor unawares, I probed whether

there were any cues that others could identiff. This yielded something more concrete.

Suggestions for assessing receptivity, reading the situation, and judging timing emerged.

Receptivity. Staff indicated that they would often informally assess whether the

patient and family were receptive to humor. Patients and families who themselves

introduced humor offered an easily recognizable clue that humor was welcome. " I wait

many times for a cue from the patient or the family, and see how they use the humor"

(tnterview 8:123). Similarly, others talked about joining in with humor rather than

initiating it themselves.

Giselle: I think you take the cues from the patient and the family and how you
think theywill respond, and I usually let them take the lead, like if I know
somebody really well, and we've bantered back and forth over time, and you
know this is a person with a really good sense of humor, then you might initiate
something like that, mostly though I sort of let them initiate it, and I then join,
rather than starting it myself, once you get to know them then you can lnbbitz
back and forth, but with new people I really have to have a sense of who they are
as a person, how they respond to humor and where they are . . . whether they feel
very serious about this and handle it with tears and seriousness, or whether at
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times theypoke fun at what's happening, before I would sort of do anything that
might be kind of humorous. Interview lL 351-3ll

Robert: Cues . . . This is one of these things where unless you're asked to
actually reflect on it you probably are not very aware of it, these are very subtle
things that . . . come under the broad umbrella as common sense of what's
appropriate . . . So there are subtle cues that you get from patients and families
whether that's acceptable and sometimes you put a little something out . . . and
see if it has any effect or if there's any receptiveness there . . . we say it's intuitive
because we don't usually reflect on it . . . maybe there is no exact system . . .it's
something you sense or you feel, is there a level of comfort, is there a level of
responding, is the family or patient so reactive or bound in grief that they would
react very negatively, and see an offering of humor as being inappropriate.
lnterview 5:146-158

Others took the opposite approach, starting with humor themselves and watching

for a response. Meghan was one who often introduced humor early in the relationship,

watching to see what the patient sent back. I asked if she would keep trying if there was

no reciprocation. She said that she would.

Oh yeah, I'11just turn it down a liule bit, but I'll still do little things like you know,
maþe give them a little poke, I'll make sure all the humor is on me, if they feet
that they're really sensitive I'11 make sure that everything that I say reflects
something that, you know that I'm the klutz, I'm the one that's whatever, you
know don't put any of it on them, but you soon find out which ones are very
touchy and which ones are receptive to some good old fashioned teasing, it
doesn't take long. Interview 4: 164-17l

Staff who were sensitive and astute used humor as "common sense". With highly

developed communication skills, they were capable of rapid, accurate, and at least

partially subconscious assessmenis about using humor.

"It's all in the eyes". The popular wisdom that the eyes are the gateway to a

person's inner state was repeatedly reinforced throughout the study. My field notes often

included a description of twinkling eyes, usually an accompanimentto a humorous

exchange. Amongst the staff colleagues leamed to check out one another's expression
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and to take cues about when it was time for some fun in the staffroom.

Dawne begins to crack jokes - her face is animated and her eyes are lively.
Someone says to me that "We love it when Dawne gets like this". The Unit
Manager looks in to see what is happening. She smiles, closing the door tightly
during a loud burst oflaughter, shakes her head and leaves.
Field Notes 5:213-275

There \ryas a discernable change in Dawne's eyes. They came to life. Coworkers

who knew her well recognized the change; they were in for some fun. Dawne explained

to me that she was scarcely aware of what was happening. She knew from others that

even if she could maintain a straight face in order to try and fool people with her dry

humor, her eyes inevitably gave her away. Several participants identified that they would

check out the expression in a patient's eyes to determine their receptivity to humor.

It's all in the eyes, you sort of throw one out there and you see whether that little
spark goes on in the eye if they look at you and kind of oh, found some humor
here, or if it's just dead in the eyes, or it's there's pain there, you know you don't
want to be treading on people's pain, you might have just picked the wrong topic
to be funny about . . . Interview 4: L79-I83

Persons skilled at observation learned to pick up the expression in people's eyes

and to assess its meaning. This is not a skill taught in professional education. It may not

be a skill that can be taught at all. Whether intuitive or acquired, knowledge that the eyes

revealed so much about another's inner state offered an important cue about when to

introduce humor.

Timing. Receptivity to humor was influenced not only by individual preferences

and circumstances but also by timing. Ian talked about being observant for particular

moods or times of day when receptivity may vary.

You don't go in and lay that on someone who just doesn't feel too funny that day,
and a person varies from time to time, you can see a person in the morning, there's
a man I see, and I don't see him in the moming now that I know that morning is a
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very bad time for him, in the afternoon he feels a little better, he begins to smile,
he begins to relate, he begins to laugh and so on. lnterview l0 216-221

Comfort levels and degrees of alertness and relaxation are especially variable in

palliative care patients contending with multiple symptoms and discomfort. Skill in

observing variations related to time meant that staff came to know when humor was

welcome and when it was superceded by the need for comfort and reassurance.

Recognition of cues indicating receptivity to humor is a skill that calls for astute

observation and sensitivity. Staff with highly developed observation techniques learned to

ascertain receptivity both intuitively, trusting their "gtJt", through visual clues,

particularly in the eyes, and assessment of comfort and mood.

Strategies for Introducing Humor

In addition to insights about assessing receptivity to humor, participants identified

a number of specific techniques they used to introduce humor into their interactions both

with patients and families and with one another. What follows is a description of these

techniques.

Humor as example. Humor is contagious. When staffused humor, it sometimes

served as a catalyst which helped patients and families to try some humor of their own.

Like staff, patients and families needed to ascertain if there was receptivity to humor in

the setting. When humor functioned as an example, it gave others license to respond in

Table 5

Strategies for Introducing Humor

Humor as example
Including others
Reminiscence

Using props
Seasonal celebrations
Humor therapy
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kind, and also stimulated an appreciation that may have been largely dormant in the

circumstance.

Ian: Humor is so profound, and you have to create an appreciation to your own
humor which permits them too, to be more humorous. Some people are actually
quite funny in their o\ryn way, but sometimes they're reticent to let this out,
because of the nature of their illness at a particular point in time. If you can afford
them the opportunity to do this it lightens them up, and you can almost see an
immediate change in their response.

. . . if I get with a person on a one to one level I feel more apt to use humor, I
find I tend to be a bit juvenile, but I kind of temper that in such a way that it's
appreciated and that it fosters humor in people that I work with.
Interview 10: 8 1-86, 90-92

Ian shared a deep respect for humor, chaructenzing it as so meaningful as to be

profound. Even simplistic humor he referred to as juvenile carried precious potential. By

introducing it gently on a personal level he allowed it to infuse the atmosphere in such a

way that it fostered a response in kind.

Including others. Humor can be exclusionary when others are not privy to the

origins of the joke. Persons who come across an interaction where there is some practical

joking or teasing in the form of outrageous accusations may misunderstand what is

happening.

Anne: If somebodyhasn't been there at the beginning of it, it doesn't seem like
humor . . . I'm very cautious of that and I watch when that kind of humor is
around, is there a family or is there a patient, that just happens to come up in the
middle of it and sees this and hears this, and I right awayfi to pull them in . . .

Interview 8: 3 10, 3 14-3 15.

"Pulling in" those who don't know the context of the situation helps to prevent

misunderstandings. Patients who overhear laughing and comments in the hall may falsely

assume that they are the focus for the laughter. Sensitive staffwere careful to keep the

humor away from public areas or to involve patients and family members in the situation.
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Reminiscence. Reminiscence about the past often involved laughter among

patients, families, and staff. Stories from the past almost inevitably included something to

laugh about. The regular staff support sessions which reviewed the deaths from the

previous month were filled with laughter. Staff recalled personal foibles and amusing

anecdotes about the patients and families. Sometimes they laughed at themselves and at

their efforts, successful and not, to give the best possibre care.

Rose shares a memory of trying to catheterize a tense lady with a painful vaginal
tumor. The patient has been reluctant, resisting this for days and insisting on
getting up even when she was very weak. Eventually she agrees and is given
sedation before the attempt. Vivaldi is playing on the CD player. Julie is seated at
the head of the bed and is reading aloud from the Psalms ãs Rose attempts to put
in the catheter. Treya comes in to help and hold the flashlight. After many
attempts lasting nearly an hour, the effort is foregone. Leaving the room, Treya
comments "That was the nicest cathetenzation I ever attended"! Hearing this story,
the people in the room laugh long and heartily. Field Notes 9: 163-171

Whenever staffhad time to sit together and remember events from the past, there

was laughter. While hard times and difficult situations were not forgotten, it was the

amusing stories that seemed to endure. Laughing together about the past solidified the

shared experiences of the stafl reinforcing the strength of the team.

Reminiscence was especially important for patients. Confronted with the

rcalizationthat these were their last days, patients often conducted a form of life review.

Sometimes they shared the unspoken or uffesolved burdens of the past. Even more often,

they recalled the highlights of their life. Stories were punctuated with the wonderful times

they had enjoyed; laughter was coÍrmon. One patient, Mrs S, found herself recalling

nonsense rhymes from her past. She said she had leamed these when she was yomg,

couldn't remember when or where, but found that they had taken up residence in her head

in recent weeks and never failed to amuse. She told them to me many times, insisting that
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I write them down, so they wouldn't be forgotten.

The world was made in six days, and finished on the seventh, But according to the
contract, it should have been the eleventh, But the carpenter got drunk, and the
masons wouldn't work, so the best thing to do was to fill 'er up with earth.

Adam was the first man that ever was invented, he lived all alone but never was
contended, Along came Eve, they had a greatbattle, She chased him up a hee, He
threw down an apple, He threw down two, they each had one and ever since then
the trouble was begun.

No one would argte that these were good poetry. For Mrs S, they represented an

enduring memory of a happy time, and carried still the capacity to amuse and offer

lightness in the heavy situation of terminal illness and loss. At the time of my fieldwork,

there was an intervention study on the unit involving life review with selected patients.

Mr DM offered the opinion that this had brought to mind memories "too awful to be

remembered".

Do you know A that research nurse who comes here on days? She is doing this
thing where she writes down your life history. This a.m. she was asking me things
and I had to say "enough is enough". Some things are just too deep to be
remembered. (Pause) What is the most embarrassing thing that ever happened to
me? I can tell you the second most embarrassing thing but the first is too awful to
be remembered. I can't go there. I am writing a book about my life from four to
fourteen and here is a story that will be in it. The second most embarrassing thing
was this: "When I was in school I was always getting in trouble for talking too
much and cutting up in class and not payrng attention and stuff. They would
punish me by sending me out in the hall. There was a girl in the class that was
always getting sent out too and we got to be friends out in the hall. Her name was
Jane. She was 15, I was 13. Jane had lost her left lower arm and hand in an
industrial accident. I had heard tales about Jane, that she smoked, that she wore
lipstick, and that she had got herself engaged. The next time I saw her I said Jane,
'I know that you smoke and I can see that you wear lipstick, but is it true that you
got engaged?' she said, 'No, none of that is true.' I said 'come on, show me your
dng', she said 'No', I said 'show me your hand'. she showed me, no ring. I said
'Let me see your other hand.' She said 'I don't have another hand.' Can you
imagine how terrible I felt? What could I ever do to excuse that? I said 'Jane, I'm
so sorry'. She said 'It's okay, you just forgot', but I still feel terrible about that.
Anything worse than that is too terrible to be remembered. Field Notes 4: 182-203
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Reminiscence was a mixed blessing. Although it most often brought laughter, it

carried the potential for tears, regret, and remorse. Palliativ e cate staffbecame experts at

listening, atrecognizing that old memories could bring laughter or tears, and at

responding accordingly.

Reflecting on family memories was often an entry point for staff to make a

connection with patients and families and humor often evolved. Similarly, several nurses

told me that family members used reminiscence in the final minutes at the bedside as they

bid farewell to their loved ones.

Robert: Very often it's a relief that the person has come to this point now . . . very
long illness so the famity has dealt with it . . . so they've gone to the point where
they're, you know, comatose and close to death, and that there's kind òf a sense of
relief that they're through all the crisis, they're through all that difficult stuff and
people, yeah people will tell humorous stories about that person's life and stuff
they used to do . . . I remember a fellow and his daughters and his wife were there,
telling some jokes and stuff he used to sa¡ or "if he was here right now he'd
probably say this" . . . some good laughs around all that. Interview 5:46I-470

Anne: They'll say things like . . . "Okaymom, I'll remember your little quirky
ways". . . it's very loving humor, it's kind of heart to heart humor from a family
member to the one who's dyrng. . . lnterview B:465,459-9

Reminiscences at the deathbed came from famity, not from staff. Theywere

gentle, loving, and personal, focused on memories of the one who was passing. Fond

humor and gentle laughter provided a backdrop of loving support, possibly the last

conscious sound.

Props. Some staff used props such as decorative hats, playthings, gag toys,

holiday decorations, stickers, and candy as a means of spreading humor and light-

heartedness.
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Table 6

Props

special name
tags
barrettes
hats
novelty
jewellery

stickers
stuffed toys
beanie babies
gags

happy faces

bubble stuff
balloons
whoopie
cushions
sandbox

pens
flashlights
figurines
rubber stamps

candies
dog biscuits
hug coupons
seasonal items

Babs was especially notable for the skill with which she included props as a part

of the excellent care she offered her patients. She seemed to instinctively know when to

use the props and when to be serious. She credited a patient for introducing her

trademark "bedpan hat".

It's actually a patient that started it because she was on the unit, she was depressed
one day we had just moved into our new facility we were using paper bed pans, I
mean this is something sort of very foreign to everybody, and I just put this thing
on my head and walked into a room and she just said, oh I could make you a hat,
and with that her husband brought in all her crafts and all her glues and her
flowers and well you should see my hat, and it's well worn. Interview 7: 36-42

Patients and families who doyed the fun and dishaction of items like the bedpan

hat gifted Babs with more playthings. When we went through her drawers together, she

often noted, this was a gift from X or from Y. After lvk ST died, his wife brought a gift

for the team, a stuffed Easter bunny that crawled across a flat surface, playing the Easter

Parade and Here Comes Peter Cottontail. Such a light-hearted gift illustrated the

significance and appreciation of the playthings that had been so much apartof Mr ST's

time on the palliative care unit. when I asked Babs how she knew when it was

appropriate to try a little levity or introduce some kind of prop, she seemed powerless to

describe her technique.

I don't know, I guess it's just a feeling, you know if I could relate to you and I
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could sense that maþe we can share a laugh . . . then I can do it . . . ifit happens it
happens, if it doesn't it doesn't, I can't, I don't know, maþe I just get to know them
or just sort of know where their bounds are, I honestly don't know, but I know that
sometimes it's not going to work. Interview 7:91-102

Babs had a profound instinct that knew when and how to use humor accessories.

Props were almost integral to who she was.a nurse. The skill with which she used them

stands in sharp contrast to the rest of the staff who essentially did not. One is hard pressed

to genetalize beyond acknowledging that there may sometimes be a place for playthings

in sensitive care of the dyrng.

Seasonal Celebrations. During the time of my fieldwork, Valentine's Day and

St. Patrick's Day passed. Public areas such as the corridors and cafeteria were decorated

with hearts or shamrocks. Meal trays came from the central kitchen with festive favors.

On the unit, decorations were kept to a minimum except for medication carts which were

festooned with mobiles, pictures, balloons, and the like. Weeks before Easter, bunnies and

chicks began to appear. Participants told me that they believed it was important to mark

all the holidays. The whole idea of palliative care was to live life as fully as possible until

the end and for most people that included acknowledging seasonal events. There had been

a big Christmas party last year, their first. Many people (staft patients, and families) told

me about the party, the carol singing, the food, the families who camo, the patients who

were able to get up to take part, and especially, the visit from Santa Claus. With the

exception of one staff member who was concerned that this might be childish,

participants were overwhelminglypositive about the visit from Santa.Treya,who had

served as Santa's helper described it like this:

Treya: I was with Santa as she made her rounds at Christmas, and some people
were not comfortable with that.
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R: And if they weren't comfortable, what did you do?

Treya: we didn't stay very long, I mean we were dropping presents off so, we
didn't have a lot of time to spend, but Santa basically just said Merry Christmas
and here's your present, and that was it, but some people kind of wanted to joke
around with Santa, and "what are bringing me" and "I've been a good boy'', you
know, they kind of go through that whole kind of thing, and some people said
"Oh isn't that nice to see, thanks, goodbye". lnterview 9:421-431

Santa Claus was sensitive, not lingering or exaggerating where s/he sensed it

wasn't welcome, playng up the role where there was a receptive audience. Like experts

who used humor with ease, Santa played off cues from the patient and responded

accordingly.

Intrigued by the Santa Claus theme, I asked about Hallowe'en. Apparently it is

celebrated in a similar fashion to the other holidays. Staffsometimes wear costumes. I

asked if there were costumes that would be inappropriate. Most people agreed that

ghoulish costumes involving mummies, skeletons, and the Grim Reaper should be

avoided. Babs told me that one year a family member had given her a gift of skeleton

earrings. She had worn that year to honor the gift but has never felt right about wearing

since, as many of the patients experience so much weight loss as to develop a skeleton-

like appearance themselves.

Humor therapy. With the popularity of movies like Patch Adams which promote

the value of humor as therapy, I asked participants if they felt humor therapy would be

appropriate in palliative care. Participants felt there would be a place for using deliberate

humor such as videos, clown troupes, and playthings with selected patients, "you can't

look at death all the time, it's really important to have a time of life and living"(lnterview

ll:390-392). However, they also emphasized the importance of caution and respect. A
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number of complementary therapies such as therapeutic touch, music therapy and hemi-

sync audio therapy had been offered on the unit by volunteers and had been received with

some reluctance and staff expected that humor therapy would receive a similar response.

Comments like "it would have to be at the patients and families discretion',, ,,not the

same thing works for everybody'', "we would need to keep it to low risk activities,'were a

part of almost every answer. ln many ways, humor therapy was already occurring

informally on the unit. Moving this forward into a *or. r"il anzedactivity seemed a

maffer for greater discussion and caution.

ln summary, humor and laughter were integral to the palliative care environment.

Simplistic, often introduced with little deliberate forethought, humorhad arnazing power

to transform a situation, forge a connection, and convey sensibility. Sometimes a brief

flicker of lightness that passed with little notice, humor, when endowed with meaning,

became profound. Humor was not apanaceafor suffering and loss nor could it alter the

reality of terminal illness. Its powerful force was transmitted in a moment, a flash, yet

lived on in life-afñrming memories well beyond that point in time.
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CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION

This chapter begins with a brief overview of the research study with hightights

from the findings. Readers of earlier chapters will be familiar with the contents. Those

who begin reading with this final chapter will find background information that gives

context to the study. Following that, findings related to the three purposes of the research

are reviewed and examined in light of the literature from previous research. Findings

unique to the study are identified and discussed. Implications of the findings for research,

education and practice are presented.

Overuiew

Humor and laughter are important elements of most human interactions.

Researchers both from the social sciences and from health care have investigated humor

in a variety of healthcare settings. Despite variability in settings and approaches, findings

consistently identifiT the importance of humor as a means of enabling communication,

fostering relationships, easing tension, and managing emotions. While there is

consistency in reporting humor's positive attributes, many studies report that humor

appreciation is individual and that the context in which humor occurs is critical. Research

frequently indicates that some informants identifu times when humor may be

misunderstood or inappropriate. Chief among such circumstances are those involving

crisis, serious discussion, and high anxiety.

Among healthcare settings, palliative care is unique in that terminal illness is the

nofin. Circumstances of crisis, serious discussion, and heightened anxiety are

commonplace. Although several studies (Fox, 1959; Emerson, 1973;Langley-Evans, &
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Payne, 1997) indicate that patients in diverse circumstances used humor to introduce their

concerns about death, there is apaucity of research which specifically examines humor in

the context of death and dying. This research was designed to address that gap.

The purpose of the research was to develop an extensive description of when and

how humor and laughter are present in palliative care; to determine what functions are

served by humor and laughter; and to identifr circumstances where humor and laughter

may be observed or experienced by patients, families, or staff as inappropriate or

offensive.

The research method was clinical ethnography, intended for examination of the

human experience of illness or of caregiving in an interpersonal context (Kleinman,

1992). Clinical ethnography was chosen because of its emphasis on the subjective

experience and the realm of communication and interaction for both patients and

caregivers. Symbolic interactionism provided a conceptual framework for the research.

Data were collected through participant observation, informal interviews with

patients and families, and semi-structured interviews with members of the healthcare

team. Fieldwork involved over 200 hours spent accompanyrng six nurses for all of their

daily activities on a 30 bed inpatient palliative care unit. Informal interviews occurred in

the context of interactions with patients and families over the course of the fieldwork.

Detailed fieldnotes were developed with the help of cryptic pocket notes following each

observational period. Interviews with representatives from nursing, medicine, social

work, and physiotherapy (n:15) were conducted outside of the research setting in the

latter weeks of the study.

Data analysis began early in the data collection period through ongoing
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comparison of notations as fieldnotes were developed. As patterns in the data were

identified, observations became more focused with particular attention to specific aspects

of humor in the setting. Following the interviews, transcripts were reviewed line-by-line.

The process of coding yielded identification of patterns and categories which were

refined, collapsed, and expanded in comparison with coding from the fieldnotes.

Findings revealed that humor and laughter were pervasive and important in the

research setting. An overall attitude of good humor pervaded the setting. The sense of

warmth, welcome, and acceptance in the environment created circumstances in which

humor flourished. V/ithin that atrnosphere, humor took varied expressions, ranging in

form and intensity. Gentle humor in the form of understated subtleties was pervasive.

Witticisms and wordplay were common among the staff, as were playfulness, teasing, and

jokes. Uproarious hilarity sometimes erupted in response to unexpected and spontaneous

events or the high jinks of staff. Occasionally there was dark humor which poked fun at

death and serious situations. Sometimes there was the more biting humor of sarcasm and

putdowns.

Humor served a variety of functions which were identified in tluee overarching

themes;building relationships, contending with circumstances, and expressing sensibility.

Humor between patients, families, and staff most commonly served to build therapeutic

relationships, relieve tension, and protect dignity and worth. Amongst staff, humor was

particularly significant in maintaining collegial relationships, dealing with stressful

situations, and maintaining a sense of perspective.

Several factors influenced whether or not humor arose. Humor was affected by

individual differences in personality characteristics and experience, differing
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circumstances, ethnicity, gender, and degree of stress. Participants expressed difficulty in

identifying strategies for when and how to introduce humor. Many indicated that they

were not sure how it was that they discerned whether or not to use humor but felt that it

was an intuitive knowing or a felt sense of what was appropriate. Further probing

uncovered techniques for assessment including identification of cues and indications of

receptivity. Findings established the significance of humor and laughter as therapeutic

phenomena in care of the dyrng. This chapter now tums to focus on discussion of the

findings.

Influence of Research Context

The first purpose of the research was to develop a comprehensive description of

humor and laughter in a palliative care setting. The context and philosophy of palliative

care are what distinguishes this work from humor studies in other healthcare settings.

Consequently, the findings included a deliberately detailed exploration of the research

context. Palliative care philosophy emphasizes wholistic care which places particular

importance on human relationship, a context in which humor flourishes. The tenor of

communication reflected the ever-present reality of terminal illness with its attendant

depth of emotion. Inevitably, there was an impact upon humor in the setting.

'When 
asked, virtually all of the staffwho participated replied that they considered

humor important, regardless of their sense of personal capacity to use humor. I came to

understand that humor was particularly significant in their work. Ever since the early days

of the modern hospice movement, researchers have been fascinated by the idea that

persons who chose to work with the dyrng were in some way different from those who

worked elsewhere in health care. "Everyone knows hospice workers are 'different' but
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nobody knows quite how" (Amenta, 1984, p4l7). Two recent studies suggest that humor

is a critical component of compassionate care for the dying and what makes those who

work there "different". Rasmussen, Norberg, and Sandman (1995) found that hospice

nurses rated personal qualities including discernment, a positive outlook, and humor as

more important than technical skills and medical knowledge. A recent ethnography of

hospice nursing echoes the theme. Descriptors of the essence of hospice nursing

emphasized the significance of "attending or being humanly present with"(Wright ,2002,

p2I0). Being humanly present refers not merely to the presence of proximity but the sense

of personal engagement. Buber (cited in Cohn, 2001) refers to this as the l:thou

relationship, characterizedby subjectivity, reciprocity, with recognition and acceptance of

the unique other in an l:thou relationship. Accompanyrng the phenomenon of human

presence, nurses introduced humor which was kind, perceived the amusing in everyday

life, and was more optimistic than pessimistic. In contrast, a study of intensive care nurses

found that ICU attracted a particular type of nurse, who was unique in hardiness, with a

definite preference for'sick'humor (Thornton & White, 1999). In ICU, the emphasis is

on technical skill with lesser importance on patient interaction and therapeutic presence. It

follows that humor would be primarily amongst the staffand would take a different form

ofexpression.

Significance of Good Humor

The notion of good humor can be traced back to ancient thinking which focused

on the four bodily humors (McGhee,1979). Aperson in whom the four humors were in

proper balance was considered to be in good humor. Over time, the term humor came to

refer to a mood or predisposition.
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The research setting was notable for the pervasive sense of good humor, an almost

palpable sense of warmth and welcome that greeted newcomers to the unit. peter Berger

(1997) writes of the significance of a comic culture which is sometimes found in

miniature among families or friends and in subcultures such as religious or professional

groups. Comic culture defines comic situations, roles, and acceptable contents in any

social group. The palliative care setting radiated a comic culture fypified by attitudes of

openness and good-natured acceptance. Within that culture, good humor thrived and

infused human interaction.

The overarching atmosphere of good humor appears unique. ln the literature,

health care settings are more likely to be described as fast-paced and tense. Like the

humor preferences of the staff, there is reason to believe that the predominant sense of

good humor is related to palliative care philosophy, the significance of quality of life, and

the importance of relationships.

Several researchers identified the influence that a particular configuration of

personalities and individuals had on the humor atmosphere (Rosenberg,lggl,Astedt-

Kurki & Liukkonen, 1994). Sociologists Yoels and Clair (1995) referred to humor as a

kind of emotional thermostat that reflected the fluctuations of variable atmospheric

conditions related to the sense of ease or dis-ease in a situation.

Fluctuations and subversions of the atmosphere of good humor in the research

setting were a regular occullence. There was a constant rotation of team members on or

off duty on any given day. Some teams worked well together, supported one another, and

laughed a lot. Others were disharmonious and humor was either absent or more likely to

be sarcastic or critical. Described with Anne's words, "humor on the backs of others',,
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tended to divide stafl casting them apart from one another and creating dissatisfaction.

On the occasion where responding to a particularly demanding family generated distress,

staff complained about one another's approach to the situation. There was little humor

and when it did arise it tended to be disparagrng. Despite the fluctuations, the atmospheric

thermostat was characteristically reset to good humor as the next configuration of staff

and patients formed.

Types of Humor

Findings revealed that humor took numerous forms across a range of intensify.

Other studies also report varying expressions of humor (Major, 1998; Rosenb erg, 1995;

Sayre, 2001) but tend to focus most on the dark humor, joking, and high jinks shared

amongst staff. ln comparison, there is a sense that the humor in this study was

predominantly gentle, warm, and personal. This was particularly notable in humor that

involved patients and families. Palliative care is patient-focussed. While expert physical

care and symptom management are critical, most comfort measures involve hands-on care

and personal interaction with patients and families. Areas which rely more heavily on

technical intervention tend to involve less time in direct person-to-person contact. This,

together with sensitivity about the seriousness of approaching death, may explain the

prevalence of patient-focused, gentle humor.

One participant considered humor to encompass simply smiling and being

pleasant. There is evidence that while this is not overt humor, it is related.

Physiologically, smiling differs from laughter only in that there is no intemrption of

breathing (Holland, 1982). Developmentally, the infant smile is the first essential sign of

interaction (P. Berger, 1997). Smiling conveys a message of contentment which forms the
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basis for laughter (Ziv,1984). Both smiling and laughter carry social weight, expressing

the satisfaction of the individuals involved. Technically speaking, smiling and being

pleasant do not fit within the parameters of humor or laughter. Experientiall¡ they are

vital precursors.

Gentle humor was pervasive in the research environment. Researchers

investigating dimensions of nursing such as comforting (Bottoroff et al., ß95), intimacy

(Savage, 1999), and responses to sufflering (Wallis, 1998) each identified gentle humor as

important. In her study of humor in the elderly, Herth (1993) identified the safety of

gentle humor. Shared gentle humor without sexism or innuendo proved most effective in

creation of a sense of warmth and acceptance.

Peter Berger (1997) describes gentle humor as benign, something that can be

enjoyed by itself, offering no threat to the social order or the paramount reality of ordinary

life. Despite being subtle and subdued, gentle humor was powerful. My observations were

that, although potentially benign, gentle humor sometimes created a force so powerful

that it lingered long into the future. I observed this in the faces of the staff as they told me

stories of things that had happened in the past. ln particular, I detected it in the story

Giselle told about the humorous quip about a shroud from a patient who chose not to

speak openly about his impending death. As Giselle commented, the humor was so

powerful it "left her speechless". Another example was the intensity and sense of

reverence with which a staffparticipant (Ian) told me the story of healing humor in his

personal experience of serious illness. Examples such as these gave testimony to the

profound significance of even the gentlest of humor. One researcher (Beck,1997) noted a

similar phenomenon, citing lasting effects that extended beyond the immediate moment
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for both nurses and patients.

Many studies of humor in healthcare report the prevalence of dark or gallows

humor (Major, 1998; Rosenberg, 1991; Sayre, 2001) which pokes fun at death or serious

situations. Some (Thornton & White, 1999) suggested that the more serious the situation,

the greater likelihood that dark humor would appear. Knowing this, I anticipated finding

lots of dark humor. I did find some, particularly during team rounds and with particular

configurations of staff. I would not, however, identify dark humor as the prevailing form

in the research setting. In my observations, gentle humor and playfulness were more

prevalent.

Playfulness and fun were outstanding features of humor in the palliative setting.

Stuffed animals, wind-up toys and gag-relatedprops abounded. Adults characteristically

have difficulty maintaining the unique state of humor and fun more common in childhood

(Podilchak,1992). The prevalence of fun-filled humor can be attributed to the influence

of Julie, a physician, and Babs, a registered nurse, who retained the ability to find fun in

their adult lives.

Podilchak (1992) defines fun as "a social interactional and social organizing form

wherein and through which individuals consciously and intentionally deconstruct social

inequalities to produce a social-human form of equalit¡/'þ382). Julie was both conscious

and intentional about her efforts to bring fun and playfulness to the team. Julie brought

gifts of playthings to honor her personal need for playfulness. As a physician, she was

a\¡/are of hierarchical differences in status and responsibility among care provider staff.

Gifts of Beanie Babies and playthings were deliberate attempts at establishing and

building community and created a shared sense of equality and teamwork.
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Similarly, Babs introduced playthings in her interactions with both staffand

patients consciously and intentionally. Aware of her personal affinity for fun, Babs

brought props because they "meant a lot to her" and also because she believed they "made

things a little easier" for her patients and visitors. She skillfully integrated them into her

work, knowing when they were appropriate and when they were not. The social-human

sense of bonding that followed was evident in the relationships that evolved and in the

gratitude and affection of patients and families.

One research study specifically considered the effect of playfulness in health care

(DesCamp & Thomas, 1993). These researchers investigated the beneficial effects of fun

at work fot 72 hospital nurses. Fun at work was defined as active physical play (eg. water

fights with syringes, imitations of grouchypatients), gaming (eg. contests to see who can

complete paperwork first), and humor use. only one type of fun, active physical play,

proved significant as a buffer for strains related to job and workload dissatisfaction.

Parallels between this study and the qualitative investigation I conducted are

limited. However, the prevalence of playfulness is intriguing. There are obvious questions

that follow. Is the research setting unique in this regard? Has playfulness been subsumed

within broader categories of humor in other studies? Is playfulness confined by particular

configurations of personalities andlor the comic culture of a setting?

Witticisms, including dry humor, wordpla¡ puns, and insider humor based on

shared knowledge have been referred to as games of the intellect (P. Berger, 1997).

Humor such as this "grants temporary freedom from the bonds of rational thought" (Ziv,

1984, p79). Sean, the participant known as 'a real pun guy' described himself as given to

flexible thinking, which resulted in creation of wordplay that he was almost powerless to
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repress' Comments such as "how are you going to hide it if you leave the hide-a-bed in

the hall?" sprang from him without even a moment,s hesitation.

V/itticisms are generally considered a more erudite form of humor. However, in

this study I also discovered that witty comments and wordplay involved scatalogical

humor concemed with bodily functions. In an area where elimination and bodily functions

are often a source of patient distress and symptoms that require professional intervention,

this was not surprising. In the literature, I located only one study that commented on the

same phenomenon. In their study of nurses' reports of humor in their practice, Astedt-

Kurki and Isola (2001) note "racy insider humor unfit to print" (1,456).'sanitized'

examples concerned bowel movements and hot flashes amidst middle-aged nurses.

Sarcasm, putdowns, zingers, digs, and banter were classified as "humor with a

bite" because of their tendency to hurt, belittle, or debunk others. Ziv (1984) calls this

form of humor aggressive, allowing for release of anger, or frustration in a socially

acceptable manner. Sarcastic humor was common with some staff. They recognized it and

taunted one another with the comment "remember that sarcasm is not wit but merely the

babbling of a demented mind".

In a study of humor amongst staff on a psychiatric unit, Sayre (200I) reports

sarcastic, discounting, everl malicious humor in staff discussion of patients. This I did not

encounter. Regarding patients, the humor was kinder, gentler, more innocuous.

It was tempting from the outset to try and align specific types of humor with

particular functions. 'when 
I went through the exercise of identifiing specific outcomes

from humor described in the data (Appendix M), I confidently believed I would discover

both the functions of humor and the particular type that performed the function. This was
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not so. Ziv (1984) notes that most forms of humor fulfill one or more functions. Others

(Lefcourt & Martin, 1986) agree, noting that it is untikely that humor is a unitary

phenomenon serving a single purpose.

The first pu{pose of this research was to describe humor in the setting.

Identification of the influence of the setting, the significance of an overall attitude of good

humor, and discovery of myriad types of humor create a foundation of description.

Building upon that foundation is the second research pu{pose, identification of the

functions of humor in the setting.

Functions of Humor

Three broad categories of humor function; buitding relationships, contending with

circumstances, and expressing sensibility, were identified. Each of these categories are

supported by the findings from previous research. There were, however, subcategories

within these functions that were unique or of particular significance in palliative care.

Each will be discussed in tum.

Building Relationships

Humor had particular significance in the creation and maintenance of relationships

for staff with patients and families, and with one another.

Making connections. "It is neither the focus nor form of humor but rather the

spirit of being part of a with-equal-other social human bond that makes it an effective

experience" (Boman, 1996, pl49).

Palliative care offers those with a terminal illness expertise in pain and symptom

management. If care is merelyphysiological, it is incomplete. Humanizing the experience

of suffering and loss requires the human connection. As one patient commented to me
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about the gentle teasing and affection of the staff "they make my days". Staff who

approached new patients on admission with gentle teasing and humorous quips about the

"virtual food" they could expect initiated a connection that helped to put people at ease

and paved the way for rapport.

The significance of humor in the human connection is evident in many studies

(Astedt-Kurki & Liukkonnen,lgg4; Beck, 1997;Herth, L993; Herth, 1990). Nurses in a

study by Beck (1997) noted that humor created a sense of cohesiveness between nurses

and patients, often in the form of small secrets which only they shared. Each of the 14

participants in the only other humor research which focused on patients with terminal

illness (Herth, 1990) identified humor as a corulecting mechanism. Humor generated a

sense of belonging, a feeling of closeness with those new to the patient.

This research echoes the significance of humor in making connections with

patients and families, putting them at ease as newcomers and building therapeutic

relationships as time progresses. Amongst the team, humor makes connections that form

the foundation for a cohesive and vital staff.

Humor as attraction. There was solid evidence in my observations and

experience of humor in the fieldwork that humor attracted others. There was a steady

stream of visitors at the door of patients such as Mr ST and Marion who radiated a

particular appreciation for humor. Mrs A's son attributed the quality of care his mother

received to the good humor with which she atfacted visitors and family. In his work on

sense of humor and personality, Ziv, a clinical psychologist, provides support for the

notion (1984). When a person makes someone laugh, they experience the sense that they

are liked. Laughing creates a sense of pleasure, making others laugh doubles the pleasure.
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Humor becomes a key for one of humankind's basic needs, the need for affiliation.

I found no other references to this phenomenon in my review of humor research

studies. While this finding appears unique, I feel confident in its veracity. In terms of

common sense and human experience, it seems right. In terms of Ziv's understanding of

the personality, it seems right. In terms of the study, there is evidence from three groups,

staff patients, and family members that humor attracts others.

The hidden message. Humor can be an indirect means of expressing a message

or concern. h palliative care where concems about death and existential matters often

arise, humor was useful for testing another's receptivity to discussion. As one participant

commented, "often what people joke about are the tragedies that are in them". Astute

staff leamed to pick up on such cues. Other times patients used humor to communicate

that they knew the seriousness of their illness. The patient who quipped about never

having to pay for a chair bought on two year financing provided an excellent example. ln

the case of the patient who joked with her daughter that drug-induced hallucinations were

fun, humor expressed a message of reconciliation.

Other researchers identiff the role of humor in communicating unspoken

messages. Astedt-Kurki et al. (2001) report that patients found it easier to discuss difficult

matters with nurses who had a sense of humor as they can use the pretext ofjoking to

raise their concems. ln their observations of patient conversations in a palliative day care

setting, Langley-Evans and Payne (1997) note the value of humor in allowing the patient

to psychologically distance him/herself from death while still allowing for

acknowledgment of the seriousness of the illness. Similarly, Smith and Kleinman (1989)

comment on medical students' use of humor as a way to acknowledge a problem while
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disguising their tension about the situation.

Energízing. I did not find references to the energizing capacity of humor

elsewhere in the literature. Reviewing my data,I observed that each of the sources that

mentioned this function came from my fieldnotes. After a particularly insightful and

informative interview, I noted in my journal that as the participant shared her experiences

with humor, I could sense both of our energies rising. On several occasions, I would note

that after a joke had been told in moming report, there was a greater sense of animation

among the staff. Increases in energy were largely a felt sense, an experience that I was

able to identifu because I was so focused on observing every dimension of the humor

experience as fully as possible. In some situations, the rise in energy was more tangible.

On the night of the fire alarm episode, I noted that not only did the atmosphere seem

lighter but also that patients, families, and staff were each talking to one another more

than usual. The excitement of the event and the laughter of relief that followed heightened

the sense ofenergy and personal connection.

Humor theorists frequently mention the capacity of humor to enliven or energize

communication. Physiologically, this makes sense. The general physiological ef[ect of

mirthful laughter is stimulation (Fry 2002). When we laugh, the respiratory, circulatory

and central nervous systems are stimulated. After the laughter, there is a relaxation

response. Blood pressure falls below the prelaughter level, digestion is enhanced, and

muscle tension lessens (Dean, 1997). Physiologically, laughter results in decreased

tension. Affectively, arousal is quickened and psychic energy increases. The brain is

involved in both responses, triggering the biological and perceiving the affective. In the

social context, humor and laughter generate similar responses through enlivenment of
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interactions.

Nurturing community. Community is defined as a social group which perceives

itself as somehow distinct from the larger society from which it originates (Webster's

Dictionary, 1994). Treya, a nurse who participated in the study, used the word community

to describe the palliative care team. It seemed an accurate application of the term. The

camaraderie around the conference room table as the team gathered for weekly rounds

radiated a sense of community. Humor was ubiquitous at rounds and nurfured the

cohesiveness of a team committed to a common pu{pose. Humor that arose during change

of shift reports generated a connection that extended throughout the shift. Staffwho had

laughed together were more likely to help one another and work together in a spirit of

teamwork and community.

Podilchak (1992) identifies shared fun as affirming of a sense of horizontal we-

ness. Like humor that attracts individuals, Ziv associates shared laughter with uniting

members of a group and making it attractive to others. Beck (1997) notes the capacity of

shared humor to increase a sense of cohesiveness amongst nurses who collaborated on a

scheme to keep hidden a pet smuggled into a patient's room against hospital regulations.

C ontendin g w ith Cir cums tanc es

Many participants indicated that humor helped them to deal with difficult

circumstances. They used varied expressions; Meghan: "it disburses things and puts the

bounce back in your step" ; Julie: "it's a stress reliever"; Andrew :"humor helps me to

release"; Diego: "it helps you get through the dat''. The idea of humor as a defense

mechanism is supported by Freud, who is said to have considered it the highest of all

defenses (Lefcourt & Martin, 1986). The idea ofhumor as a coping strategy is well
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supported in the literature. Models of coping such as Lazarus and Folkman's Model of

Stress and Coping (1954) abound in the social sciences and health care literature. Humor

is sometimes identified as a component of coping and numerous quantitative studies of

humor function employ a Coping Humor Scale developed by Martin and Lefcourt (1983).

Qualitative studies (Astedt-Kurki et al., 2}}l;Astedt-Kurki & Liukkonnen, 1994;Beck,

1"997) reflect the same function, identifliing humor as significant for both nurses and

patients for dealing with difficult situations.

Humor as respite: transþrmíng the moment/ transcending circumstances.

The idea that humor provided a moment of reprieve from the reality of illness was

illustrated numerous times throughout the data. Dawneis comment that "you don't stop

grieving, you just come out of it for a minute" exemplifies the briefest of respites at the

time of death. Becþ provided an example where humor helped to take a patient's mind

off her pain while she waited for an analgesic to take effect. These are small respites

which transform the briefest of moments. When something is transformed, there is a

change in form, expression, or character. Humor as respite changed the expression or

character of the situation momentarily.

Sometimes the transformation was visible. There would be a physical change in

the countenance of the participants. Eyes would twinkle, and furrowed brows would

momentarily relax. On one occasion Babs and I shared a joke with Mrs R. As Babs

described it "she threw back her head and laughed, she just transformed,'.

On other occasions, the power of the incident lingered long after the time had

passed. Humor not only transformed the moment, but remained in memory or experience

in away that surpassed the ordinary. This was humor as transcendence. To hanscend
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something is to rise above or go beyond the ordinary limits of a circumstance. The story

of the last cigarette \Ã/as such a circumstance. The nurse and nurses'aide who shared in

taking a patient outdoors in his bed at daybreak for one last smoke had been touched by

the experience in a way that continued to bring tears to their eyes. That genuine act of

kindness and compassion and the humor that accompanied it exceeded the ordinary. The

limits of illness and the attraction of nicotine were insignificant in comparison.

There is support in the literature for the idea of humor as respite. Participants in

Herth's (1990) study with terminally ill patients indicated that humor offered an

opportunity to step aside and gave abreak from their grave circumstances. Similarly,

AstedrKurki et al. (2001) report that humor provided a moment of rest which allowed

patients to forget unpleasant things momentarily.

I did not find other researchers who referred to the capacity of humor to transform

or transcend circumstances elsewhere in the literature. I believe this finding was related to

the heaviness of the setting. Humor could not alter the reality of terminal illness but it

could offer a moment of forgetting. The contrast between the heaviness of the situation

and the flash of illumination that accompanied humor was enough to radically change

things, sometimes briefly, sometimes in more profound ways that persisted.

Humor as survival. There \¡/ere several instances where participants, both

patients and staff, referred to humor as essential for their survival (Marion: "for me, it

(humor) has been a lifesaver"; HP: "a sense of humor has helped me to survive so long").

These comments were characteristically accompanied by an intensity of expression that

conveyed the depth of their meaning. I did not find such intensity in other humor research.

Whether this is due to the difficulty in conveying something so profound or whether it is a
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unique finding is a question for speculation.

Survival is an important concept when you are expecting to die. Victor Frankl

(1959) writes of the profound importance of humor during his internment in a

concentration camp during World War II. He describes humor as one of the "soul's

weapons in the fight for self-preservation" (p42). Developing a sense of humor is

identified as a trick learned while mastering the art of living in the horror of the camp.

Together with a fellow intemee, Frankl practiced humor by inventing at least one amusing

story daily. Finding humor in this more horrible of situations became a technique for

survival.

The significance of humor's contribution to survival is reiterated in the

experiences of POWs interned at the time of the Vietram war (Henman, 2001). Survivors

reported that humor was significant both in their survival of imprisonment and in the

years of repatriation. Several of the 62 participants in a qualitative study of the POW

experience indicated that they considered humor so important that they would risk torture

in order to tell a joke through the prison walls to another prisoner who needed cheering

up. Humor was likened to a fighting back posture, away of taking control over one's

reaction in circumstances where there was no control over the situation.

Persons with a terminal illness often fear the possibility of pain, suffering, and

being a burden on others more than they fear death itself. Humor as survival finds its

place not in the ultimate survival of avoiding death but in surviving the dying process.

"It's not that I'm afraid of dying, I just don't want to be there when it happens" (Woody

Allen, cited in Klein, 1998,p37). Mr cD, who often told me that he wasn't afraid of

dyrng, spoke of how important humor was for him and how it had helped him get through
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many different circumstances. On the day that he developed a crisis with severe shorhress

of breath, he temporarily lost his capacity to use humor. When the crisis abated, he

commented that things had never been "that bad" before and that it was frightening. He

wasn't afraid of dying but sure hoped it "wasn't going to be like that". Mrs WJ's sister

commented to me that she had never felt afraid of death. However, having witnessed her

sister's distress in the final hours, she felt afraid,not of death, but of the suffering that

might proceed it.

Similar to the experiences of incarceration, there is no control over the inevitably

of dying. For some, humor offered a means of survíving the experience, frgþting back

against the ravages of illness, despite ultimate powerlessness over disease.

Humor as avoídance. "The essence of humor is that one spares oneself the

affects to which the situation would naturally give rise and overrides with a jest the

possibility of such an emotional display''(Freud cited in Lefcourt & Martin, 1986, p6).

Aristotle warned that humor should not be overused or abused, preventing a person from

saying what ought to be said (piddington, 1963).

Humor that kept things light and avoided direct confrontation of unpleasant

matters was quite conìmon in the setting. Comments about never having to pay for a chair

bought without need for payment for two ye¿Ìrs, or cautions to nurses not to use a shroud

communicated with humor that patients knew that they were dying. Only occasionally

was humor carried to the extreme where serious conversation was not possible and

important communication was not permitted. In the instance of Mr B who was admitted

within days of death and still denying any significant problems, humor became an

obstacle to truthtelling about his prognosis. I found no specific reference to avoidance
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carried to the point of absolute denial in other research.

Tension relief/ lightening the heaviness. Humor that erupted in laughter after a

tense situation helped to relieve accumulated tension. In the situation where a drug

cassette for Mr SC's infusion pump was delayed, anxiety rose to a feverish pitch. After

the crisis resolved, a seemingly innocuous comment resulted in the erupted of uproarious

laughter. The stress of a shift where staff were dealing with simultaneous deaths, callbells,

and constant phone calls was broken by the silliness of a Sesame Street pantomime. This

is the humor of release identified in arousal theories. Most humor research studies identifli

tension relief as significant, a means of letting offsteam (Thornton & White lggg),

breaking up tense situations (Beck, 1997), and releasing liberating laughter (Coser, 1959).

Related to tension relief was humor that lightened the heaviness of a situation.

Unlike tension-relieving humor which followed a crisis or peak of tension, humor that

lightened heaviness was present earlier in a situation. Ice breaking humor at the time of a

patient's admission, jokes during change of shift report, and playttrings in the staff room

were all examples. Van Wormer and Boss (1997) report that in the Emergency Room

amusing stories of past incidents helped to bolster high spirits amongst staffoften

confronted with stressful situations.

Maintainingperspective/providingsupport. Staffsometimesbecamecaught

up in negative or stressful circumstances which altered their sense of equanimity. kr the

situation where the media released a story about an unhappy family who had their loved

one transferred elsewhere, staff were dismayed. Their caregiving capabilities had been

questioned. The distress lasted for a number of days. 
'When 

they began to make jokes

which reframed the events into something more innocuous, their perspective altered.
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Jokes about appropriate newspaper headlines for all kinds of other situations were

suggested. Staff returned to their responsibilities with a more objective frame of mind,

ready to resume more optimal functioning.

Humor allowed staff to distance themselves from difficult situations so that their

perspective became more balanced. The ability to distance oneself from negative affective

responses and regain a more thoughtful and objective stance has been referred to as

perspective-taking (Lefcourt, Davidson, Shepherd, & Phillips, 1997). Perspective{aking

is considered a mature defense which allows individuals to cope with difficult

circumstances by minimizing negative emotions such as anger and depression.

The joking and light-hearted exchanges that punctuated interactions in the staff

room were a major source of support for palliative care staff. On one occasion where

Dawne's dancing eyes gave away that she was teasing, one of her colleagues commented

to me that "we just love it when she gets like this". Staffwho laughed together formed a

cohesive group that could be counted upon for support. As Julie explained, a team bonded

through laughter could survive the "worst hell".

Several participants identified patient care rounds which emphasized teamwork as

an especially important source of support. It was distressing to find that rounds, identified

by many as supportive, were identified by others as exclusionary. Nurses who came and

went during rounds found themselves in the midst ofjokes in which they had not been

included. There was no intention to exclude but persons who had not been in the room

earlier when a joke began had difficulty "catching up" with the humor. Humor that

includes only those "in the know" performs a boundary marking function which marks

those not included as outsiders (P. Berger, 1997). Albeit unintentional, humor created a
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boundary which excluded.

Expressíng Sensíbility

Sensibility refers to a delicacy of perception about the esthetic or emotional state

of another. When one expresses sensibility, he or she demonstrates regard for another's

self as a fellow human being and the uniqueness of each person. Within this category is

humor which, although it may appear trivial or insignificant on the surface,ffiãy achieve

profound meaning.

Preserving dignity. "An inability to control basic human functions,

especially urination and defecation, seriously threaten a patient's dignity and violate one

of the most basic foundations of adult personhood" (Waskul &vander Riet, 2002,pa98).

Powerlessness over bodily functions is a constant source of potential humiliation. When

people are dying, incontinence is an unforfunate and common occuffence. Staff who were

able to share gentle humor in such circumstances helped to neutralize the assault on

dignity. ln the situation where l\¡frs GH was incontinent of stool, the nurses' comment that

'\ilhat goes in must come out" broke the tension and neutralized some of the dismay. The

focus became not the unpleasant task of dealing with feces but sensitive regard for

preservation of the patient's sense of worth.

I did not find specific reference to this function on the part of staff elsewhere in

the literature. A related finding in a study of dying cancer patients (Waskul & van der

Riet, 2002) reported that humor from patients served a similar function in preserving

dignity. kr this study, patients who had wounds which eroded the intact bodyused humor

as a kind of stigma embracement. By using humor, patients were able to take some

distance from the betrayal by their bodies, transforming betrayal into an objective subject
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that could be taken more lightly.

Incontinence and erosion ofthe intact body are so unpleasant that they are rarely

addressed publicly. The frequency with which such indignities occur in persons who are

dylng makes such topics harder to avoid. The regular occuffence of humor that made light

of bodily functions (it's hard to poop on demand","may I have this dance,', and,!our

bum is broken") arose is significant.

Acløtowl edgin g p ers o nho o d. In the preceding section, digdty is chiefly

considered from the perspective of indignities associated with incontinence, dependence,

or breaks in skin integrity. This section addresses the role of humor in a function closely

related to dignity, acknowledgment of personhood. In an exploration of dignity in dying,

Chochinov (2002) observes that persons who are terminally ill sometimes perceive that

their personhood or worth has been reduced merely to the context of their illness and its

encumbrances. He identifies the significance of care tenor, the affective and attitudinal

tone of care which conveys respect and affirmation of the patient's continued worth. This

study suggests that humor is an important component of care tenor.

As Julie identified, humor "allows you to be a person, to be able to connect, and

that allows you then to move into those (dark) places and be genuinely caring". Mrs ST

reported that when staff took time to share humor with she and her husband, she felt that

meant they were seeing them as persons and not just part of the job to be done. Humor

was a means of communicating regard for their human uniqueness. Similarly, several staff

participants indicated that they used humor as a means of communicating to patients and

families that they were also human beings and were open to relate at a more personal

level.
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ln the literature, there were many reports about the significance of humor in

creating relationships. Despite this, only one study (Johnson, 2002) specifically identified

the link between humor and acknowledgment of personhood. Participants in Johnson's

study of the role of humor in breast cancer indicated that using humor made nurses appear

more sensitive, human, and tnrstworth¡ "like she was a real person, apartof the family'

(p6e3).

The role of humor in acknowledgrng personhood was an especially significant

finding. It reflects one of the ideals of palliative care and establishes humor as an

important and noble component of compassionate care for the dying.

Negotiatíng hierarchical dffirences. An interdisciplinary team is a

hallmark of palliative care. The work of one discipline is complemented and accentuated

by the work of another. Within the team, there were inevitable differences in professional

status. Physicians characteristically carried more status and assumed leadership roles

amongst the team. As Julie indicated, there was a particular sense of responsibility

associated with being a physician, the one who wrote the care orders, the ultimate

decision maker.

Humor and joking together provided a means of negotiating the tension around

hierarchical differences. There is ample support in the literature to substantiate the role of

humor for this purpose. Goldberg (1997) notes that the concept of the multidisciplinary

team is often idealized. V/ith flexibility of roles and respect for related disciplines as an

ideal, acknowledging tensions becomes problematic. Podilchak(1992)notes that social

inequalities may be temporarily neuhalized by the invocation and action of the humor

instigator. ln her path-breaking work on humor in health care, Coser (1960) identified that
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joking behaviors in a hierarchical structure were released downward. When persons with

higher social or professional status released humor downward, the status structure was

supported. The significance of downward humor is supported in the findings of other

humor researchers (Goldberg, 1997; Sayte,2}}l; yoels &. Clair,1995).

In this research, the tendency for humor to be released downward was most

evident in the relationships between physicians and nurses. There was a lot of good-

natured banter, but it was characteristically initiated by the physician. As Diego described,

"I'11 sort of play the game and bring in the formality of thank you rurse, thank you, and

they'll play up to that role, yes doctor, so on and so forth, the humour isn't defined but it's

really harkening back to the time when nurses had to stand up when doctors came into the

room, and that kind of stuff'. Amongst the remainder of the team, humor appeared to be

shared as equals, without consciousness of disciplinary differences.

Functions Unique to This Study

Many of the functions identified are supported by findings from research

elsewhere in healthcare. Several functions (humor as attraction, energizing humor, humor

as survival, humor as respite that transforrns or transcends, preservation of dignity, and

acknowledgment of personhood) stand out as possibly unique. The capacity of humor to

atltact others and its energizing functions make intuitive sense. Why they have not been

reported elsewhere may merely be as simple as not mentioning what is taken for granted.

'when patients spoke of humor as a means of survival, they were speaking not of

overcoming their illness, but of surviving the dyrng process with its attendant losses and

struggles. The transforming and sometimes transcendent power of humor may have

particular significance for this area where burdens are heavy and time is short. The
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contrast between the seriousness of the situation and the moment of delight in humor may

be so great as to intensify the pleasure into a moment of transcendence, a moment fully

lived in relationship. on these occasions, patients became fully engaged, active

participants in the stream of life. Preservation of dignity and acknowledgment of

personhood are especially significant in palliative care. These functions stand out as

important because of the losses of personal identity and bodily integrity which threaten as

death approaches.

Influencing Factors: It Depends on . . .

The third purpose of the research was to discover areas where humor might be

perceived as inappropriate. Identification of contextual factors which influenced the use

of humor in palliative care illuminated this discovery.

Individual dffirences: everyone's dffirent. As Meghan observed, "there are

as many different types (of humor) as there are people". My observations generated vivid

illustrations of varied humor expressions and preferences amongst both staff and patients.

There were patients like Mr CD who generallypreferred humor as a way of being and

introduced it into most interactions. In the case of the E family, humor was not considered

appropriate, "we don't choose to deal with things in that waf'. The result was wide

variation in the frequency and type of humor which was dependent upon the combination

of individuals and personalities in any given situation.

The significance of differences in personality is identified extensively in the

literature. Zív Q98$ in his work on personality and sense of humor identifies two types

of persons who seek out humor; those who create humor and those who appreciate humor.

He contends that different people enjoy different forms of humor because their needs
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differ and that individual needs stem from personalities.

Variable circumstances: when ltumor doesn't belong. The third research

purpose was to identify circumstances where humor might be inappropriate. Examination

of the influence of variable circumstances yielded plentiful information for addressing

that objective. There was general agreement that humor was less likely when there had

been a change in the patient's condition, and when the patient was in severe pain. ln the

situation where Babs was explaining the seriousness of the change in Mrs ww's

condition with her sisters, there was no humor. With Mrs X, who was uncomfortable on

her mattress, the nurses' attempt at distraction with a story about a humorous mishap with

a rocking bed fell flat. Mrs X was not responsive to humorous stories in her discomfort.

Humor was curtailed with patients who showed signs of paranoia, and when there

were peaks of emotions such as fear, anxiety, anger, and grief. As Ian said, "You don't go

in and lay that (humor) on someone who just doesn't feel too fur¡ry that day, and a person

varies from time to time". Other researchers (Thornton &'White, 1999; Wallis, 1998;

Major, I 998; Herth, I 990) report similar circumstances where humor may be insensitive

or unwelcome.

This study is wrique in its exploration of the role of humor at the deathbed.

Studies in critical care settings mention that humor is less likely when someone is dying

(Wallis, 1998). In a critical care setting, death is often a sudden and dramatic event

accompanied by eamest efForts at resuscitation. Often there are efforts to preserve life at

all costs and death is considered a failure. On a palliative unit, death is expected. Ideally it

is a quieter, more peaceful event. Family members are often present. In that context, there

was sometimes room for humor. Staffparticipants identified that they did not use humor
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at the deathbed but that humor was sometimes introduced by family members. Typically,

humor in this context was gentle and kind, delivered in the context of reminiscence or

loving comments to the dyrng loved one. As Anne described, "It's very loving humor, it's

kind of heart-to-heart humor from a family member to the one who's dyrng" (Iaterview

8:563). Humor, ubiquitous, variable, and versatile, found its place even at this most

precious and poignant moment.

Ethnicity. There is general agreement among scholars that humor is universal

(4. Berger,1997;Fry,1994), one of the "common denominators in the human equation"

(Kruger, 1996,p.238). While there is agreement, there is also a sense that humor is

shaped and bounded by a cultural code (Boskin,1997). In the few studies of humor in

health care where culture is mentioned, there is a sense that humor is not only culture-

specific, but subject to mis-interpretation. Olsson and colleagues (2001) found that nurses

in Sweden from a non-Nordic background (n:20) felt that humor in their own culture was

more humorous and was misunderstood or undervalued in their present Nordic

environment. Nahas (1998) discovered that Aushalian nursing students with Asian

backgrounds interpreted humor from their teachers as unprofessional, a sign of disrespect

which belittled and degraded.

These themes were borne out in the findings from this study. Staff recognized the

universality of humor, "laughter is laughter in any language", but also the potential for

misunderstanding when patients were not from the mainstream culture. The patient from

an Eastern European background who made a joking remark about being a "blood sucker"

gave offence to the person collecting her blood. This she attributed to cultural differences

and to lack of appreciation of European humor.
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Two Asian patients indicated their appreciation of humor and regretted its absence

in the setting. Their genuine preference for humor communicated by facial expression and

twinkling eyes and authenticated by subsequent interactions, may be more attributable to

personality than culture. Findings from cross-cultural research on commonalities in

humor structure and appreciation suggest that personality characteristics are more

predictive of humor appreciation than culture or nationality (Kruger, 1996). Descriptions

of Asian humor in the literature suggest that humor is often used in a latent and

suppressed manner and not immediately obvious in demeanor ( Nevo, o., Nevo, 8., &

Yin, 2001). There is insufficient evidence here to draw any specific conclusions. The

probable influences of adaptation to Canadian society and personality difterences do not

allow for generalizations beyond the experiences of these few individuals. What is

apparent is the significance of cultural influences on humor and the need for more

investigation.

Gender. I occasionally observed that there seemed to be gender differences in

humor. This was brought home in the example where a pencil sharpener fell from the

trousers of a partially cognizant man with a brain tumor. The remark from the male

attendant and the chuckles that ensued between he and the patient was a form of "guy

humor" I could not share. The observation that there were gender differences in humor

was supported bythe staff members that I interviewed. One other investigation (Astedt-

Kurki et a1.,2001) notes gender differences, citing that men were more likely to use

humor to cover feelings. Ziv Q98$ identifies in his research that women laugh more and

therefore score higher on humor appreciation. Men tell more jokes than women and

therefore score higher on humor creativity. According to Ziv,men are more likely to use
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sexual humor, both as a means of enjoyrnent and a means of conveying disappoinfunent

concerning sexuality.

The idea of sexual humor as communication of disappointment is a plausible fit

for palliative care where the ravages of terminal illness compromise normal physiologic

functioning. This was illustrated in the gestures of a patient who drew a curvaceous

female profile in the air. Accompanied bythe remark that "When he saw that he knew he

wasn't dead yet", the message of a sense of loss around sexuality and its importance as a

lifeline is emphasized.

Contextual factors which influence humor usage proved instructive in fulfilling

the third research purpose, identification of circumstances where humor was

inappropriate. Findings related to individual differences, culture, and gender substantiate

the findings from humor research elsewhere in healthcare. The significance of factors

more specific to palliative care such as deathbed scenarios and times of grief and loss

contribute another dimension to what has previously been reported.

Knowing When to Use Humor

Several staff told me that they'Just knew" when to use humor and that they were

scarcely aware of thinking about it at all. This is consistent with suggestions in the

nursing literature that sensitivity to the human dimension of illness and suffering is

embodied knowledge (Gustaßon, 2003). Unlike disembodied knowing which is based on

scientific knowledge, embodied knowing comes from individual humanity. Nurses such

as Andrew who expressed that he didn't know how he knew when to use humor, "it just

comes out", and Sue who referred to knowing when to use humor as a kind of

'tnknowing" displayed embodied knowing.
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Julie identified intuition as a trait which helped her in knowing when to introduce

humor into interactions with patients and families. Similarly, Giselle named intuition as

the connection to her gut which directed her about using humor. When I probed more

deeply, each were able to identifu a constellation of cues which helped them to assess

receptivity and determine appropriate timing for humor. The richness of detail that

evolved as cues were described led me to believe that knowing when to introduce humor

involved more than intuition.

lntuition has four vital characteristics; knowledge presented as a whole,

knowledge perceived immediatel¡ knowledge processed at anon-conscious level, and

knowledge acquired through non-linear, non-analytical thought processes (Wall, 1998).

The sense that staff were scarcely aware of thinking before introducing humor is

consistent with knowledge perceived immediately and as a whole. However, articulation

of specifics indicated that staff took cues from the patient and family or put out "feelers"

for receptivity. Whether or not they were aware of conscious forethought, these actions

were evidence of analytical determination of information. Surely intuition was but one

factor, which supplemented the wisdom of experience, the deliberateness of assessment,

embodied knowing, and the innate sensitivity of persons attracted.to work in the area.

Signíficance

This section explores the significance of the study, beginning with the significance

for palliative care and health care practice in general. The theoretical significance of the

study in terms of Symbolic Interactionism, the sociology of emotions, and humor theory is

discussed. Limitations of the study and implications for research, education, and practice

are presented.
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Persons familiar with palliative care will recognizethathumor has always been

integral to the area. Humor has often been taken for granted, so ubiquitous that there has

been no sense of urgency for research. Evidence-based care has become the gold standard

for identifuing optimal healthcare practice. With the maturing of palliative care as an area

with a distinct body of expertise and knowledge, the time has come for exploring the

significance of humor. This study establishes the significance of humor, not merely as a

taken-for granted appendage, but as an identifiable component of compassionate, person-

centered care for the dying.

The value of humor resides, not in its capacity to alter physical reality, but in its

capacity for affective or psychological change which enhances the humanity of the

experience. Humor is significant in enabling human connections. At its best, humor

conveys a sense ofregard for another, a sense ofdignity and respect.

In healthcare in general, and in nursing in particular, there has been ongoing

debate about core values and concepts which underpin practice. One suggestion is that

respect for human dignity is a moral imperative which guides nursing from both

theoretical and practice perspectives (Jacobs, 2001). ln making the case for respect for

human dignify, Jacobs cites the Social Policy Statement of the American Nurses

Association (1995) which identifies four essential features of nursing practice: a caring

relationship, use of scientific knowledge, consideration ofboth subjective and objective

data, and recognition that persons have a wide range of experiences and responses that

should not be restricted to a problem-focused approach. Humor cannot address all four of

these essentials. However, as this research has demonstrated, humor may be a significant

component in the healthcare relationship. Humor has value as a means of acknowledging
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recognition of the wide range of experiences and responses that individuals bring with

them to the healthcare setting. As the findings illustrate, humor, used sensitively, can

convey regard for the worth of another person, and safeguard personal dignity in

otherwise undignified circumstances. Humor has theoretical significance because of its

relationship to respect for human dignity.

Caring is commonly debated as a core concept for nursing. Proponents suggest

that caring is ubiquitous as an ideal in health care and is central both to nursing and to all

professions (Smith, 1999). Ír identification of meanings related to caring, Smith

identified the importance of dynamic flow in which the nurse demonstrates an heightened

awareness of the pattern of relating. Within this understanding, the nurse is attuned to the

connection with the patient, sensing when and how to move, speak, be silent, laugh, cry

touch, or withdraw. Nurses in my study who sensed when and how to introduce humor

demonshated this attunement. Humor became a manifestation of caring.

Opponents of caring as a core concept suggest that caring is too limited and

perspectival, nonsubstantive, non-generalizablq anti-intellectual, and sentimental (Smith,

1999). Overplaying the theoretical significance of humor could lead to the same charges.

Humor is not a core concept for nursing or for health care at the theoretical level. It is,

however, an important component of caring and respect for human digruty. Sensitive use

of life-giving humor cannot replace scientific knowledge or objective data related to

health or illness. Combined with scientific skill and compassion, humor offers a

humanizing dimension too valuable to be overlooked. In palliative care where the human

dimension of caring is especially significant, it is essential.

Symbolic interactionism. This research supports the appropriateness of
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symbolic interactionism for understanding humor in social situations. With its emphasis

on individual interpretation and dynamic sociai interaction, this framework helps to

explain how humor could be attributed such diversity of interpretation and meaning.

Through the lens of symbolic interactionism, an interaction is not solely what is

happening in a situation, but also what is happening within the individual (Charon, 1989).

Despite the sameness of a situation, responses maybe as variable as the individuals

involved. What is perceived as amusing or affirming or childish or disrespectful for one

may not be so for another. It is the interpretation that gives the situation meaning.

Humor took place in the context of social interaction, the various relationships

between individual players in the setting. Through the lens of symbolic interactionism,

persons orient themselves towards one another rather than an abstract definition of the

situation (Flaherty, 1990). The result is individual interpretations of the same situation. As

illustrated throughout the findings, staff, patients, and families differed in their use of

humor and in responsiveness to the humor of others. Some took delight in simple good-

natured interactions and playfulness. Others used humor to express negativity anger, and

disappointment. Some disregarded humor, finding that it had no place for them in the

circumstances. Despite the sameness of the setting, humor was ascribed different meaning

as a result of the social processes within the setting and not because of the setting itself.

Patients and families were each living in the shadow of approaching death. Palliative care

was indeed a sad setting, yet within that setting, some individuals found pleasure in

humor.

Sociologt of emotions. Symbolic interactionists have made important

contributions in several areas of sociological research, including the sociology of
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emotions (Fine, 1993). The relevance of this area of sociology for palliative care and for

humor in the setting is related both to awareness contexts and the significance of emotion

work.

It is common practice in hospice and palliative care for there to be open

disclosure that the patient is dying. In 1965, sociologists Glaser and Strauss (1965)

developed a theory of awareness contexts which identifies four contexts of awareness;

closed awareness (patient unaware of diagnosis), suspicion awareness, mutual pretense,

and open awareness (patient fully aware of diagnosis). The theory has enjoyed widespread

application. Recentl¡ critics (Timmermans,l994; Mano, 1999) have identified Glaser and

Strauss' theory as deficient in its emphasis on the cognitive aspect of awareness and

omission of the emotional and experiential dimension of terminal illness and the

experience of living with dying. The sociology of emotions has particular relevance for

palliative care and for this study in the context of emotion work.

Emotion work explores emotions as social constructions and considers them

strategic for channeling the propriety of expression of certain emotions. Emotions are

seen as learned behavior and controllable, with "feeling rules" that determine when and

where emotions will be displayed (Fine, 1993). Many of the functions performed by

humor in this study could be viewed through the lens of emotion work. Humor that

covers painful emotions such as sadness, loss, and anger provided a means for emotion

management and honoring "feeling rules" which inhibited open expression. While open

awareness is common practice, expression of feelings retains individual expression and

involves emotion work on the part of each patient, family member, and staffperson.

Humor theory. Many theories of humor emphasize one of three primary
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theoretical categories; incongruity, arousal, or superiority views of humor. Humor as

incongruity involves the combination of two or more disparate concepts or events in an

unexpected or surprising manner (Lefcourt & Martin, 1986). A leading humor researcher

(Fry,2002) commented in a recent paper that modern day humor researchers have reached

the point where incongruity is considered the basis of most verbal humor and much, if not

all, physical humor. Much of the humor discovered in this research could also be

considered the humor of incongruity. Gentle humor mostly consisted of small

incongruities like comments about wiping one's mouth on another's sleeve, "not there,

that's where my heart is!". 'Witticisms, comments about how to hide a hide-a-bed left in

the hall, were incongruous. Stuffed animals and playthings were incongruous in an

environment where death was commonplace and patients and staffwere all adults. Dark

comments like "this is a dead issue" were the same.

Arousal or relief theories of humor stress the physiological function of humor in

drawing off pent off energy or tension (Piddington,1963). Several types of humor

identified in this research could be accurately placed under the umbrella of arousal or

relieftheories. Prolonged laughter at spontaneous events such as an inadvertent fire alarm

offered tremendous relief from pent-up tension and simultaneously created a sense of

arousal that raised positive energy. Small smiles at comments like'!ou're in a crumby

situation" made while brushing food debris from the bed sheets also reduced tension, if

only momentarily. Word play and dark humor in the staffroom relieved the tension of

unfavorable publicity and demanding families.

Superiority theories of humor emphasize the sense of superiority associated with

disparagement of another or the self (Moneal, 1983). Humor with a bite was the only
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category that would be largely attributed to humor as superiority rafher than incongruity

or arousal. Sarcasm and putdowns tended to disparage either the self or others. Ziv QgSa)

refers to this as aggressive humor which disguises a sense of derision, anger, or

frustration. The humor of a patient who speaks about the 'hrge to kill" may be an

indication of frustration or anger about the realities of illness.

This research validates the significance of comprehensive humor theories which

encompass all three of the primary theoretical categories, incongruity, arousal and

superiority. This is consistent with Morreal's Comprehensive Theory (1983) which

emphasizes the affective or psychological changes which accompany humor.

Psychological change maybe affective, as in superiority and relief theories where there is

a boost in positive feelings, a diminishing of negative feelings such as fear (as in dark

humor) or a release of suppressed feelings (as in humor as relief). Findings emphasized

the functions of humor for building relationships, contending with circumstances, and

expressing sensibilities. Each involved an affective or psychological change. The

theoretical significance of humor finds its home within that change.

Limitatíons of the Study

Ethnographic research investigates a cultural setting in depth. The clinical

ethnographer comes to know a lot about a particular interactional phenomenon in a

particular setting at a particular time. All of this is true of this study. Factors such as

prolonged immersion in the field, and exposure to a diversity of patients, families, staff

and situations increase the likelihood that the findings are representative of humor in

other palliative care settings but this cannot be assured.

Findings identified the significance of variables such as ethnicity and gender on
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humor in palliative care but there was insufficient density or depth of datato draw

conclusive evidence. There was minimal exposure to individuals who were not at least

second generation Canadians. In order to make more solid conclusions about cross-

cultural humor, more research involving specific cultural groups would be needed. As

immigrants from other cultures make their home in Canada, this becomes both more

important and more complicated by the process of acculturation.

Observations for this study focused on patients, families, and staffbut largely

omitted investigation of humor use by auxiliary staff. The reality is that non-professional

staff provide a significant portion of hands-on patient care and interaction with patients

and families. Subsequent research which focused on this group would be needed to

complete the understanding of humor in palliative care.

Recommendøtions for Future Research

This study is unique as a qualitative investigation of humor in an inpatient

palliative care setting. It contributes to the growing body of literature which establishes

the significance of humor as a complement to human caring and a therapeutic nursing

intervention. It opens the door for additional studies which would refine and expand upon

what has been leamed.

The findings from this study are specific to the setting, the individuals, and the

situations I was privileged to observe. If other studies were conducted in different

palliative settings, the findings would differ, reflecting the particularities of another

setting. More research would provide a basis for conceptual comparison and contrast

with identification of commonalities and differences. A more comprehensive

understanding of humor in palliative care could be developed.
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Palliative care occurs in diverse settings, both in institutions and in the

community. Inpatient units are generally populated by patients close to death or those

admitted in acute distress for symptom management. To extend the credibility of this

work and to more fully explore the influence of place in the disease trajectory humor

needs to be investigated in the context of palliative care beyond inpatient units.

Suggestions include home care settings, long term care facilities, s¡anptom management

clinics, and amongst clients and staff of palliative services in acute care settings.

Comparison of humor in varied settings would demonstrate the significance of context in

how and when humor appeared.

There are obvious parallels with functions of humor identified in research

elsewhere in health care but also obvious differences. Comparison studies which

investigated non-palliative settings as well as those dedicated to care of the dyrng would

help to isolate and describe potential differences in humor related to working with persons

who are dyrng.

Qualitative studies such as this provide a depth of understanding and description.

Studies which complemented qualitative data with quantitative data from surveys and

questionnaires would enrich what is known.

Not enough is known about circumstances where humor maybe inappropriate or

where sensitivity is especially important. The significance of situations such as a change

of condition or times of high anxiety consistently appears in the literature and is supported

by this research. However, the importance of avoiding humor at the deathbed is modified

and expanded to allow for the possibility that humor may be meaningful when introduced

by loved ones in the final hours. Two participants identified the importance of reparative
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work when humor had been inappropriate or misunderstood. These are meaningful topics

which have scarcely been identified, let alone investigated. More research is needed

which focuses on these circumstances in more detail. It is unrealistic (fortunatety) that

observational studies will pick up more than a small number of examples of inappropriate

humor. Surveys and questionnaires with larger numbers of participants would

complement what has been leamed qualitatively and augment understanding in greater

numbers.

Cross-cultural research on humor is needed. Humor is known to be universal but

different in expression and meaning through the influence of ethnicity. In modem times

when there is greater world migration and mixing of cultures, understanding cultural

differences is more urgently required.

Increasingly, health care settings are instigating humor therapy programs.

lntervention studies which identifr and evaluate therapeutic humor are needed. Humor

therapy also has potential as a means of staff support and health promotion. Intervention

studies directed to this aim would also be appropriate.

Other research questions not specifically related to humor were identified in the

course of conducting this research. For example, what are the effects of the interactions

that ensue in palliative care units as patients and families are exposed to others in similar

circumstances? Is this supportive? Defrimental? Distressing? What are the responses of

patients and families to the practice of open awareness? How do they feel about seeing

brochures for griefsupport groups and understanding the dying process in public areas?

How do theyrespond to the continual influx of funeral flowers?

This dissertation work is a beginning. It contributes to a framework of knowledge
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which could guide the sensitive and effective introduction of humor in health care. Future

researchers will build upon what has been learned.

Implícations for Health Care Educatíon and Practice

Ethnography is useful, not merely for understanding human behavior, but also for

serving the needs of humankind (Spradley, 1980). If the findings of this study are to be

meaningful, they must be applied both for health care education and practice. There ií a

veritable explosion of knowledge in health care. Students and practitioners are inundated

with new information. Understandably, there is considerable emphasis on disease

processes and technical information. This does not mean, however, that education about

other therapeutic modalities can be neglected. Education programs in health care rarel¡ if

ever, discuss the role of humor. Classes on communication are few, occur early in

curricula before there is much context to draw upon, and focus on techniques like

reflective and reiteration. Therapeutic communication is difñcult to teach, let alone

therapeutic use of humor. If humor is to be taken seriously as an asset to therapeutic

relationships, it needs to be included in education programs. Students early in their

exposure to health care may not be comfortable enough to introduce humor. Role

modeling on the part of educators and mentors may be one of the most effective ways to

introduce humor initially.

Strategies for using humor would be appropriately introduced in continuing

education programs in the worþlace. My research suggests that although some staffare

especially skilled in the therapeutic use of humor, they seem initially unaware of what

they know and how they have leamed to use humor. Discussion groups which drew out

staff expertise could evolve into material that would inform others. Staff new to specialty
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areas where patients are critically ill could benefit from teaching about research findings

on humor in the setting and suggestions for implementation.

Education programs for palliative care could appropriately discuss the potential of

humor as a therapeutic response. Drawing upon the stories from this research, staff could

be assisted in recognizing situations where humor might be appropriate. Hearing the

perspective of patients and families could help to overcome any sense of reluctance or

fear. Humor attracts others. Staff may find that they are naturally drawn to spend more

time with patients and families who appreciate humor. Recognizing this, education

programs could include discussion of the implications for responding in situations where

humor appreciation is not apparent. Identification of factors to consider in humor

assessment and strategies for using humor could be included.

Humor therapy is enjoying increasing credibility in health care. Strategies include

clowning, humor carts, and rooms stocked with humorous videos and playthings. Health

care workers from all disciplines would benefit from education which introduced the

concept. This research would be helpful in developing guidelines for circumstances where

this could be appropriate. Understanding that different people will attribute different

meanings to the same intervention would help staff to appreciate that humor therapy will

not always be welcome.

Humor is not apanacea.It cannot take away terminal illness nor can it replace

expert symptom management. However, as education and practice struggle to keep

abreast of the developments in knowledge, humor should not be ignored. As this research

demonshates, humor is significant. Neither health care nor palliative care can afford to be

without it!.
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Concluding Thoughts

The opening sentences of this dissertation identified humor as a coÍtmon thread in

the fabric of human interaction. The closing sentences repeat the theme, enlightened and

fortified by research which has exposed humor's profound power to enliven, enrich, and

enable human interaction.

Humor and laughter, death and dying: the words seem paradoxical; one light and

happy, the other solemn and sad. Patients, families, and staff demonstrated that, despite

the truth of these images, humor has great power, even in the face of death.

This work has begun the process of filling a gap in humor research. From this

foundation, we can say with assurance that humor has an important place in palliative

care. We can say that humor is potentially profound, facilitating momentary

transcendence of the burden of circumstances. Humor helps to build and honor the

relationships and respect for persons that are the ideals of compassionate care. It energizes

and affirms team relationships in a way that enables care for others. By itself humor is

not enough. Combined with expert symptom management and compassionate care, it can

not be underestimated!
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Appendix A
Letter of Information to Asency

xxxxxxx, Research Co-ordinator,
Riverview Health Centre,
Winnipeg, MB.

Dear xxxxx,

I am a Registered Nurse and a doctoral student in the faculty of Graduate Studies at the
University of Manitoba. I am initiating my dissertation research project "An Ethnographic
lnvestigation of Humor and Laughter in Palliative Care". The purpose of the study is to
develop a detailed description of humor and laughter in palliative care, to identiff the
functions which humor and laughter serve, and to understand circumstances where they
may not be appropriate.

I am writing to ask if you would be willing for me to conduct fieldwork in the palliative
care unit of your facility. The object of the fieldwork is to observe interactions between
and among stafl patients, and families in order to understand how and when humor and
laughter arise. Fieldwork would be conducted two days a week over a period of 12 weeks
and would involve:

(1) observing the overall activities and interactions of the care team.
(2) accompanying individual nurses who consent to be in the study as a buddy.
(3) informal conversations with patients, families, and staff.
(a) formal interviews with selected team members identified as key informants.

There has been research which supports the value of humor in healthcare in general.
However, there is some disagreement in the literature about the appropriateness of using
humor in the face of death. No extensive research has yet been done which investigates
humor and laughter in palliative care. This research will establish a descriptive basis for
understanding how humor and laughter appear in care of the dyrng. In addition, it will lay
the groundwork for g¡riding when and how healthcare personnel may appropriately and
sensitively introduce humor in palliative care.

I will obtain approval for this study from the Ethical Review Board for Education and
Nursing at the University of Manitoba and will also seek approval from your facility.

I hope that Riverview Health Centre will consider accommodating this request. It would
be a privilege to work with your team. It would be my pleasure to present the findings to
the staff at RHC upon completion of the study.

If you require more information or clarification, please contact me at . Questions
could also be directed to my dissertation supervisor, Dr. David Gregory at 474-9201.

Thank you for taking the time to consider this request.

Sincerely,

Ruth Dean, RN, MS
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An Ethnographic Investigati""lTËiåiånd Laughrer Ín paltiarive care
Researcher: Ruth Dean, RN, MS

Information for Staff

Dear Colleagues,

I am a registered nurse with experience in palliative care and am presently a doctoral
student in the Faculty of Graduate Studies at the University of Manitoba. My dissertation
research concems humor and laughter as one aspect of communication in care of the
dyrng. I will develop a detailed description and understanding of how patients, families,
and health care providers engage in humor and laughter within the context of palliative
care. This topic has not been investigated previously and is not well understood in health
care. The intent is to develop a basis for informing when and how to introduce humor in
palliative care.

I am planning to observe the palliative care team in their interactions with patients,
families, and with each other. I will be on your unit during either day or evening shifts
two shifts a week over a 12 week period. During these observation sessions, I will be:
' observing the overall activities and interactions of the care team.
' "buddying" with nurses who agree to participate in this study in a more involved

way.

' interviewing a few members of the team about their perspectives and experiences
with the use of humor.

Observation
While on the unit, I will be observing interactions and the dayto-day activities of the
team. I will be taking notes about my observations of interactions between stafl patients,
families, and team members in relation to humor. I am interested in all aspects of humor,
ranging from outright joking and laughter to the gentle subtleties that may often go
unnoticed. You HAVE THE zucHT To REQUEST THAT I NoT OBSERVE you
OR NOT MAKE NOTES ON WI-IAT I OBSERVE. You may tell me this at the time or
phone me anytime at

Buddying
I will be asking nurses to allow me to accompany them as a "buddy''in their daily work.
Being a "buddy'' should not take any extra time or interfere with nursing practice. I wiil
assist nurses with basic nursing care such as bedmaking and repositioning, but will not
give medications or perform more complex nursing procedures. I will be making notes
about my observations. I may ask nurses questions about their interactions and about how
they decide how to approach different situations and individuals.

Interviews
In the later weeks of the study, I will be approaching some individuals from the team to
ask if they would be willing to be interviewed. I will talk with them at a time and place
that is convenient. The interview would last approximately sixty to ninety minutes. The
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interview will be audiotaped and then transcribed by a typist. If the interviewee feels
uncomfortable with what is on the tape, I will erase that part of the tape in their presence.

Information for Staff

The decision to participate in this study is entirely your own. YOU ARE LTNDER NO
OBLIGATION TO PARTICIPATE. YOUR DECISION WILL IN NO WAY
INFLUENCE YOUR EMPLOYMENT. YOU CAN WITHDRAW FROM THE STUDY
AT ANY TIME AND CAN REFUSE TO ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS OR CAN
REFUSE TO HAVE YOUR INTERACTIONS OBSERVED.

CONFIDENTIALITY will be strictlymaintained throughout the study. No actual names
will be used in the typed transcripts of the interviews or notes. Any information that
would identify who you are will be changed or removed. Only myself the typist, and my
Dissertation Advisor, Dr. David Gregory will read the transcripts of the interviews. Data
from the interviews will be used to write my dissertation, and will then be used to prepare
papers or a book for publication, or for subsequent reaearch. Findings will be presented at
professional conferences and may also be used for educational purposes. The data will be
stored in a locked filing cabinet at the University of Manitoba.

I hope you will consider participation in this study. My expectation is that those who
participate will find it useful in thinking about their practice. I anticipate that other
palliative care teams will benefit from the findings of this study.

This research has been approved by the Nursing/Education Ethical Review Board at the
university of Manit'oba. If you have any questions, please contact me at or my
Dissertation Advisor, Dr. David Gregory at 474-9201, or the Ethics Secretariat at 474-

Thank you for taking the time to read this letter.

Sincerely,

Ruth Dean, RN, MS

If you are interested in hearing more about participating as a buddy illrse, please
complete the form on the next page, detach it, and leave it in the envelope marked
"Humor Study'that will be left in the staff room. I will refum to the unit on
(two weeks later) to pick up the sheets.
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lnformation for Staff

I.D. #

I am interested in hearing more about participating in this study as a buddy nurse.

Name:

Phone:

The best time to reach me is :

Please leave this form in the envelope marked "Humor Study'in the StaffRoom.
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Appendix C
An Ethnographic Investigation of Humor and Laughter in Palliative Care

Researcher: Ruth Dean, RN, MS

Script for approaching patients and families
My name is Ruth Dean. I atn aregistered nurse and a doctoral student at the University of
Manitoba. I am doing a study here on this unit about personal interactions in palliative
care. I am particularly interested in the ways that stafl patients, and families may use
humor and laughter as part of their communication.
As part of the study, I will be accompanying your nurse and will sometimes help her or
him with nursing care. Would it be alright for me to be with your nurse and observe while
care is provided to you? I may also ask you or your family some questions about your
experiences with palliative care from time-to-time if you are feeling up to it.
You are under no obligation to agree. If you would prefer that I not observe your care,
you may say so to me or to your nurse at any time. Agreeing or not agreeing will have no
effect upon your care.

Thank you for your consideration ofthis project.
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TO: Ruth Dean
Principal Investigator

FROM: Lorna Guse, Chair
EducationÀlursing Res earch Ethics B oard (ENREB)

Re: Protocol #820012077
66An Ethnographic Investigation of Humor and Laughter in Palliative
Care"

Please be advised that your above-referenced protocol has received human ethics approval
by the Education/Nursing Research Ethics Board, which is organized and operates
according to the Tri-Council Policy Statement. This approval is valid for one year only.

Any significant changes of the protocol and/or informed consent form should be reported to
the Human Ethics Secretariat in advance of implementation of such changes.
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An Ethnographic Investigati""lÏË""*iånd Laughter in paniarive care
Researcher: Ruth Dean, RN, MS

Consent Form for Buddv Nurses

I have read Ruth Dean's letter about the above research and understand that Ruth is
interested in learning more about interactions in palliative care and the use of humor and
laughter in those interactions.

I understand that:
(1) The researcher, Ruth Dean, will accompany me as I carry out my nursing duties and
observe my interactions with patients, families, and other members of the team.
(2) Ruth will talk with me about matters related to humor and laughter.

I understand that Ruth will be with me as an observer and will assist me with simple nursing
tasks but will not administer medications or perform any complex nursing procedures.

I understand that Ruth will be writing notes about her observations. I know that I can ask her
not to write notes on her observations of me if I am feeling uncomfortable.

I understand that Ruth and her research committee will have access to the notes recorded
during the study. I understand that my identity will be protected throughout the study. My
name will not be mentioned on any written material, or in any presentations or publications
that may follow completion of the research. The research materials will be kept in a secure
place.

I understand that I can ask questions of Ruth throughout the study and that the results will
be shared with me. I also know that I can speak to Ruth about what it is like to participate in
this research project. I understand that the results will be reported in Ruth's doctoral
dissertation, in professional publications, and at conferences. They may be used for
educational purposes or subsequent research.

I AM AWARE THAT I CAN WITHDRAW FROM THE STUDY AT ANY TIME AND
CAN REFUSE TO ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS OR CAN REFUSE TO HAVE MY
NURSING PRACTICE OBSERVED. I LTNDERSTAND THAT MY PARTICIPATION IS
VOLUNTARY. MY DECISION TO PARTICIPATE OR NOT WILL IN NO WAY
INFLUENCE MY EMPLOYMENT AT THIS FACILITY.

This research has been approved by the Nursing/Education Ethical Review Board at the
University of Manitoba. I understand that if I should have any concems about the research,
I may contact Ruth anytime at474-6816 or her Disseriation Advisor, Dr. David Gregory at
474-9201 or the Ethics Secretariat at 474-7122.
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Consent Form for Buddy Nurses

ID#

My signature below shows that I have agreed to be in the study and that I have received a
copy of this consent and an information letter about the study.

Signature of Participant

Signature of Researcher

I would like to receive a summary of the results.
Please mail this to:
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Appendix F
An Ethnographic Investigation of Humor and Laughter in PalliativeCare

Researcher: Ruth Dean, RN, MS

Consent to be Interviewed

I am a doctoral student at the university of Manitoba. As you may be aware, I am
conducting research in the palliative care unit at Riverview Health Centre. The purpose of
the research is to understand the use of humor and laughter in palliative caÍe, to identifu
the functions humor and laughter serve in interactions in this context, and to identify
circumstances where it may not be appropriate. Phase I of the research has been
observation of interactions on the unit while buddied with a palliative care nurse. Phase II
will be to conduct interviews with persons identified as having particular insight about
humor and laughter in the context of palliative care.

You are invited to participate in this research by being interviewed. The interview will
explore your thoughts and experiences about humor and laughter in palliative care. It
would take approximately 60 to 90 minutes. It would be held at a time convenient for
you. I could come to your home to conduct the interview or it could be at another suitable
location. The interview would be audio-taped with your permission.

Your participation is entirely voluntary. You may withdraw at any time without penalty
by simply stating that you no longer want to continue. Your participation will be
confidential and known only to the researcher. Your name will not be used at any time. It
will be replaced either with a number or a pseudonyrn.

The only persons who will see the data will be the t)¡pist who transcribes the taped
interview, myself and my Dissertation Advisor, Dr. David Gregory. The data will be
stored in a locked filing cabinet in the researcher's office.

The findings from the study may be published as a book or journal article, and may be
presented at professional conferences. They may be used for teaching and educational
pu{poses, or for subsequent research studies. A summary of the findings will be sent to
you, if you so desire.

There will be no direct benefits to you from participation except the opportunity to reflect
upon your practice. In the future, the results may be helpful to others in understanding
when and how to introduce humor in palliative care.

This research has been approved by the Ethical Review Board for Education and Nursing
at the University of Manitoba and had institutional approval from the Riverview Health
Cenhe. If you should have any questions or concems, you may direct them to Ruth Dean
at 474-6816, to my dissertation chair, Dr. David Gregory at 474-9201, or to the Ethics
Secretariat at 47 4-7 2l l.
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Consent to be Interviewed

ID#

My signature below shows that I have agreed to be in the study and that I have received a
copy of this consent and an information letter about the study.

S ignature of Participant Date

Please print your name

Signature of Researcher

Ruth Dean

I would like a sunmary of the results. Please send them to:

Name:

Address:
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Appendix G
An Ethnographic Investigation of Humor and Laughter in Palliative Care

Researcher: Ruth Dean, RN, MS

Information for Patients and Families

I am a doctoral student at the University of Manitoba and also a registered nurse with
experience in palliative care. I am doing research on how people interact in palliative care
and am especially interested in humor and laughter as one aspect of communication.

The research involves observing staff as they interact with patients and families. At times
I will help your nurse with nursing care. I will be here on the unit at various times over a
12 weekperiod.

Your participation involves having me help your nurse and observing the interactions that
take place. I may sometimes ask you or your family questions about your experiences
here if you are feeling up to it. I will take notes to record events and conversations that
mayhelp me to understand the waypeople communicate and offer support. The notes
will not use your name or include any personal identiffing information.

By allowing me to observe your care and responding to my questions, you are consenting
to participate in this study. If you do not want me to observe your care, you may say so at
any time either to me or to the nurse. Your response will not effect your care in any way.

There will be no direct benefits to you from the research except the possible benefit of an
extra helper in your care and someone to talk with if you should feel like talking. ln the
future, the results of the study maybe beneficial for guiding palliative care staff in
communicating with patients and families. The results will be published and presented at
professional conferences and may be used for educational purposes or for subsequent
research.

This research has been approved by the Nursing/Education Ethical Review Board at the
University of Manitoba. If you have any questions about the study, you may contact me at

or my research supervisor, Dr. David Gregory at 414-9201, or the Ethics
Secretariat at 47 4-7 122. .

Thank you for your interest in my research.
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Appendix H
An Ethnographic Investigation of Humor and Laughter in Palliative Care

Researcher: Ruth Dean, RN, MS

lnformation for Families where Patient Unable to Give Consent
I am a doctoral student at the University of Manitoba and also a registered nurse

with experience in palliative care. I am doing research on how people interact in palliative
care and am especially interested in humor and laughter as one aspect of communication.

The research involves observing staff as they interact with patients and families.
At times I will help the nurse while slhe is caring for your familymember. I will be here
on the unit at various times over a l2 week period.

Your participation involves having me help your family member's nurse and
observing the interactions that take place. I may sometimes ask you or other family
members questions about your experiences here. I wilt take notes to record events and
conversations that may help me to understand the way people communicate and offer
support. The notes will not use you or your family members name or include any personal
identi$ring information.

By allowing me to observe your family member's care and responding to my
questions, you are consenting to participate in this study. If you do not want me to
observe, you may say so at any time either to me or to the nurse. Your response will not
effect your family member's care in any way.

There will be no direct benefits to you from the research except the possible
benefit of an extra helper in your family member's care and someone to talk with if you
should feel like talking. In the future, the results of the study may be beneficial for
palliative care staff in communicating with patients and famities. The results will be
published and presented at professional conferences and may be used for educational
purposes or for subsequent research.

This research has been approved by the Nursing/Education Ethical Review Board
at the University of Manitoba. If you have any questions about the study, you may contact
me at or my research supervisor, Dr. David Gregory at 474-9201, or the Ethics
Secretariat at 47 4-7 I22. .

Thank you for your interest in my research.
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o ghrer in p ailiarive c are
Researcher: Ruth Dean, RNo MS

Record of Consent to Participate: Patients and Families
I am a doctoral student at the University of Manitoba and also a registered nurse with
experience in palliative care. I am doing research on how people interact in palliative care
and am especially interested in humor and laughter as one aspect of communication.

The research involves observing staffas they interact with patients and families. At times
I will help your nurse with nursing care. I will be here on the unit at various times over a
12 week period.

Your participation involves having me help your nurse and observing the interactions that
take place. I may sometimes ask you or your family questions about your experiences
here if you are feeling up to it. I will take notes to record events and conversations that
mayhelp me to understand the waypeople communicate and offer support. The notes
will not use your name or include any personal identifying information.

By allowing me to observe your care and responding to my questions, you are consenting
to participate in this study. If you do not want me to observe your care, you may say so at
any time either to me or to the nurse. Your response will not effect your care in any way.

There will be no direct benefits to you from the research except the possible benefit of an
extra helper in your care and someone to talk with if you should feel like talking. In the
future, the results of the study may be beneficial for guiding palliative care staff in
communicating with patients and families. The results will be published and presented at
professional conferences and may be used for educational purposes or for subsequent
research.

This research has been approved by the Nursing/Education Ethical Review Board at the
University of Manitoba. if you have any questions about the study, you may contact me at

my research supervisor, Dr. David Gregory at 474-9201, or the Ethics
Secretariat at 47 4-7 I22. .

Thank you for your interest in my research.

Date

The information above has been discussed with

who has given consent to participation in this research.

Ruth Dean, RN
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Appendix J
An Ethnographic Investigation of Humor and Laughter in Palliative Care

Researcher: Ruth Dean, RN, MS

Transcriptionist's Consent Form

I agree to participate in this study by transcribing interview materials.
I will protect CONFIDENTIALITY in this study by translating any names of persons or
institutions I encounter during transcription into initials. As well, I will not disclose any
information from the research materials to any persons or agencies.
All research materials will be kept secure in a locked cabinet or drawer while in my
possession. Once I have completed each transcription, I will return all tapes, disks, and
print outs to the researcher. I will also erase all transcription materials from the hard drive
of the computer I am using.
I have discussed these requirements with the researcher, Ruth Dean, and have received a
copy of this consent form.

Transcriptionist

Date
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Appendix K

Interview Guide

Can you tell me some of your general impressions and feelings about working in
palliative care?

When you think of the word humor, what kinds of thoughts and images came to mind?

would you say that you are a person who generally appreciates humor?
- Tends to use it in your life outside of work?
- Tends to use it at work?

Can you tell me a story about a specific observation or experience with humor in your
palliative care work (patients, families, staff)?

Sometimes humor is uproarious, at other times subtle or gentle. Have you seen both? Can
you say some more about that?

What factors help you to use humor? Any factors that hinder its use? Are there particular
types of humor that work better than others (eg. Jokes, sarcasm, acting silly)?

Are you aware of any benefits from using humor? (probes- for you? for team? patients?
families?)

What about risks? - Qtrobes- for you? for team? patients? families?)

Can you comment about the influence (if any) of ethnic diversity on your use of humor?
On patients and families use of humor?

Can you recall any examples where you found that humor worked well for you in your
work on palliative care?

can you recall any examples where you found that humor was not helpful?

Do you think that there are times when humor may not be appropri ate? Canyou tell me
about this?

Is there anything else that you would like to add?
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Appendix L

Demo graphic Information
Buddy Nurses

StaffInterviews

I.D. No.

1. Age: 20-30 years_ 30-40 years_ 40-50years 50-60years
over 60 years_

2. Gender: male_ female
3. Position in Palliative Care

Nurse Social Worker_
Physician_ Health care Aide
Chaplain_ Other_ þlease specify)

4. Years of experience working in palliative care_
number of years on this unit_

5. Educational level (Buddy nurses)
Diploma Baccalaureate_ Master,s_ phD

6. Ethnic/cultural affi liation
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Appendix M

Outcomes from Humor

Humor Outcome Function

Shared smile or laugh
16:183

Sense ofcloseness Corurection
Builds community

Watching f,rgure skating,
sharing pleasantries

FN13:213

Sensation of warmth and satisfaction Connection

Assistance to transfer
from chai¡ "nicest dance I
ever had"
14:220-236

Family remembered need for assistance
as dances with Dad

Preserving dignity

Semi-responsive patient
smiles at nurses' comment

FN10:143

Family comments that her personality and
love of humor still intact

Valuing personhood

Warm conversation with
team member

FNl6:4

Energy rising, cormection established Energizing

Patient especially pleasant
and good-humored

FN15:21

Favorite with staff Atlraction

Nurse lively and full of
frm

FN8:18

Other staff warm, easy rapportie Attraction

Nurse with overt comical
manner, exaggerates and
gesticulates

FN8:86

People around her often laughing Attraction

Mother loves humor, jokes
with everyone
FNI l:145-148

Caregivers treat her well, son confident
they will be there for her when needed

Attraction

Nu¡ses who make patients
and families laugh

19:257

Patients and families "just love them" Attraction

Li ghthearted staff, nurses
laughing at desk

FNl4:138

Sense of normalcy Relieving tension
Lightening the heaviness

Staff laughing together

18:214-216

"it felt so good" - returned to work
feeling lighter

Connection
Lightening the heaviness
Team support
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Staffsharing humor with
patient and family

FNl3:l l0

'Wife felt staff seeing them as ,,people" Valuing personhood

Gentle teasing with other
nurses

FN14:21-23

"Everybody likes A" Attraction
Connection

Laughter at innocuous
comment after tense
situation FN23:128

Atmosphere changes Relieving tension

Laughter at
misunderstanding of
message in report
FNl:4

Greater animation, more sense of
engagement

Energizing

Spontaneous funny things
I13:5

Puts job into perspective Sense ofperspective

Small laugh about broken
suitcase

13:360

Relieved tension for just a minute, didn't
stop grieving

Respite

Jokes about miracle pills

FN10:78

Sense of bonding, animation Connection
Energizing

Causing patient to
smile/laugh

Il5:295

Life-affirming, self-rewarding Connection

Joking while doing
dressing change

14:195

Makes patient relax, forget about what
you're doing

Preserving dignity

Inadvertent fire alarm
FN14:107

Lighter atmosphere, patients and families
talking to one another more

Lightening the heaviness
Energizing
Connection

Starting out with humor

14:118

Opened doors Breaking the ice (connection)

Patient acting cheerful
even ifnot feeling so
inside FN8:148

Makes her forget her troubles Suwival

Patient using humor more
since becoming ill
FN4:99

People want to be around her, feels more
peacefi.rl

Survival
Aftraction

Patient identifies humor as
a "lifesaver"
FNl3:171

Allows her to make the most of her
remaining time

Survival

Sharing ajoke
17:564-570

Th¡ew her head back and laughed, she
was just transformed

Respite, hansforming the moment
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Nurses' aide tells nurse to
lighten up

I8: t9'7

Whole mood of the patient eased, smiled,
looked more relaxed, forgot for one
second and maybe longer why she was in
that bed

Corurection
Respite

Staffin Santa hats or fi.m
earrings

I8:530

Positive effects with patients and
families, little ones' eyes light up

Respite

Fun with children
17:29

Makes it a liftle easier to know there are
ñn things

Lightening the heaviness

Cartoon: "Nurse, am I
dead? "
"You'll have to ask your
doctor"

Il I:513

Older nurses understand this Negotiating hierarchical differences

Patient would never talk
about anything serious

Il 1:l 14

Staffnot sure ifpatient knew prognosis Avoidance

Patient quips about sh¡oud

Itl:136

Nu¡se understood that patient aware The hidden message

Forced humor for
researcher's benefit

FN2:20

Little or no response Ineffective

Joking in rounds about
something that happened
2 nurses ago

I13:306

Feeling of being excluded Negative

Snide remarks, putdowns,
zingers

16:536

Hurtful to others - need to apologize
right away

Negative

Forced humor for
researchers' benefit

FN2:20

Liftle or no response Ineffective
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Appendix N

Humor Research in Healthcare Settings

Author(s) Focus Sample Method Findings

Fox 1959 description of sha¡ed

difficulties of physicians and

patients and socially pattemed

ways of responding

patients and

physicians in a

Metabolic

Research Group

participant

observation

both patients and physicians

used dark humor as means of

dealing with uncertainty and

poor prognosis

Coser 1959 extensive description of social

structure in hospital setting

patients, families,

staff

participant

observation

laughter an outstanding

feature of social structure

-multiple social functions of

humor

Coser 1960 relationships within

psychiatric team

psychiatric team

members

participant

observation

humor a means of releasing

aggressíon

-humor hierarchically oriented

downward

Emerson

1973

wisecracks and pleasantries patients and staff

in a general

hospital

participant

observation

joking a means of

communication on taboo

topics such as death,

indignities, staff competence

Rosenheim

Tecucianu &

Dimitrovsþ.

r 989

value of humor in

psychotherapy

25 persons with

schizophrenia

intervention

grp -

- preference for nonhumorous

interventions, - serious

therapist perceived as more

empathetic, understanding,

and helpful

Smith &

Kleinman

1 989

development of humor in

medical students

students, patients,

staff in Med

School

ethnography -students socialized to use

humor to cover unpleasant

emotions, maintain prof

boundaries

Parflrtt 1990 effect of cartoons on pre-

operative teaching

24 preoperative pts pretest

/posttest

Tx group had greater recall of

material

Herth 1990 attitudes and experiences re

humor

14 hospice patients structured

interview

85% said humor would be

helpful - 15% reported any

humor in lives

-humor generated hope,

connectedness, perspective

Gaberson

t99t

effect of humorous audiotapes

Vs hanquil music on

preoperative arxiety

15 preop pts intervention

study

humor group had lower

anxíety levels
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Rosenberg

199L

development of humor in

student paramedics

paramedics pre and

post training

qualitative

interviews

-distinct humor subculture

learned, predominance of

sick, morbid humor

Herth I993 influence ofplace of

residence, age, gender,

functional ability, and

perceived health status on

views of humor

60 older adults

from 3 settings

semr-

structured

interview

humor useful for

connectedness, rel axation,

restoration, freedom, j oy, and

perspective

Burston-

Tolpin 1993

skits by medical students over

15 yrs

medical students observation humorous skits

techniques for mocking

established social order

-timelessness of themes

Gelkopp

Kreitler &

Sigal 1993

potential therapeutic effects of

humor

hospitalized

persons with

schizophrenia

interevention

with

humorous

movies

Tx grp perceived increased

social support from staff

Tx grp- decreased verbal

aggression

Dunn 1993 humor in psychiatry 1 0 psychiatric

nufses

qualitative

analysis of

interview

data

useful for reducing anxiety,

and diffu sing aggression

Astedt-Kurki

& Liukkonen

t994

role of humor in nursing 32 nurses qualitative

analysis of

written

aJìswers to

open-ended

questions

humor meaningful for pt's

well being, for coping, and for

nurse-pt interaction

-allows for greater motivation

andjob satisfaction

Sumners

1995

nurses' attitudes to humor in

personal and professional Iives

205 RN's questionnaire attitudes to humor positive in

both settings, less so in

professional life than in

personal Iife

Yoels &

Clair 1995

humor as social organization

humor and status differences

patients and

doctors in clinic

participant

observation

humor both bonds members

with common concerns and

differentiates from others with

different concems

Boman 1996 effective use ofhumor in nsg.

practice

5 nurses known for

"making it

happen"

qualitative

analysis of

interview

data

-humor an interactional phen.

-dependent on contextual and

temporal influences

-part of social human bond
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Langley-

Evans &

Payne 1997

light-hearted talk patients in

palliative care day

hospital

ethnography pts talk ofdeath punctuated

with joking, smiles, humor

- a means ofpsychological

distance while acknowledging

vulnerability

Goldberg

t997

joking in meetings of a multi-

disciplinary mental health

team

16 team members participant

observation

joking exchanges an informal

mechanism for negotiating

hierarchy

Beck 1997 humor in nursing care 21 nurses phenomeno-

logical

analysis of

written

experiences

humor helps nurses deal with

difficult sit'ns, creates

cohesiveness, aids ther

communication, creates

lasting positive effects

Griffiths

I 998

use of humor by community

mental health teams

psychiatrists,

social workers,

nurses

ethnographic

field work

humor a signal of social

tension

-pervasive feature of

hierarchical relations

Nahas 1998 students perceptions of clinical

teachers' use ofhumor

48 nursing students phenomeno

-logical

analysis of

interview

data

Humor lessened students'

anxiety, shengthened teacher-

student relationships,

faciliøted leaming

Asian students found humor

disrespectful

Major 1998 humor in critical care nurses patients and staff

of critical care unit

ethnography

-participant

observation

and

interview

humor a means of balancing

professional demands and

selfcare needs

-helpful in communication,

coping, and as nsg

intervention

Thornton &

whire 1999

description of lived experience

of humor in ICU

8 nurses phenomeno

logical

analysis of

interview

data

unanimous appreciation of

humor - key themes

communication, personality,

interpersonal skills,

teamwork, sick humor

Stn¡thers

t999

benefits of humor in

community mental health

7 patients qualitative

interviews

- relationship b/t

client/caregiver more

significant than specific

interventions
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Ollson,Koch,

Backe, &

Sorenson

2000

(Sweden)

Nursing and humour in

Sweden

220 patients

278 staff

304 persons with

no connection to

health care

seml-

structured

questionnaire

6 categories(okes, laughter

macabre humour, comedy,

puns, unexpected sit'n)- has a

place in health service- l9%

thought used at present

Ollson,

Backe,

Sorenson,

Koch,2001

(Sweden)

Meaning of humour to non-

Nordic nurses in Sweden

20 non-Nordic

nurses

narratives

describing

perceptions

ofhumour

humor as protective mask,

arising from ethnicity, form of

empatþ, offers both

possibilities and obstacles

Astedt-

Kurki, Isol4

Tammentie,

& Kervinen

2001

humour from clients' point of

view

13 clients with

chronic illness

qualitative

interviews

and

narratives

humor helped client to cope,

provided respite, new

perspective, express

themselves

Astedt-Kurki

& Isola

2001

humour between nurse, pt and

staff

16 nurses' diaries content

analysis

humour enabled both to cope

with difficult care &

embarrassing sit'n- means of

saving face

Sayre 2001 aberrant medical unit meetings of

psychiatric staff

participant

observation

demoral ization, resentment

and vengeance in envir,

joking ranged from whimsical

to sarcastic- detrimental

Johnson

2002

use ofhumor and influences

on spirituality and coping

9 women with

breast cancer

qualitative

interviews

humor impt for coping, fosters

relationship and trust with

nurses


